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We’re here every 
day helping people 
get where they 
need to go.
Which also means 
thinking decades 
ahead about where  
we need to go next.
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As we help travellers reach their destinations more 
quickly and comfortably, we also help carriers 
operate more efficiently, and everything we do to 
improve our airport increases the value we deliver.  
At the same time, we take the longer view, working to 
a five-year plan within a 20-year strategic framework. 
But our energy and ideas remain focused on what 
needs to happen right now. It starts here.
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10
REASONS TO BE AGILE

Two distinct GTAA operating 
divisions, Aviation Services and 
Customer & Terminal Services, 
have reorganized to respond more 
effectively to evolving needs. 
Both now have profit-and-loss 
accountability, pursuing clearly 
defined goals within a five-year plan.

Traffic through Canada’s largest  
airport was up 3.4% in 2013, 
with a total of 36.1m passengers:
• 14.4m travelling within Canada 

• 9.8m transborder to U.S. only

• 11.9m international (non-U.S.)

We have to be 
nimble in adapting  
to change.

Key drivers of change in aviation 
include shifting travel priorities, 
tourism trends, global commerce, 
free trade agreements, emerging-
market prosperity, immigration 
patterns, carrier alliances, open 
skies treaties, new aircraft 
technologies and climate change.

36m
PASSENGERS

12345
YEAR PLAN
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Toronto Pearson’s deicing facility is 
the largest and most technologically 
advanced in the world. When 
computer control problems arose in 
early 2013, we updated protocols 
to ensure all aircraft are processed 
quickly and safely. Last year we also 
purchased 10 new deicing trucks at 
more than $1 million each.

Each year millions of Canadian and 
American passport holders pass 
through U.S. Customs and Border 
Protection at Toronto Pearson en 
route to U.S. destinations. To simplify 
their journey while maintaining a 
safe, secure airport, we’ve invested 
$2.4 million in Automated Passport 
Control technology.

In 2013 Toronto Pearson introduced 
Automated Border Clearance (ABC) 
kiosks for travellers arriving with 
Canadian passports or permanent 
resident cards. Our $5 million 
investment is part of an ongoing 
collaboration with the Canada 
Border Services Agency to facilitate 
passenger flow while ensuring 
security.

We keep finding new 
ways to change for 
the better.

EASY AS ABC
IMPROVED  
DEICINGUSA THIS WAY
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We built our airport 
on a scale that will 
meet future needs. 

Toronto Pearson is a key North American gateway and the continent’s second-
largest airport in terms of international passenger traffic. In 2013 we supported 
431,000 aircraft movements, and we expect that number to steadily increase –  
our facility was designed for it. But we also know that sustainable growth  
means making the most of what we have, rather than simply building more.  
So over the past year we’ve worked closely with our airline partners to  
improve on-time performance.
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And we have to be 
smart about how we 
use every inch of it.

An airport expands in big steps, so we find innovative ways to extend the value of 
every step we take. That’s why last year the GTAA invested $28.9 million in technology 
enhancements. We also looked for more opportunities to encourage innovation. For 
example, in further reducing landing and terminal fees by an average of 10 per cent – 
for a total reduction of 30 per cent over the past seven years – we also detailed how 
those fees are allocated, helping airlines focus their hunt for further cost-efficiencies in 
the way they use airport assets. And in a “buy smarter” program, we challenged 
ourselves and our vendors to rethink how we work together to deliver products and 
services – realizing a 9 per cent saving in recurring procurement costs.
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Toronto Pearson is the front door to an exciting city, a dynamic region and an entire 
country. People fly here to enjoy our tourist attractions and cultural events. They 
visit family or start new lives in our multicultural communities. And they come to 
do business, forging partnerships and investing in our economy; total foreign direct 
investment facilitated by our airport is estimated at $24.9 billion annually. At the 
same time, we’re a gateway for all of North America. A case in point: on Air Canada’s 
non-stop service between Toronto and Copenhagen, our city is the point of origin or 
final destination for only 23 per cent of passengers.

We connect people 
around the world 
with Canada.
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As Toronto Pearson evolves into a leading global hub, we offer Canadians easy access 
to the most distant points on the globe. We connect businesses with new markets, 
potential suppliers and promising opportunities. We connect people with family and 
friends, with holiday escapes and once-in-a-lifetime adventures. We enable future 
community builders to expand their horizons, rediscover their origins and shape their 
dreams – then return to transform those dreams into reality. And we provide this vital 
link not just for Toronto but for all of Canada, connecting more than 30 cities from 
coast to coast with each other and with the rest of the world.

We connect people 
across Canada with 
the world.
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GLOBAL  
GROWTH

We’re here to get 
travellers across the 
ocean in one step.

165+
 DESTINATIONS

Airlines flying out of Toronto 
Pearson provide regular, same-
aircraft service to more than 165 
cities on five continents. We offer 
millions of international travellers 
the easy connections they need  
to get where they want to go.

Last year about 12 million people 
flew through Toronto Pearson to 
worldwide (non-U.S.) destinations. 
Our projections show international 
traffic growing at almost twice the 
rate of other traffic over the next  
15 years.   

Passenger service to and from our 
airport is provided by 59 scheduled, 
charter and codeshare airlines, 
including many of the world’s 
best-known carriers. In addition, 
six cargo airlines ship nearly half 
a million metric tonnes of freight 
around the globe every year.

65
AIRLINES
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And we’re here for 
the communities 
right on our doorstep.

277,000  
JOBS

A comprehensive economic  
study conducted last year for  
the GTAA determined that 
employment created and facilitated 
by our airport, combined with the  
impact of direct air connections, 
added 277,000 jobs to the  
local economy.

WE’RE  
ENGAGED

In 2013 we continued engaging 
with the community, hosting the 
Toronto Pearson Street Festival and 
the Runway Run, building dialogue 
via social media, expanding our 
Community Investment program 
and increasing awareness through 
the Community Environment and 
Noise Advisory Committee.

The direct, indirect and induced 
jobs created by Toronto Pearson 
yield a total annual income of more 
than $6 billion. Both on the job and 
in the community, we contribute 
significantly to the local and 
regional economies.

6.3bn IN WAGES
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Like any successful enterprise, Toronto Pearson depends on the skills and 
commitment of all airport employees as we work together to meet customers’ needs. 
Within the GTAA, we’ve restructured our organization to help everyone be more agile 
and effective in his or her role. And in the past year we clearly communicated the 
competencies that we want to encourage in our talent and leadership development, 
helping people build on their strengths while adapting to the pace of change. Our 
engagement scores show that employees see how their day-to-day contributions drive 
our overall success as a business.

Our airport draws  
its strength from  
the people who  
work here.
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At Toronto Pearson, dozens of different organizations share a workplace that must 
be safe for everyone. In 2013 we began pooling health and safety data with multiple 
partners, collaborating effectively to support the well-being of 40,000 airport 
employees. We strive for the same cooperative spirit in all people-focused initiatives 
at the GTAA. Last year we reached a new collective agreement with Unifor, which 
represents 76 per cent of our employees, in a climate of proactive problem solving 
and mutual respect. And we launched a new education and awareness program as  
we strive to meet the highest standards for employment equity. 

And all 40,000 
of us are working 
together to achieve 
common goals.
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We’re getting more 
and more people 
better connected  
to the world.

MAKING CONNECTIONSHIGHER SEAT CAPACITY

The average aircraft using our 
airport has 110 seats. However, 
as many carriers begin deploying 
fewer, larger aircraft to reduce 
fuel costs – and, potentially, 
aeronautical fees – we expect to see 
average capacity rise to 130 seats, 
easing traffic flow on our runways 
and at our gates.

Since Ethiopian Airlines began 
twice-weekly service in 2012,  
traffic between Toronto and Addis 
Ababa has increased by about 30% 
as travellers take advantage of 
the more efficient connection. We 
attract people from across North 
America seeking better access 
to destinations worldwide, from 
Istanbul to São Paulo.

In 2013 Aeroflot returned to  
Toronto Pearson and was joined 
by three other airlines launching 
all-new services: EgyptAir, Saudi 
Arabian Airlines and Fly Jamaica. 
Factoring in the expansion of 
WestJet’s Caribbean routes, we 
realized an overall net increase  
in international traffic.

+4
MORE AIRLINES
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We’re doing more 
and more to leave 
the world better  
than we found it.

Toronto Pearson’s energy 
management program was 
singled out for a 2012 Airports 
Going Green Award recognizing 
“outstanding leadership in  
pursuit of sustainability  
within the aviation industry”.

ENERGY  
MANAGEMENT  
AWARD

The GTAA was rated #1 in the 
inaugural Future 40 Responsible 
Corporate Leaders in Canada 
ranking, launched in 2014 by 
Corporate Knights, a media and 
investment research organization 
dedicated to promoting 
sustainability. 

Toronto Pearson was the first 
airport in North America to be 
certified as ISO 14001:2004, 
the widely accepted international 
standard specifying requirements 
for environmental management 
systems.

ISO STANDARD BEARER  
2014
SUSTAINABILITY AWARD
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Our airport is  
a business like  
any other.

The GTAA’s diverse stakeholders 
expect us to manage Toronto Pearson 
as a financially sustainable enterprise 
by focusing on strategies that drive 
performance in any business, from 
talent development and continuous 
process improvement to sound  
fiscal guidelines and prudent  
risk management. 

#1
BUSINESS PRIORITIES

AIR CANADA 
AGREEMENT

In October 2013 the GTAA and 
Air Canada unveiled a new five-year 
commercial agreement starting on 
January 1, 2014 and designed to 
further develop Toronto Pearson as 
a global hub. The agreement fixes 
Air Canada’s aeronautical fees and 
uses growth targets to incentivize 
Air Canada to offer more frequent 
flights and destinations.

Our airport’s competitive advantage 
is shaped by many factors, 
beginning with the immediate 
market we serve: the Greater 
Toronto Area is Canada’s largest 
municipality and its economic 
engine, with a catchment area of 
some 8 million people – about half 
of whom were born abroad and tend 
to travel regularly.

POSITIONED FOR GROWTH  
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FIXED 
POINTS

Our airport  
is unlike any  
other business.

The trust that millions of 
stakeholders place in Toronto 
Pearson’s vision is reinforced by the 
confidence of financial investors 
in our strategic plan. As demand 
for air travel continues to grow, our 
profits will grow in step, allowing 
us to reinvest in Canada’s premier 
airport until it ranks among the best 
in the world.

As Toronto Pearson responds to 
our customers’ changing needs, 
we’re also acutely aware of how 
much we cannot change, from our 
basic business model to regulations 
governing safety and security and 
customs and immigration. In this 
context, agility is both a challenge 
and the key to our continued success.

The GTAA’s responsibility to nurture 
prosperity in the communities we 
serve is integral to our mandate 
as a non-share capital, not-for-
profit corporation. For us, financial 
sustainability is the cornerstone 
for a broader commitment to 
corporate sustainability that weighs 
all aspects of social, economic and 
environmental impact.

CORPORATE 
SUSTAINABILITY A SOUND INVESTMENT
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Here today.

To operate Toronto Pearson safely, 
securely, efficiently and sustainably  
for the benefit of the general public.
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Here tomorrow.

To keep pace with growing global 
demand and compete sustainably  
as one of the world’s great airports. 
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Getting from here to 
In 2013, we renewed our focus on the core themes  
that define Toronto Pearson today and began  
crafting a detailed strategic roadmap for how  
our airport will evolve over the next two decades.1

CORE THEMES 

GLOBAL CONNECTOR, ECONOMIC DRIVER
Toronto Pearson has the capacity and strategic location to compete decisively 
against other North American airports for global traffic. In connecting Canada to the 
world, we create growth in the communities we serve, help businesses expand their 
horizons and build competitive advantage for the entire country.

TYING TOGETHER CANADIAN COMMUNITIES
Canada’s largest airport makes vital connections between communities from coast 
to coast, completing key routes and supporting our partner airports in 30 cities. Our 
goal is not to compete in our home market, but rather to open up global opportunities 
for all Canadian airports while helping to boost regional economic growth.

MOVING PEOPLE SMOOTHLY AND EFFICIENTLY
We work constantly to improve the flow of passengers through our terminals and 
on to every corner of the globe. We help carriers provide more direct flights to more 
destinations. And we invest in innovative technology, in superior amenities and, above 
all, in people who say to travellers sincerely, “We’re here to help.”

A PROFITABLE, TRANSPARENT, RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS
As a non-share corporation, the GTAA issues no dividends. We reinvest all profits in 
enhancing our facilities, launching new services, paying down debt and reducing 
aeronautical fees. We strive to manage our business safely, securely and sustainably, 
meeting the needs of our community partners while protecting the environment.  

2.2% 
GDP GROWTH

STRONG ECONOMY = MORE AIR TRAVEL 

Projected average annual growth in the Canadian 
economy to 2030 is higher than for the U.S. (1.3%), 
though lower than for developing nations such as 
China (6.1%).

EVOLVING  
COMPETITIVE  
ENVIRONMENT

1  This four-page section contains forward-looking information that is based on a variety of assumptions and is subject 
to risks and uncertainties. Please refer to the section titled “Caution Regarding Forward-Looking Information” on 
page 46 for more details.



36m 
PASSENGERS

60m 
PASSENGERS

45% 
INTERNATIONAL 

CONNECTIONS

55% 
INTERNATIONAL 
CONNECTIONS

2013
Combining all direct, indirect and induced  
jobs created by Toronto Pearson with additional  
employment facilitated by direct air connections  
to other centres, we calculate the current  
economic impact of our airport is equivalent  
to 277,000 jobs and $35.4 billion (5.6%) of  
provincial GDP.2

STABLE TICKET PRICES AHEAD

The World Bank forecasts a slight decline in the price of oil over the next 
two decades. Because fuel contributes up to 34% of the average airfare, 
while carriers’ other input costs are not projected to increase significantly, 
the cost of air travel should remain relatively stable.   

FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY //    PASSENGER CENTRICITY // OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE

GUIDING PRINCIPLES



here

277,000
JOBS FACILITATED

457,000
JOBS FACILITATED

$35.4bn 
ONTARIO GDP (5.6%)

$58.6bn 
ONTARIO GDP (6.6%)

2030
We estimate that the total economic value facilitated  
by Toronto Pearson in 2030 will equate to 457,000 jobs  
and $58.6 billion (6.6%) of Ontario GDP. A major driver 
of this increased impact will be growth in international 
connecting traffic, which we project will expand from  
45% to 55% of total traffic.2

78%
      VS.

50%

TORONTO VERSUS U.S. COMPETITORS

Toronto Pearson projects a greater increase in passenger volumes 
from 2011 to 2030, compared to 11 U.S. hubs. The difference: 
a higher number of international travellers, which is the key to 
growing market share.2

2  Global Hub Economic Development Study, 
conducted in 2013 for the GTAA by Frontier 
Economics (using 2012 baseline data).



STRATEGIC ROADMAP 

CORPORATE SUSTAINABILITY
The GTAA operates as a financially sustainable business, guided by our obligation 
to ensure Toronto Pearson is debt-free at the end of our ground lease. Framing this 
fiscal responsibility is a commitment to reinvest profits in growing and enhancing 
our airport for the benefit of all stakeholders, today and tomorrow. 

AVIATION GROWTH
Working with our carrier partners and building on our existing hub operations,  
we foster growth at Toronto Pearson by promoting more frequent service to a wider 
range of destinations, with a focus on underserved and emerging markets. We 
encourage competition, along with fares that deliver good value to travellers.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
As we make improvements to facilitate passenger flow, we look for ways to enhance 
all other dimensions of travellers’ airport experience, from convenient parking to a 
growing array of dining, shopping and entertainment choices – all aimed at creating 
a comfortable environment while increasing non-aeronautical revenues.

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
The GTAA engages with all stakeholders who interact with or are affected by our 
airport. We seek government’s support in negotiating bilateral agreements and 
facilitating border security. We connect with our communities via outreach and 
communications programs. And we build an open and supportive dialogue  
with our employees.

10%
MARKET GAIN

IMPACT OF INCREASED MARKET SHARE

If by 2030 Toronto Pearson can attract just 10% more of the 79 million 
air travellers starting or ending their journeys in North America, Ontario’s 
economy will gain an estimated 0.4 percentage points in GDP, or the 
equivalent of 21,000 jobs.



IT STARTS 
HERE
A Message from  
the Chairman

Our airport plays a crucial 
role in driving the social 
and economic development 
of the communities we 
serve, the surrounding 
region and all of Canada. 
It’s a complex and far-
reaching responsibility.

Toronto Pearson is Canada’s leading airport 
and a critical building block of the Canadian 
economy. Our Board of Directors is focused 
on the future, with a long-term strategy 
anchored by our commitment to financial 
sustainability. Every day at Toronto Pearson 
we work to meet the needs of passengers 
and airlines, and we collaborate with 
our communities to foster sustainable 
economic growth.

In 2013, more than 36 million travellers – 
a third of the nation’s air traffic – passed 
through our terminals. And our airline 
partners handled more than 430,000 arriving 
and departing flights. These numbers alone 
show the kind of impact we have on our 
community and the entire country. However, 
as North America’s second-largest airport in 
terms of international passenger traffic, our 
impact runs far deeper. 

As a global hub, a continental gateway and 
a vital connector of communities across 
Canada, Toronto Pearson also drives social 
and economic prosperity. A comprehensive 
study completed last year for the GTAA 
provides tangible measures of the role we 
play. It concluded that we’re responsible 
for creating and facilitatings 277,000 jobs in 
the local economy. Our overall economic 
impact is estimated at $35.4 billion annually, 
or 5.6 per cent of Ontario’s GDP. The study’s 
economic forecast projects that these 
numbers will steadily rise over the next two 
decades as the economy grows. Toronto 
Pearson is an economic engine powering a 
strong Canadian economy, trade, investment, 
jobs and tourism.

These findings underline the depth of the 
GTAA’s responsibility as the corporation 
responsible for managing and operating 
Toronto Pearson on behalf of the communities 
we serve, and indeed on behalf of the 
entire country. 

Our contribution to Canada’s social and 
economic well-being extends to every 
Canadian who needs to be better connected 
to the world – whether it’s a manufacturer in 
Mississauga partnering with a company in 
Germany, or a performing arts group from 
Brampton taking part in a cultural exchange 
with India, or a management consultant 
based in Peterborough doing business 
in Shanghai.

Moreover, in fulfilling our mandate we must 
take care that the decisions we make today 
will continue to be appropriate and relevant 
in the decades ahead. This is the larger 
strategic challenge of our commitment to 
financial sustainability: the focus cannot 
simply be on our current balance sheet – we 
must always be thinking of the bigger picture 
and the longer term. Fortunately, in facing 
that challenge we are not alone. What was 
true when the GTAA took on this mandate 
nearly 20 years ago remains true today: our 
success depends on maintaining close 
partnerships with all those who rely on the 
airport, those impacted by airport operations 
and those who support our efforts and share 
our vision.

The public rightly expects a lot from us. 
That’s why we are focused on continuous 
improvement to make Toronto Pearson one 
of the world’s great airports. 

Vijay Jeet Kanwar 
Chairman
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DELIVERING  
ON OUR 
STRATEGY
A Message from  
the CEO

Every decision we take 
in operating Toronto 
Pearson reflects our 
overall responsibility to 
the communities we’re in 
business to support. We 
measure our progress by 
the specific improvements 
we’re making every day.

The GTAA at its heart is a service business, 
but one that operates with wider scope and 
greater impact than most companies of 
comparable size. The connections we 
provide are not only vital to the economic 
health of Toronto; they help to fuel growth 
right across Canada. And within a strategic 
framework that spans two decades, we 
ensure that all of our planning takes the 
long-term view. As a responsibly managed 
business, we must be financially sustainable 
while measuring our progress against all 
other dimensions of corporate sustainability. 

This broader perspective only becomes 
meaningful to our customers – the nearly 
100,000 people who travel through our 
airport each day, and the airlines we partner 
with to better meet those passengers’  
needs – when we translate our vision into 
concrete improvements in the services we 
deliver. Fulfilling our responsibilities as the 
operator of Canada’s premier airport comes 
down to a series of incremental steps, each 
designed to advance our long-term goals.

Many such steps were evident in 2013,  
as we worked with our airlines – including 
several new partners – to offer travellers 
more direct flights to more destinations than 
ever before. We also introduced many 
enhancements to our passenger amenities, 
offering a greater range of venues where 
people can eat, shop and relax. At the same 
time, we’ve been working on many initiatives 
behind the scenes. For example, we’re 
collaborating with several carriers to 
streamline baggage handling times, 
benchmarking performance against the 
highest global standards; travellers can 
expect to see significant efficiency gains in 
the coming months as we help them get 
more quickly on their way.

At the beginning of 2014, an intense period 
of severe winter weather proved extremely 
disruptive to operations at Toronto Pearson. 
The unusually high number of delayed and 
cancelled flights affected the flow of 
passengers and aircraft through our facilities 
for several days. As a result, we saw 
widespread dissatisfaction among travellers, 
and in the public generally.

While the inclement weather presented 
serious challenges, we appreciate that 
people expected us to do better in 
addressing them – because we have the 
same expectations of ourselves. Indeed, it 
provided a significant learning opportunity: 
we saw firsthand where we must work to 
improve our operations, communications 
and passenger services to make flying 
through Toronto Pearson a better experience. 

Immediately following the events of early 
January, the GTAA, in consultation with 
independent experts, undertook a rigorous 
review of internal procedures, as well as our 
working relationships with all key players 
involved in supporting flights in and out of 
Toronto Pearson. The resulting report, 
released April 10, 2014, recommends a 
series of actions for improving current 
practices. Many have already been 
implemented; for others, implementation  
will be complete well before the next  
winter season. 

In addition to the specific lessons learned, 
this experience sharpened our focus on the 
broader strategic goals that the GTAA has 
been pursuing energetically in recent years, 
as we’ve reshaped our organization to meet 
the challenges ahead. In everything we do, 
from the optimization of gate procedures to 
multimillion-dollar investments in facilitating 
passenger flow, we look constantly for new 
and better ways to put our vision for Toronto 
Pearson into action. Thanks to our dedicated 
employees and strong stakeholder 
partnerships, we are delivering on our 
strategy, meeting the higher goals of corporate 
responsibility while building a disciplined and 
productive business enterprise.

Howard Eng 
President and CEO
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W. DOUGLAS ARMSTRONG
Douglas Armstrong had a long career as a senior public 
sector administrator, operated a small consulting business 
and is now a retired executive having served as a board 
member for a number of professional and community 
service committees.

Appointed by the Government of Canada

IAN L.T. CLARKE
Ian Clarke is Chief Financial Officer at Maple Leaf 
Sports & Entertainment Ltd., Canada’s pre-eminent 
leader in delivering top-quality sports and entertainment 
experiences.

Nominated by the Region of Durham

SCOTT R. COLE
Scott Cole, P.Eng., is Chairman and CEO of Cole 
Engineering Group Ltd., a multi-discipline engineering 
and environmental infrastructure company.

Nominated by the Regional Municipality of York

PAUL W. CURRIE
Paul Currie is President and Director of Currie Strategic 
Capital Inc. Mr. Currie is a seasoned executive with 
senior officer and director-level commercial experience in 
North America, Europe and Asia. Mr. Currie was formerly 
a Coopers & Lybrand partner and senior executive with 
a number of public and privately owned businesses.

Community Member

SHAUN C. FRANCIS
Shaun Francis is Chairman and Chief Executive Officer 
of Medcan Health Management Inc., a leading Canadian 
health management company.

Appointed by the Government of Canada

STEPHEN J. GRIGGS
Stephen Griggs is Chief Executive Officer of Smoothwater 
Capital Corporation, a company focused on activist 
investing in small- to mid-cap Canadian companies.  
Mr. Griggs is also Chair of the Board of Genesis  
Land Development Corp., Vice-Chair of Equity  
Financial Holdings Inc., and a director of a number  
of community organizations.

Nominated by the Regional Municipality of Peel

BRIAN P. HERNER
Brian Herner is a founder and past President and CEO 
of BIOREM Technologies Inc., the leading supplier of 
biofilters for air pollution control.

Nominated by the Regional Municipality of Halton

VIJAY JEET KANWAR
Chairman

Vijay Kanwar is President and Chief Financial Officer 
of KMH Cardiology and Diagnostic Centres Inc., North 
America’s largest provider of nuclear cardiology services.

Appointed by the Province of Ontario

BOARD OF 
DIRECTORS
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NORMAN B. LOBERG
Norman Loberg is a retired Enbridge Inc. senior 
executive. He is currently Chairman and Director 
of Enersource Inc. and is a director of several 
public and private sector boards.

Community Member

ROGER MAHABIR
Roger Mahabir is Chairman and CEO, Tracker 
Networks Inc. and President, Technology 
Innovations Inc. Most recently he was Founder 
and CEO, Assurent Secure Technologies.  
Mr. Mahabir was previously Chief Information 
Officer, RBC Capital Markets (Royal Bank) and 
recognized as one of the industry’s top CIOs. 

Community Member 

KATHY MILSOM
Kathy Milsom is the Chair of the Standards Council 
of Canada. She is the former President and CEO of 
the Technical Standards and Safety Authority, and 
the Canada Lands Company. She currently is and 
has been a member of a number of boards  
and committees.

Community Member

TERRANCE F. NORD
Terry Nord is a senior advisor to start-up cargo 
airlines in Asia (China) and to aircraft leasing 
companies on aircraft purchase lease contracts. 
He has held senior executive positions with DHL 
Express (Brussels, Belgium), FedEx (Memphis, 
Tenn.), Air Canada and Canadian Airlines 
International.

Community Member

POONAM PURI
Poonam Puri is an Associate Dean and Professor 
at Osgoode Hall Law School, York University; 
Associate Director, Hennick Centre for Business 
and Law; and Head of Research and Policy, 
Capital Markets Institute, Rotman School of 
Management, University of Toronto.

Community Member

DANIELLE M. WATERS
Danielle Waters is the Managing Director–Canada 
of BCD Travel, a leading global travel management 
company, and the Principal of Water’s Edge 
Consulting, a private practice specializing in  
sales effectiveness, strategic planning and  
loyalty travel management.

Community Member

W. DAVID WILSON
David Wilson is the former Chair and Chief 
Executive Officer of the Ontario Securities 
Commission and is now retired following an 
extensive career in Canada’s financial  
services industry.

Nominated by the City of Toronto

(left in 2013)

MARILYNNE E. DAY-LINTON
Chair (Jan. 1/09–Dec. 31/12)

Marilynne Day-Linton is a chartered accountant 
with an extensive background in the travel 
industry. She also served as a director of several 
not-for-profit boards.

Community Member

RICHARD M. SOBERMAN
Richard Soberman is an associate of Trimap 
Communications Inc., a transportation specialist 
and former Chair of Civil Engineering at the 
University of Toronto.

Community Member
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J. HOWARD BOHAN

Vice President, Aviation Services

NICOLE DESLOGES

Vice President, People and Culture

HOWARD ENG

President and Chief Executive Officer

BRIAN P. GABEL

Vice President and Chief Financial Officer
Left as of March 31, 2014

TOBY C. D. LENNOX

Vice President, Strategy Development  
and Stakeholder Relations

SELMA M. LUSSENBURG

Vice President, Governance, Corporate 
Safety and Security  
General Counsel and Corporate Secretary
As of January 21, 2013

PATRICK C. NEVILLE

Vice President, Airport Planning and  
Technical Services

(not pictured)

PAMELA GRIFFITH-JONES

Vice President, Guest and Terminal Services
Left as of September 3, 2013

DOUGLAS A. LOVE

Vice President, General Counsel and 
Secretary
Retired as of January 16, 2013

EXECUTIVE 
TEAM
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The GTAA management team reports to a board of 
directors that is uniquely representative of the surrounding 
community. Directors are chosen for their ability to reflect 
their constituencies, as well as for the special skills they 
bring to overseeing a complex, industry-leading enterprise 
with significant social and economic impact.

The GTAA was incorporated in 1993 as a non-share capital corporation. As a corporation 
without share capital, the organization has Members rather than shareholders or other  
equity holders.

The GTAA is governed by a 15-Member Board. These Directors serve a term of three years and 
are eligible to be reappointed subject to a maximum of nine years.

Five Directors are appointed from municipal candidates. Each of the Regional Municipalities of 
York, Halton, Peel and Durham and the City of Toronto is entitled to provide, on a rotating 
basis, the names of up to three candidates, and the Board appoints one of the three 
candidates for each available position as a Director.

In addition, the GTAA’s Bylaw provides that seven Directors are appointed by the Board on a 
cyclical basis from a pool of eligible candidates generated by a search process which includes: 
the Law Society of Upper Canada, Professional Engineers Ontario, the Institute of Chartered 
Accountants of Ontario, the Toronto Region Board of Trade, the Board of Trade of the City of 
Mississauga and the Board of Trade of the City of Brampton.

Finally, the Government of Canada and the Province of Ontario are entitled to appoint two 
Directors and one Director, respectively. All members of the GTAA’s Board are independent, as 
that term is defined in the applicable securities legislation.

The GTAA’s Board meets on a regular basis and views its principal responsibility as overseeing 
the conduct of the business of the GTAA and setting the strategic direction for the GTAA. The 
Board ensures that long-term goals and the strategies necessary to achieve them are 
established and are consistent with the GTAA’s vision.

The Board also ensures that the necessary systems are in place to manage the risks 
associated with the GTAA’s business and to monitor and measure management’s performance 
in carrying out the GTAA’s objectives.

CORPORATE 
GOVERNANCE
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In 2013 there were five standing committees of the Board: the Audit Committee; the Corporate Governance and Nominating 
Committee; the Environment, Safety, Security and Stakeholder Relations Committee; the Human Resources and Compensation 
Committee; and the Planning and Commercial Development Committee. The mandates of each Committee of the Board are 
as follows:

AUDIT COMMITTEE
The Audit Committee’s mandate is to fulfill the legal obligations that apply to audit committees and to assist the Board in fulfilling its 
oversight responsibilities with respect to financial reporting, accounting, auditing and internal controls. In so doing, the Committee 
reviews all aspects of the GTAA’s financial and accounting management procedures and oversees the integrity of the GTAA’s 
financial statements and financial reporting process. It also oversees the work of the GTAA’s external auditor engaged for the 
purpose of preparing or issuing an auditor’s report, overseeing the qualifications and independence of the external auditor and 
providing an open avenue of communication between the senior management of the GTAA, the external auditor, the internal 
auditor, and the members of the Board and Committees of the Board.

In addition, the Committee reviews the risk management and insurance programs to minimize risk and exposure and ensure 
compliance with the insurance requirements under the Ground Lease and the Master Trust Indenture. Finally, the Committee 
monitors and assesses the performance of pension fund asset managers. A written copy of the Charter of the Audit Committee 
is attached to the GTAA’s Annual Information Form, which may be accessed at www.sedar.com.

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE AND NOMINATING COMMITTEE
The Corporate Governance and Nominating Committee is charged with the development, recommendation to the Board, 
implementation and assessment of effective corporate governance principles. The Committee also is responsible for developing 
and reviewing the roles and responsibilities of the Board, the Chair of the Board and the President and Chief Executive Officer, 
overseeing the nomination process, recommending candidates for appointment as Directors, establishing an orientation 
program for new Directors, reviewing the terms of reference of Board Committees, reviewing management succession policies, 
assessing the effectiveness of the Board and the Committees of the Board, and ensuring compliance with corporate 
governance requirements.

ENVIRONMENT, SAFETY, SECURITY AND STAKEHOLDER RELATIONS COMMITTEE
The Environment, Safety, Security and Stakeholder Relations Committee’s mandate includes providing leadership and  
oversight of matters pertaining to the GTAA’s relationships with government, the community and stakeholders, its strategic 
communications program relating to such relationships, the environment, public safety, airport security, the GTAA’s internal 
security, airport operations, emergency preparedness, and corporate social responsibility practices and reporting.

HUMAN RESOURCES AND COMPENSATION COMMITTEE
The Human Resources and Compensation Committee’s mandate is to oversee matters related to the GTAA’s human resources 
strategy, including occupational health and safety, hiring, employee training and development, succession planning for key 
management positions, the GTAA’s compensation and benefit policies, recruitment and compensation matters relating to the 
President and Chief Executive Officer, officers and management, and matters relating to regulatory disclosure of compensation.

PLANNING AND COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
The Planning and Commercial Development Committee’s mandate includes oversight of the GTAA’s commercial development of 
the Airport, business and marketing strategy, planning, development and utilization of infrastructure and facilities to meet the 
needs of the GTAA’s customers and stakeholders, including air carriers, passengers and cargo shippers. It also is responsible for 
ensuring that the GTAA has an appropriate, up-to-date and approved master plan, and that the GTAA has in place the 
management systems necessary to undertake such matters.
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Management’s 
Discussion and 
Analysis
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2013
Dated March 19, 2014

FORWARD-LOOKING INFORMATION
This Management’s Discussion and Analysis (“MD&A”) contains certain forward-looking information. This forward-looking 
information is based on a variety of assumptions and is subject to risks and uncertainties. Please refer to the section titled 
“Caution Regarding Forward-Looking Information” contained at the end of this MD&A for a discussion of such risks and 
uncertainties and the material factors and assumptions related to the forward-looking information.

This report discusses the financial and operating results of the Greater Toronto 
Airports Authority (the “GTAA”) for the year ended December 31, 2013, and should 
be read in conjunction with the Financial Statements of the GTAA for the years ended 
December 31, 2013 and 2012, and the Annual Information Form for the year  
ended December 31, 2013. These documents provide additional information 
on certain matters that may or may not be discussed in this report. Additional 
information relating to the GTAA, including the Annual Information Form and the 
Financial Statements referred to above, is available on SEDAR at www.sedar.com. 
The GTAA’s Financial Statements and MD&A are also available on its website at  
www.torontopearson.com.
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CORPORATE PROFILE
The GTAA was incorporated in March 1993 as a corporation without share capital and recognized as a Canadian Airport 
Authority by the federal government in November 1994. The GTAA is authorized to operate airports within the south-central 
Ontario region, including the Greater Toronto Area (the “GTA”), on a commercial basis, to set fees for their use and to develop 
and improve the facilities. In accordance with this mandate, the GTAA currently manages and operates Toronto Pearson 
International Airport (the “Airport” or “Toronto Pearson”) under a ground lease with the federal government, which was 
executed in December 1996 (the “Ground Lease”). The Ground Lease has a term of 60 years, with one renewal term of 
20 years. The Ground Lease is available on SEDAR at www.sedar.com and on the GTAA’s website at www.torontopearson.com.

BUSINESS STRATEGY
The GTAA is focused on providing quality, safe and efficient aviation facilities and services for air carriers, passengers and other 
users of Toronto Pearson. The Airport has sufficient infrastructure capacity to meet projected air travel demands for several 
years. During this period, additional investment in the Airport will relate to repairs and maintenance, as well as operational and 
passenger processing improvements, or will be made to generate additional non-aeronautical revenues, all within existing 
facilities. New capital expenditures and financing activities may be required by the GTAA in future years to increase the Airport’s 
overall capacity to meet the anticipated air travel needs of the region. This development will be undertaken only as appropriate 
in response to increases in air travel demand.

During 2013, the GTAA completed a review of its strategic direction and a new 20-year strategic framework was adopted by 
the GTAA. This strategic framework will be used as the basis for developing the GTAA’s five-year business plans and annual 
business plans and budgets.

The 20-year strategic framework seeks to position the Airport to meet the travel demands of the south-central Ontario region and 
is based upon three fundamental principles: financial sustainability, customer experience, and operational excellence. Through 
this strategic framework the GTAA will meet the growing demand for air travel by making optimum use of existing facilities before 
investing in new capital infrastructure. This will be achieved by improving passenger, baggage and aircraft processes and flow; 
delivering excellent customer service; enhancing passenger amenities such as new restaurants and stores; and creating a 
welcoming passenger experience.

The 20-year strategic framework has four key pillars: Corporate Sustainability, Aviation Growth, Customer Service, and 
Stakeholder Engagement: 

• Corporate Sustainability – The GTAA will implement tactics that enable the Airport to meet the demand for air travel for 
the next 20 years. This requires the achievement of financial sustainability by generating sufficient aeronautical and  
non-aeronautical revenues, and prudently managing its costs. It also requires the GTAA to operate the Airport in a socially 
and environmentally sustainable manner.

• Aviation Growth – The GTAA will provide the facilities, services and incentives to enable air carriers to provide more direct 
flights to more destinations and with greater frequencies. The goal is to maintain a high level of domestic and transborder air 
service and develop new air services to international destinations in Europe, the Middle East, Africa, Latin America and Asia.

• Customer Service – The GTAA will implement systems and processes to improve the efficient and effective flow of 
passengers, baggage and aircraft. At the same time, the Airport will deliver excellent service, offer amenities that are valued 
by passengers and make the Airport experience convenient for all passengers.

• Stakeholder Engagement – The GTAA recognizes that the Airport operates in the midst of Canada’s largest and densest urban 
area, and that the Airport must be operated in a manner that is transparent and responsive to local concerns while serving 
the needs of the community for jobs and global access.

These four pillars will drive the GTAA’s infrastructure plan, upon which the Airport’s future physical developments will be based.
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OUTLOOK 
The recovery in aviation activity and the improving financial results of the GTAA that began in 2010 have continued throughout 
2013. However, there continues to be some risk for the air travel industry due to, among other things, the uneven global 
economic outlook, higher oil prices and currency fluctuations. The GTAA is cautiously optimistic about future growth in Airport 
activity and it anticipates moderate growth in 2014. The GTAA also remains focused on activities designed to continue to reduce 
costs, grow non-aeronautical revenues by offering products and services which passengers value, and work with air carriers to 
expand capacity on existing routes and attract new air service.

The GTAA believes that continued prudent planning and strategy-setting will strengthen the GTAA and enable Toronto Pearson 
to capitalize on growth opportunities as the economy and air travel demand continue to grow. The GTAA is at a stage in its 
development where the Airport has sufficient capacity to meet passenger demand for several years. The GTAA remains keenly 
focused on optimizing the utilization of existing assets before investing in additional capital infrastructure. As a result, the 
demand for new capital development funds is greatly reduced from the period when the Airport Development Program (“ADP”) 
was being implemented. The ADP was a $4.4 billion program to redevelop the Airport infrastructure completed in 2007. While 
the GTAA is placing increasing emphasis on utilizing internally generated cash flows to fund capital investments, the GTAA may 
from time to time access the capital markets to refinance maturing debt and fund the redevelopment and new major capital 
programs. The GTAA’s measured approach of matching Airport capacity to demand, together with the management focus 
expressed in its strategic framework, position the GTAA well to continue to meet the developing air travel needs of the south-
central Ontario region in a responsible manner.

OPERATING ACTIVITY
The GTAA monitors passenger activity levels and aircraft movements, including the type and size of aircraft, as both passenger 
and aircraft activity have a direct impact on its financial results.

Passenger Activity
During 2012, the GTAA implemented two new air service incentive programs to attract new international air carriers to Toronto 
Pearson and to reward existing air carriers who increased their passenger volumes. In 2013, these incentive programs were 
replaced with an air service incentive program which targeted the introduction of new international air carriers to Toronto 
Pearson. This air service incentive program has been extended for 2014. The GTAA believes that its air service incentive 
programs have been influential in air carriers’ decisions to add new routes or increase seat capacity on existing routes. During 
2013, air carriers serving Toronto Pearson increased service (on a net basis) on a total of nine routes, representing either 
completely new service or an increased capacity on existing routes. 

Total passenger traffic at the Airport in 2013 was 36.1 million passengers, an increase of 3.4 per cent from the 2012 level of 
34.9 million passengers. Passenger traffic at the Airport is generally categorized as belonging to one of three sectors: domestic, 
or passengers travelling within Canada; transborder, or passengers travelling between Canada and the United States; and 
international, or passengers travelling between Canada and destinations outside Canada and the United States. Domestic 
passenger traffic in 2013 was 14.4 million passengers, representing an increase of 5.4 per cent from the 2012 level. 
Transborder traffic was 9.8 million passengers, a 4 per cent increase from 2012, and international passengers was 11.9 million, 
a 0.7 per cent increase from 2012. 

The following table summarizes passenger activity by sector for 2013 and 2012: 

(in thousands) 2013 2012 % Change

Domestic 14,385 13,646 5.4%
Transborder 9,840 9,465 4.0%
International 11,884 11,801 0.7%
Total 36,109 34,912 3.4%

The passenger growth within the domestic sector has been most notable in traffic to and from the western provinces, whose 
economies have performed well owing to their thriving resource industries. The growth in transborder passenger traffic 
continued a trend that began in 2010 and can be attributed to a number of factors, including the increased use of Toronto 
Pearson as a connection point for passengers travelling from the United States to Canadian and international destinations and 
an increase in transborder services. 
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For several years, the international sector has shown strong growth as increased travel between Toronto and destinations in Asia, 
the Middle East and Latin America is driven by increasing economic and cultural linkages with these emerging markets. In 
2013, the Airport experienced a lower rate of growth in this sector than it had experienced in prior years, which was primarily 
attributable to certain international services being discontinued during 2012. The GTAA’s long-term plans continue to focus on 
international activity, and this segment is expected to continue to grow for the foreseeable future.

In addition to fluctuating growth rates from year to year, there is also some seasonal variation in travel patterns, including 
increased activity during the summer months and holiday periods.

The following chart illustrates the quarterly passenger levels by sector for the past two years:

Flight Activity
Flight activity is measured by aircraft movements. The type and size of aircraft arriving at the Airport determine the total 
maximum takeoff weight (“MTOW”) and the total number of arrived seats. These measures are used to calculate the majority 
of air carrier charges for each arrived flight. The load factor is a measure of aircraft capacity utilization and is computed as a 
percentage of seats filled by passengers. The following table summarizes aircraft movements, MTOW, arrived seats, and load 
factor for 2013 and 2012:

(in thousands) 2013 2012 % Change

Aircraft movements 431.3 433.9 -0.6%
MTOW (tonnes) 14,277.0 14,125.0 1.1%
Arrived seats 22,618.0 22,327.0 1.3%
Load factor 79.8% 78.2% 2.0%

Total movements during 2013 were 431,300, as compared to 433,900 movements in 2012, a decrease of 0.6 per cent. Total 
MTOW for 2013 was 14.3 million tonnes, an increase of 1.1 per cent as compared to 14.1 million in 2012. Total arrived seats 
increased by 1.3 per cent from 22.3 million seats in 2012 to 22.6 million seats in 2013. 

During the past several years, airlines have been adjusting their fleet mixes and flight schedules in order to improve their 
financial performance, resulting in higher airline load factors, or the ratio of passengers to seats. This is illustrated by a year-
over-year increase in the average load factor of 2 per cent from 78.2 per cent in 2012 to 79.8 per cent in 2013. It is expected 
that air carriers will continue to engage in capacity management techniques for the foreseeable future. 
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The following chart illustrates the arrived seats, MTOW and movements for the past two years by quarter:

The GTAA reviews and updates historical measures of Airport operating activity on an ongoing basis. Changes to these 
measures, although generally not material, do occur. For the most current operating activity statistics, please consult the GTAA’s 
website at www.torontopearson.com.

RESULTS OF OPERATIONS 
The following section discusses the GTAA’s approach to setting its aeronautical rates and charges, together with its financial 
results. In reviewing the financial results, it is important to note that the GTAA is a not-for-profit corporation without share capital. 
Under the GTAA’s financial model, all funds, whether generated through revenues or debt, are used for Airport operations, 
ancillary aviation-related activities, construction, repairs and maintenance, debt service (interest and repayment of principal), 
reserve funds and the GTAA’s other activities. 

Rate-Setting
Effective January 1, 2013 (February 1, 2013 in the case of the apron fee and April 1, 2013 in the case of the check-in fee), the 
GTAA implemented its updated aeronautical fees for 2013. The combined impact of the aeronautical fee changes is a reduction 
of approximately 10 per cent in overall aeronautical fees charged, compared to 2012 overall aeronautical fees, when measured 
as the average air carrier’s cost per enplaned passenger.

Historically, the objective of the GTAA’s aeronautical rate-setting approach was to break even on a modified cash basis after 
including projected operating costs, maintenance and restoration capital, and reserve and debt repayment requirements. To 
calculate the rates and charges for a given year, projections were developed for measures of Airport operating activity, non-
aeronautical revenues and operating costs. Operating costs included debt service for those assets that were operational, but 
did not include non-cash items such as amortization of capital assets. Capital costs, including interest for projects under 
construction, have typically been funded through debt and were not included in the calculation of the aeronautical rates and 
charges. In 2012, capital costs relating to the maintenance and restoration of existing facilities were funded through operating 
cash flows and included in the calculation of rates and charges. A notional amortization of debt, based on a 30-year 
amortization period, which is not included in the operating results, was also included in the rate-setting calculation. This 
amortization of outstanding debt is reserved and used for future debt repayments. 

Beginning in 2013, the GTAA transitioned from the residual rate-setting methodology, described above, to a rate-setting 
methodology that targets levels of cash flow sufficient not only to fund operating expenses and maintenance and restoration 
capital expenditures but also, in most years, to fund other capital investments. The GTAA’s cash flow projections take into 
account projections for activity, rates and charges, aeronautical and non-aeronautical revenues, and expenses. Any excess cash 
flow is reinvested in the Airport for new initiatives to improve Airport operations and customer service, to fund capital projects or 
to repay existing debt. The GTAA expects to generate sufficient cash flow such that during the next five years, the cash flow will 
fund the projected capital expenditures.
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In 2012, the GTAA’s aeronautical revenues were comprised of the following: the landing fee based on the aircraft’s MTOW, the 
general terminal charge based on the number of seats of an arriving aircraft, the turnaround fee charged for the use of terminal 
facilities to gate aircraft, and the counter fee charged for the use of check-in counters in the terminals.

In 2013, the GTAA made significant changes in its aeronautical fee regime. The landing fee and general terminal charge remain 
in place, but the method of calculating the landing fee and general terminal charge was changed. In addition, effective 
February 1, 2013, the turnaround fee was replaced by an apron fee and effective April 1, 2013, the counter fee was replaced 
by a check-in fee. 

These changes arose as a result of an extensive cost re-allocation exercise to better match costs to specific assets and 
operations. This exercise has resulted in a decrease in the costs allocated to the airfield and an increase in the costs allocated to 
the terminals, as debt service, ground rent, payments-in-lieu of real property taxes (“PILT”) and some operating costs were more 
appropriately allocated between the airfield and the terminals. The landing fee and general terminal charge are set at levels to 
recover costs allocated to the airfield and terminals, respectively, based on projections of aviation activity. The re-allocation of 
costs resulted in a decrease in the 2013 landing fee and an increase in the 2013 general terminal charge when compared to 
the rates in effect in 2012.

On February 1, 2013, the turnaround fee was replaced by an apron fee. The turnaround fee recovered costs associated with 
certain portions of the terminal, as well as the aircraft gates and bridges and the apron area. The apron fee recovers only the 
costs associated with the apron and the aircraft gates and bridges. The terminal costs excluded from the apron fee are now 
recovered in the general terminal charge. Like the turnaround fee, the apron fee is designed to encourage efficient use of apron 
and gate assets by the air carriers.

On April 1, 2013, the GTAA replaced the counter fee with a commercially based check-in fee for the usage of check-in counters 
and self-service check-in kiosks located in the terminals. The new check-in fee is charged in a manner to improve check-in 
facility utilization and customer service.

The actual and percentage changes to the 2013 aeronautical fees, as compared to 2012, are set out in the following table:

 Decreases from 2012

Category  Amount Percentage

Landing fee (passenger aircraft)  $7.81 per tonne 31.2 per cent
Landing fee (cargo aircraft)  $1.56 per tonne 8.3 per cent

 Increases from 2012

Category  Amount Percentage

General terminal charge (domestic)  $1.99 per seat 39.3 per cent
General terminal charge (non-domestic)  $2.48 per seat 39.1 per cent

The primary reason for the decrease in the 2013 landing fee and the increase in the 2013 general terminal charge, as 
compared to 2012 rates, is the re-allocation of expenses to be recovered between the airside and groundside services, which 
came into effect on January 1, 2013.

The new apron fee, which was implemented on February 1, 2013, is charged per unit of time as compared to the turnaround 
fee, which was charged based primarily on the number of seats on an aircraft. The apron fee is approximately 30 per cent 
lower than the turnaround fee, which it replaced. The introduction of the check-in fee to replace the counter fee, effective as 
of April 1, 2013, is expected to be revenue-neutral to the GTAA in 2013. After accounting for the change in rate-setting 
methodology, the re-allocation of expenses between airside and groundside, the replacement of the turnaround fee with the 
apron fee, and the replacement of the counter fee with the check-in fee, the combined impact of the aeronautical fee changes 
was a reduction in 2013 of approximately 10 per cent in overall aeronautical fees compared to 2012 overall aeronautical fees, 
when measured as the average air carrier’s cost per enplaned passenger.
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Other than discussed below with respect to Air Canada, in 2014 and 2015, the GTAA intends to maintain its aeronautical fees 
for air carriers operating at the Airport at the 2013 levels in order to provide greater price certainty for existing and potential new 
air carriers. However, the GTAA retains the right to set fees as required and, if during this period circumstances should vary from 
the GTAA’s expectations, the GTAA may alter its fees to ensure that its revenues are sufficient to cover its obligations.

The decrease in the overall aeronautical rates implemented in 2013 is the sixth consecutive year of holding or reducing the 
average air carrier’s cost per enplaned passenger, representing a reduction of approximately 30 per cent from the 2007 level. 
These fee reductions were enabled by continued growth in airline and passenger traffic, an increase in non-aeronautical 
revenues, and operating cost and capital expenditure management. 

Effective January 1, 2014, the GTAA and Air Canada implemented a new commercial agreement to further develop Toronto 
Pearson as a global hub. The agreement covers an initial five-year term and includes fixed annual aeronautical fees for 
Air Canada, inclusive of landing fees, general terminal charges and apron fees. For a summary of the agreement, please see 
“Subsequent Events – Air Canada Long-Term Aeronautical Fees Agreement” below.

Revenues
Revenues are derived from aeronautical charges (which include landing fees, general terminal charges, turnaround fees, and 
apron fees), Airport Improvement Fees (“AIF”) and non-aeronautical revenue sources such as car parking and ground 
transportation, concessions, rentals (which include counter fees and check-in fees), electricity sales and other sources. The 
primary driver of aeronautical revenues is aircraft movements. Landing fees are based on the MTOW of arriving aircraft, general 
terminal charges are based on the number of seats of an arriving aircraft, and the apron fees are based on the usage of apron 
and aircraft gates and bridges. The AIF is charged on a per-passenger basis. The majority of non-aeronautical revenues are 
correlated with passenger activity. 

The following table summarizes the GTAA’s revenues for the years ended December 31, 2013, 2012 and 2011:

(in thousands) 2013 2012 2011

Landing fees(1) $ 300,085 $ 397,282 $ 404,213
General terminal charges 182,985 129,823 139,065
Aeronautical revenues 483,070 527,105 543,278
Airport improvement fees 314,061 304,331 299,295
Car parking & ground transportation 139,801 132,797 124,186
Concessions & rentals(2) 171,528 165,508 158,786
Other 9,074 7,896 10,464
Total $ 1,117,534 $ 1,137,637 $ 1,136,009

(1) Landing fees include the apron fees in 2013 and the turnaround fees in 2012 and 2011. 
(2) Rentals include the check-in fees in 2013 and the counter fees in 2012 and 2011. 

The total aeronautical revenue for the year ended December 31, 2013, was $483.1 million, a decrease of $44.0 million from 
$527.1 million in 2012. This decrease is due to the lower aeronautical fees in effect since January 1, 2013. The rate decrease 
implemented on January 1, 2013 is part of a continuing strategy of reducing aeronautical rates, which began in 2008. Other 
than in respect of Air Canada, it is the GTAA’s intention to maintain the 2013 aeronautical rates during 2014 and 2015, thus 
continuing a concerted effort to make aeronautical rates at Toronto Pearson more competitive and provide air carriers with 
greater rate certainty to facilitate their longer-term planning of air services offered at Toronto Pearson. 

AIF revenue, which excludes the administration fee collected by the air carriers for the administration of the AIF, increased from 
$304.3 million in 2012 to $314.1 million in 2013. This increase reflects higher passenger activity during 2013. The increase 
in AIF revenue is slightly below that of total passenger growth, however, as connecting passengers, who pay a lower AIF of 
$4.00, grew at a faster rate than originating passengers, who pay a $25.00 AIF. Under the AIF agreements with each of the air 
carriers, the GTAA has committed to using the AIF revenues primarily for capital programs, including associated debt service. 
Historically, the GTAA has used AIF revenues to fund debt service. Since the beginning of 2012, however, the GTAA has used a 
portion of AIF revenues to directly fund capital projects. Recognizing that payment of debt service or capital expenditures and 
receipt of AIF revenues may not occur in the same period, AIF revenue earned and collected but not used in a given period is 
retained in the AIF Reserve Fund for future debt service payments or capital expenditures. In 2013, $314.1 million of AIF 
revenue was earned and deposited to the AIF Reserve Fund and $309.1 million was used for debt service or capital projects. 
This compares to $304.3 million earned and deposited to the AIF Reserve Fund, and $304.7 million used during 2012.
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The GTAA also generates revenue from car parking and ground transportation, concessions and rental properties. The increase 
in revenues from car parking and ground transportation from $132.8 million in 2012 to $139.8 million in 2013, reflects a 
combination of enhanced marketing and business development initiatives and an increase in passenger volumes during 2013 
when compared to 2012.

The concession and rental revenues increased from $165.5 million in 2012 to $171.5 million in 2013. This includes an increase in 
concession revenues of $5.4 million when compared to 2012 that is attributable to the increase in passenger volumes during 2013 
driving higher concession sales, as well as the introduction of new retail, food and beverage and advertising initiatives. In addition, 
there was an increase of $0.6 million in rental revenues when compared to 2012. Rental revenues also include counter fees and 
check-in fees, which were generally unchanged from 2012. Concession and rental revenues (other than counter fees or check-in 
fees) are typically governed by multi-year contractual arrangements which tend to limit period-over-period changes in revenues.

Other revenues, which are primarily composed of revenues from the Cogeneration Plant, totaled $9.1 million in 2013 as 
compared to $7.9 million in 2012. The increase is primarily attributable to Cogeneration Plant operations during 2013. 

Expenses
Expenses include the costs to operate and maintain the Airport, interest and financing costs, and amortization of property and 
equipment, investment property and intangible assets. 

The following table summarizes GTAA’s expenses for the years ended December 31, 2013, 2012 and 2011:

(in thousands) 2013 2012 2011

Ground rent $ 128,877 $ 130,502 $ 131,049
Goods and services 215,031 214,418 215,995
Salaries, wages and benefits 122,997 120,750 110,987
PILT 28,953 27,575 27,591
Amortization of property and equipment, investment property  
 and intangible assets 223,945 216,976 210,186
 719,803 710,221 695,808

Interest expense on debt instruments and other financing costs, net 390,705 413,958 457,325
Total expenses $ 1,110,508 $ 1,124,179 $ 1,153,133

Ground rent payments are calculated as a percentage of revenues (as defined in the Ground Lease). Ground rent expense 
also includes the amortization of land acquisition costs. Ground rent expense during 2013 was $128.9 million, a decrease of 
$1.6 million when compared to 2012. This decrease in ground rent expense is primarily due to a decrease in revenues as a 
result of reduced aeronautical rates.

In each year beginning in 2006 and ending in 2015, actual ground rent payments made to the federal government include 
a $4.2 million payment of ground rent that had been deferred by the federal government in the 2003 to 2005 period. This 
payment is not recorded as an expense in the statement of operations and comprehensive income, as it has been accrued in 
a previous period. 

Expenditures for goods and services were $215 million for 2013, generally unchanged from 2012. During 2013, the GTAA 
incurred higher expenditures related to snow removal and utilities and energy costs. The increase in utilities and energy costs 
was due to an increase in the price of natural gas and electricity, combined with a weather-driven increase in consumption. 
These cost increases were offset by decreases in expenditures related to professional and contracting services, repairs, and 
maintenance expenses. 

A severe storm event on July 8, 2013 resulted in water damage to a number of the GTAA’s facilities at the Airport. A majority of 
the cost of the repairs of such damage is being paid by insurance proceeds. During 2013, the GTAA recorded a net gain of 
$3.9 million in goods and services expense, with respect to insurance proceeds in excess of the book value of damaged 
property and equipment disposed of and a recovery for the costs of emergency work. 

Salaries, wages and benefits increased from $120.8 million in 2012 to $123 million in 2013. This increase is primarily 
attributable to increased employee costs under the GTAA’s collective agreements.
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The GTAA has an exemption from the payment of real property taxes under the Assessment Act (Ontario), and instead makes 
payments-in-lieu of taxes (“PILT”) to each of the cities of Toronto and Mississauga as prescribed by regulation. The annual PILT 
is based on actual passenger volumes in a prior year. The PILT expenditure increased from $27.6 million in 2012 to $29 million 
in 2013, reflecting an increase in annual passenger traffic from 2009 to 2010.

Amortization of property and equipment, investment property and intangible assets increased from $217 million in 2012 to 
$223.9 million in 2013. This increase is due to additions to the depreciable asset base.

Net interest and financing costs were $390.7 million for the year ended December 31, 2013, as compared to $414 million for 
2012. This decrease of $23.3 million is primarily attributable to a lower blended interest rate on outstanding debt, as well as a 
lower balance of outstanding debt. 

Net Operating Results 
The revenues and expenses discussed in the previous sections generated the following net operating results for the years ended 
December 31, 2013, 2012 and 2011.

(in thousands) 2013 2012 2011

Revenues $ 1,117,534 $ 1,137,637 $ 1,136,009
Operating expenses (excluding amortization) 495,858 493,245 485,622 
Amortization of property and equipment, investment property  
 and intangible assets 223,945 216,976 210,186 
Earnings before interest and financing costs, net 397,731 427,416 440,201 
Interest and financing costs, net 390,705 413,958 457,325 
Net income/(loss) $ 7,026 $ 13,458 $ (17,124)

For the year ended December 31, 2013, the GTAA recorded net income of $7 million, as compared to net income of 
$13.5 million in 2012. The primary reason for this change was the 10 per cent reduction in 2013 aeronautical rates discussed 
earlier and higher operating expenses in 2013, offset by a reduction in interest and financing costs. 

The above table demonstrates that for each year, the revenues generated by the GTAA were more than sufficient to cover 
interest and financing costs and operating expenses (excluding amortization of property and equipment, investment property 
and intangible assets).

Summary of Quarterly Results
Select unaudited quarterly financial information for the quarters ended March 31, 2012 through December 31, 2013 is set out 
in the following table:

 Quarter Ended

    2013    2012

(in millions) Dec Sep Jun Mar Dec Sep Jun Mar

Revenues $ 277 $ 301 $ 273 $ 267 $ 271 $ 310 $ 278 $ 278
Operating expenses (excl. amortization) 132 118 123 123 138 121 113 121
Amortization(1) 61 55 54 54 58 53 53 53
Earnings before interest and financing costs, net 84 128 96 90 75 136 112 104
Interest and financing costs, net 98 98 97 98 106 102 102 104
Net income/(loss) $ (14) $ 30 $ (1) $ (8) $ (31) $ 34 $ 10 $ 0

(1) Amortization means amortization of property and equipment, investment property and intangible assets.
(2) Rounding may result in the above figures differing from the quarterly results reported in the condensed interim financial statements.

The GTAA’s quarterly results are influenced by passenger activity and aircraft movements, which vary with travel demand 
associated with holiday periods and other seasonal factors. In addition, factors such as weather and economic conditions may 
affect operating activity, revenues and expenses. Changes in operating facilities at the Airport may affect operating costs, which 
may result in quarterly results not being directly comparable. Due to these factors, the historical quarterly results cannot be 
relied upon to determine future trends.
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SUBSEQUENT EVENTS 
Air Canada Long-Term Aeronautical Fees Agreement
Effective January 1, 2014, the GTAA implemented the “Long-Term Aeronautical Fees Agreement” with Air Canada (the 
“AC LTA”). Pursuant to the AC LTA, Air Canada will pay a fixed amount (subject to certain adjustments as permitted under 
the AC LTA) to the GTAA in lieu of the GTAA’s standard aeronautical charges (normally composed of landing fees, general 
terminal charges and apron fees). The key terms of the AC LTA are summarized below.

Scope – The AC LTA covers the aircraft movements of Air Canada, its wholly-owned subsidiaries, third-party air carriers with 
whom Air Canada has or enters into capacity purchase agreements and other arrangements as may be mutually agreed to be 
included in the scope of the AC LTA (“Air Canada Family Members”). 

Term – The AC LTA became effective January 1, 2014, and covers an initial five-year term expiring December 31, 2018. The 
term will be extended automatically for a further five years expiring December 31, 2023, provided that (i) Air Canada Family 
Members collectively meet an agreed increased passenger volume threshold during the 2018 calendar year, and (ii) the AC LTA 
has not otherwise been terminated prior to the expiry of the initial term. The GTAA may, at its option, elect to extend the initial 
term for the further five-year period notwithstanding that the applicable passenger volume threshold may not have been met.

Fees – The AC LTA provides for the payment by Air Canada of a fixed annual aeronautical base fee, plus applicable sales or 
other commodity taxes, during the term (including any extended term). In 2014, the fixed annual aeronautical base fee is 
approximately $270 million, which reflects Air Canada’s proportionate share of the GTAA’s forecasted 2014 aeronautical costs 
expected to be incurred by the GTAA at the Airport, which costs would otherwise be recovered by the GTAA through the 
imposition of landing fees, general terminal charges and apron fees. In subsequent years, including any extension of the initial 
five-year term, the prior year’s fee escalates by approximately one per cent annually. 

The fixed annual aeronautical base fee may be increased or decreased in certain circumstances, including if the GTAA elects to 
adjust any one or more of its then-current published aeronautical charges payable by the remainder of the air carrier community 
at the Airport for any reason, including (without limitation) adjustments to address:

 (i) unbudgeted or unanticipated increases or decreases in the GTAA’s revenues (other than reductions pursuant to the 
payment of rebates under the AC LTA), costs or capital expenditures;

 (ii) increases or decreases in the GTAA’s costs arising from changes in or restructuring of the manner of provision of certain 
services at the Airport which are currently paid by the remainder of the air carrier community operating at the Airport 
directly to third-party service providers as third-party service fees; or

 (iii) other adjustments which the GTAA determines will be necessary in order to manage the level of GTAA’s indebtedness in 
accordance with its requirements and objectives.

In the above circumstances, the GTAA determines the amount of additional or reduced funds that it requires to raise through 
its aeronautical charges. Air Canada’s fixed annual aeronautical base fee is then adjusted by its proportionate share of the 
additional or reduced funds accordingly based on Air Canada’s share of 2013 aviation traffic. The proportionate share 
percentage remains unchanged throughout the term of the AC LTA. 

Airport Improvement Fee – The GTAA expressly retains its right to increase or decrease the Airport Improvement Fee in its sole 
discretion, at any time during the term of the AC LTA. 

Rebates – For each calendar year of the term, the AC LTA establishes certain passenger traffic thresholds for the Air Canada 
Family Members collectively. Provided that the Air Canada Family Members achieve the cumulative passenger threshold in a 
given year, Air Canada will receive a rebate calculated based on the additional revenues generated by incremental passenger 
growth at the Airport in excess of the threshold. 
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Non-Exclusivity – The GTAA is neither prevented nor restricted from entering into other aeronautical rate agreements with other 
air carriers operating or proposing to operate at the Airport on the same or on different terms, or from offering and implementing 
incentive programs regarding aeronautical charges. If the GTAA enters into a fixed-fee contract with another air carrier 
exceeding certain parameters, the base fee for such other air carrier must be not less than a specified percentage of the 
GTAA-forecasted revenues from that other air carrier during the term of that other agreement. Where the GTAA wishes to engage 
in an incentive program to the air carrier community regarding aeronautical charges, the GTAA will publish its program on its 
website. The GTAA will also publish and adhere to its standard rates and terms with respect to other commercial arrangements 
for air carriers at the Airport (such as employee parking and commercial space rentals).

Reservation of GTAA Operational Rights – The GTAA retains all rights to operate the Airport in the manner it deems appropriate, 
both with respect to its development decisions and with respect to the operational procedures and plans concerning its 
facilities. The AC LTA expressly provides that Air Canada has no interest in any gates, counters, terminals or other GTAA facilities 
and that the GTAA is not obliged to provide or construct any infrastructure or improvements or implement any particular 
operating procedures.

Events of Default and/or Termination – The AC LTA provides for certain customary events of default and rights of termination, 
and expressly provides for additional rights of termination in certain circumstances, including the following:

 (i) Air Canada may terminate the AC LTA without liability of either party if, at the end of a calendar year, the fixed annual 
aeronautical base fee for that year (net of any permissible adjustments and rebate earned by Air Canada) is greater than 
the amounts that would have been paid by the Air Canada Family Members collectively if they had been paying the GTAA 
on the basis of its then-current published tariffs in respect of aeronautical charges;

 (ii) Air Canada may terminate the AC LTA without liability of either party if the GTAA fails to deliver (a) by June 16, 2014, a draft 
airport development plan, including the GTAA’s facility allocation procedures in respect of common use assets, provided 
that such termination right must be exercised so as to terminate the AC LTA prior to or on December 31, 2014, and (b) by 
December 31, 2015, certain related facility improvements for common use assets or its written plan for doing so, provided 
that such termination right must be exercised so as to terminate the AC LTA prior to or on December 31, 2016;

 (iii) the GTAA may terminate the AC LTA effective on or after December 31, 2019, if the Air Canada Family Members fail to 
achieve agreed three-year rolling average passenger volume thresholds, beginning with the 2017–2019 period; and

 (iv) if the GTAA’s Ground Lease is terminated for any reason and the AC LTA is not assigned to the federal government, the 
AC LTA is terminated as of the date of termination of the Ground Lease.

Service Level Standards – The AC LTA provides that Air Canada and the GTAA will collaborate in the development of certain 
specified service level standards which the parties have identified as being important to customer service and to the development 
of the Airport as a global hub airport. The GTAA and Air Canada will develop the relevant metrics during a six-month period, with 
the long-term goal of achieving top quartile performance as compared to mutually agreed comparator groups of airlines and 
airports. The service level standards will be measured and improvement plans will be developed collaboratively, with remedies to 
promote improved service performance. The GTAA will develop (i) commensurate service level standards on ground handling 
service providers operating at the Airport and other air carriers with long-term fee agreements and (ii) commensurate non-binding 
service level standards on other air carriers operating at the Airport. Any payments to other air carriers under incentive programs 
will only be payable if the air carriers achieve a certain standard of performance. Ground handling companies which fail to comply 
with the service level standards are subject to termination by the GTAA at its discretion.

Assignment – The GTAA may assign its rights and obligations under the AC LTA, without the prior approval of Air Canada, to any 
person who:

 (i) is able to grant the same rights with respect to the Airport and the fixed annual aeronautical base fees as are granted by the 
GTAA pursuant to the AC LTA; or

 (ii) is the counterparty to the Ground Lease with Her Majesty and is the operator of the Airport. 

In addition, the GTAA may encumber its rights under the AC LTA by way of security or assignment as security to its lenders.
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CFO Succession
Subsequent to December 31, 2013, the GTAA announced on January 20, 2014 that its Vice President and Chief Financial 
Officer, Mr. Brian P. Gabel, will be leaving the GTAA effective March 31, 2014 to become the Vice President, Stakeholder 
Engagement, at the Canadian Public Accountability Board, Canada’s auditor regulator. The GTAA has initiated a recruitment 
process to identify Mr. Gabel’s successor. Mr. Jason Boyd, Corporate Controller, will serve as Acting Vice President and Chief 
Financial Officer until such time as Mr. Gabel’s successor commences his or her employment with the GTAA.

CAPITAL PROJECTS
The GTAA typically undertakes capital projects to meet one of the following key objectives: (i) to comply with regulatory 
requirements (e.g., safety, security or environmental); (ii) to expand the capacity of the Airport; (iii) to improve, restore or replace 
existing assets; or (iv) to modify existing infrastructure to reduce costs, improve revenues or improve customer experience. 

As part of the 20-year strategic framework adopted by the GTAA in 2013, the GTAA will meet the growing demand for air travel 
through making optimum use of existing facilities prior to investing in new capital infrastructure.

In the near term, the GTAA will focus on capital programs that will optimize the capacity and use of its existing infrastructure 
assets to improve passenger, baggage and aircraft processing and flow, and enhance customer experience, primarily through its 
Terminal 1 and Terminal 3 Enhancement Programs. Expenditures related to these capital programs are expected to be funded 
primarily through cash flows generated from operations. 

The following describes the GTAA’s most significant capital projects currently in development or under way.

Terminal 1 Enhancement Program – As part of the GTAA’s 2013 strategic review, capital projects for improvements to Terminal 1 
were identified and include:

• Improved facilitation and flow for passengers connecting from international to domestic destinations;

• Addressing regulatory requirements relating to baggage security screening; and

• Relocation of the primary security line in advance of U.S. Customs and Border Protection. 

The full scope of these projects will be developed in 2014.

Terminal 3 Enhancement Program – The Terminal 3 Enhancement Program is intended to increase Terminal 3’s passenger and 
baggage processing capacity, improve customer experience, passenger facilitation and connection flow, enhance the retail 
layout and offerings, and address regulatory requirements relating to baggage security screening and U.S. Customs and 
Border Protection. The program also includes a restoration of the Terminal 3 facility, as well as improving the energy efficiency 
of the terminal. 

The Terminal 3 Enhancement Program had an original approved capital budget of $406.8 million. As at December 31, 2013, 
$10.2 million had been expended to commence planning and design efforts on retail improvements, and upgrades related to 
regulatory requirements and energy efficiency. In addition, a number of asset restoration initiatives were completed.

The capacity elements of the Terminal 3 Enhancement Program were reviewed and the program was modified during 2013. 
The revised capital budget for the Terminal 3 Enhancement Program is $140 million, and includes the following projects:

• Addressing regulatory requirements related to the baggage screening system;

• Energy efficiency improvements;

• Retail improvements and related modifications to check-in and security screening layout; and

• Restoration of Pier A (formerly referred to as the Terminal 3 Satellite Facility).

In 2014, the GTAA will be examining the most efficient and effective delivery of the following improvements to Terminal 3 that 
will increase capacity and enhance customer experience: improved facilitation of passenger connections, additional baggage 
system enhancements and the relocation of the primary security line in advance of U.S. Customs and Border Protection.
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Automated People Mover (the “LINK Train”) Project – In 2013, the GTAA increased the carrying capacity of the LINK Train by 
adding a seventh car to each of the GTAA’s two LINK Trains and constructed associated platform modifications to accommodate 
the additional traffic expected when the Province of Ontario’s Union Pearson Express train commences its service between 
downtown Toronto and the Airport. The LINK Train project has an approved budget of $20 million, of which $18.7 million was 
spent up to December 31, 2013. 

Maintenance and Restoration Capital Program – The GTAA undertakes an ongoing program to improve, restore or replace certain 
capital assets. During 2013, the GTAA expended approximately $78 million for capital restoration projects to upgrade, refurbish 
or replace existing facilities.

ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
Total assets and liabilities as at December 31, 2013, 2012 and 2011, are set out in the following table:

(in millions) 2013 2012 2011

Total assets $ 6,611.1 $ 6,644.0 $ 7,199.9 
Total liabilities $ 7,290.4 $ 7,346.3 $ 7,919.6 

Total assets and liabilities at December 31, 2013 were generally unchanged from December 31, 2012.

Cash and cash equivalents decreased from $201.1 million in 2012 to $118.4 million in 2013 as a result of the use of cash 
balances in the ordinary course of business, including funding restricted fund balances. 

Total restricted funds were $1.1 billion and $0.9 billion at December 31, 2013 and December 31, 2012, respectively. These 
restricted funds, among others, represent funds for regular payments of interest and principal and amounts set aside with the 
Trustee under the GTAA’s Master Trust Indenture (the “Trust Indenture”) as security for specific debt issues. The variability in 
the balances of these funds is caused by timing of interest and principal payouts by the Trustee and changes in the amount of 
outstanding debt. There are also funds set aside in accordance with the terms of the Trust Indenture for operating and capital 
expenses, balances of which were generally stable, and funds set aside by the GTAA for future principal payments and other 
commitments, which include the AIF Reserve Fund or the Notional Principal Fund, each of which is described below.

AIF Reserve Fund – The AIF Reserve Fund accumulates AIF revenue, which excludes the administration fee collected by the air 
carriers for the administration of the AIF, as it is collected. This fund is used by the GTAA for capital programs or debt service 
payments. In 2013, $314.1 million of AIF revenue was earned and deposited to the AIF Reserve Fund, and $309.1 million was 
used for debt service and capital projects. This compares to $304.3 million earned and deposited to the AIF Reserve Fund and 
$304.7 million used during 2012. The balances in the AIF Reserve Fund, as at December 31, 2013 and 2012, were unchanged 
at $200.6 million.

Notional Principal Fund – The amounts deposited to the Notional Principal Fund are computed on the basis of an estimated 
principal amortization for each debt issue based on a 30-year amortization period for the debt, regardless of the actual term of 
the respective issue. On a quarterly basis, the GTAA funds the Notional Principal Fund with the estimated principal amortization 
in the previous quarter. The Notional Principal Fund may be applied to the ongoing amortizing payments for the Series 1999–1 
revenue bonds or to repay any debt issue on maturity in whole or in part. During 2013, $146.3 million was deposited to this 
fund, resulting in a year-over-year increase in the same amount. As a result, the Notional Principal Fund balance as at 
December 31, 2013 was $146.3 million.

The primary component of total liabilities is debt. As at December 31, 2013, the value of current and long-term debt obligations, 
as presented on the statements of financial position, totaled $7.1 billion, generally unchanged from December 31, 2012. The 
GTAA did not issue any new debt or retire existing debt during 2013.
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The deficit and accumulated other comprehensive loss of $679.4 million at December 31, 2013, as reported on the statements 
of financial position, has arisen primarily due to differences between the expenses reported for financial statements and 
historical aeronautical rate-setting purposes. Debt service included in the aeronautical charges includes a notional principal 
amount based on a 30-year amortization, which is lower in the early years of the debt and increases over time, similar to the 
principal payments of a mortgage. This notional principal amount is set aside in the Notional Principal Fund. Amortization of 
property and equipment, investment property and intangible assets is not included in the calculation of aeronautical charges.

The differential between notional amortization of debt and amortization of property and equipment, investment property and 
intangible assets contributes to the GTAA’s cumulative net deficit. The transition from the historical residual rate-setting model to 
one that targets cash flow is expected to contribute to an improvement in the net deficit position over time.

LIQUIDITY AND CAPITAL RESOURCES
The GTAA is a corporation without share capital and, accordingly, is funded through operating revenues, AIF revenues, reserve 
funds, the debt capital markets and its bank credit facilities. As noted previously, beginning in 2013, the GTAA has transitioned 
from the residual rate-setting methodology to a rate-setting methodology that targets levels of cash flow sufficient not only to 
fund operating expenses, maintenance and restoration capital expenditures, and partial debt repayment but also, in most years, 
to fund certain other capital investments. Consistent with its mandate, any excess funds generated by the GTAA are reinvested 
in the Airport.

An overall Capital Markets Platform has been established by the GTAA with the Trust Indenture setting out the security and other 
common terms and conditions of all debt, including bank facilities, revenue bonds and Medium Term Notes (“MTNs”). The 
program has been used to fund certain capital programs, and the GTAA will continue to access the debt markets to fund certain 
capital programs and to refinance some or all of its maturing debt. As of December 31, 2013, the GTAA had outstanding debt 
securities, including accrued interest and net of unamortized discounts and premiums, of approximately $7.1 billion. This 
amount excludes the credit facilities. Any proceeds received from debt issues that are not immediately required to fund capital 
projects or refinance maturing debt are invested in investment-grade debt instruments until such time as they are required.

The GTAA’s new approach to rate-setting, together with GTAA’s prudent liquidity and interest rate risk management practices, will 
enable the GTAA to proactively manage its debt levels and debt service costs. The GTAA has in the past redeemed certain of its debt 
prior to its scheduled maturity, and may do so in the future. In addition, the GTAA may from time to time seek to retire or purchase 
any outstanding debt through cash purchases in open market, privately negotiated transactions or otherwise. Such redemptions and 
purchases, if any, will depend on prevailing market conditions, the GTAA’s liquidity requirements, and other factors.

On February 10, 2014, the GTAA filed a shelf prospectus qualifying up to $1.5 billion of debt issuance for capital expenditures, 
reserve funds, debt refinancing and other approved uses through the 25-month period covered by the shelf prospectus. 

As part of its liquidity management program, the GTAA currently maintains the following credit facilities: a revolving operating 
facility in an amount of $400 million; a letter of credit facility in the amount of $100 million and an interest rate and foreign 
exchange hedging facility in the amount of $50 million. The revolving operating facility and hedging facility mature on 
November 22, 2016 and each can be extended annually for one additional year with the lenders’ consent. The letter of credit 
facility matures on November 22, 2014 and can be extended annually for one additional year with the consent of the lender 
under such facility. The $400 million revolving operating credit facility is used to fund capital or operating expenses, as required, 
and provides flexibility on the timing for accessing the capital markets. These facilities rank pari passu with all other debt of the 
GTAA. Other than $2.4 million utilized by way of letters of credit, the GTAA had no funds drawn under the $400 million revolving 
operating facility, and no amounts were utilized under the $100 million letter of credit facility and the $50 million hedging facility, 
as at December 31, 2013.

Restricted funds, which comprise reserve funds required under the Trust Indenture and other reserves held in accordance with 
the GTAA’s policies, totaled $1.1 billion as at December 31, 2013, as compared to $0.9 billion at December 31, 2012. The 
increase in restricted funds of $0.2 billion is due to reserve fund deposits during 2013. All of the restricted funds are cash-
funded, and invested in short duration investment-grade instruments.
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At December 31, 2013, the GTAA had a working capital deficiency of $63.3 million, as computed by subtracting current 
liabilities from current assets. Working capital is a financial metric that measures the short-term liquidity for those assets that 
can easily be converted into cash to satisfy both short-term liabilities and near term operating costs and capital expenditures. 
At December 31, 2013, the GTAA had available $1.1 billion in restricted funds. The restricted funds are classified as long-term 
assets. In addition, the GTAA had available $397.6 million under its revolving operating credit facility. The GTAA believes that 
the restricted fund balances, available credit under the revolving operating facility and cash balances, and its ability to access 
the capital markets, provide sufficient liquidity to mitigate any potential impact of the reported working capital deficiency. The 
GTAA has no plans to raise additional debt specifically to fund this deficiency. 

The GTAA’s principal payments for the next five fiscal years include the amortizing payments for the Series 1999–1 MTNs and 
the maturity of MTN Series 2005–1, Series 2005–3, Series 2007–1, and Series 2008–1. The contractual undiscounted cash 
flows related to long-term debt during the next five years are included in the table below.

The table below analyzes the GTAA’s financial liabilities by relevant maturity groupings based on the remaining period at the date 
of the statements of financial position through the contractual maturity date. It does not include pension and post-retirement 
benefit obligations as maturities are variable based on timing of individuals leaving the plan. The table has been prepared based 
on the contractual undiscounted cash flows based on the earliest date on which the GTAA can be required to pay. These cash 
flows include both principal and interest.

 Less than 1 month to 1 year to 

(in thousands) 1 month 12 months 5 years Thereafter

Accounts payable and accrued liabilities $ 49,374 $ 21,306 $ 0 $ 0
Province of Ontario land transfer tax deferral 0 4,800 4,800 0
Long-term debt 12,693 405,571 4,110,981 8,427,888
Deferred ground rent 346 3,810 4,156 0
 $ 62,413 $ 435,487 $ 4,119,937 $ 8,427,888

Accounts payable and accrued liabilities and deferred ground rent will be funded through operations, while the Province of 
Ontario land transfer tax deferral and long-term debt obligations are expected to be funded primarily through a combination of 
cash flows generated from operations, restricted funds and debt.

In connection with the operation and development of the Airport, the GTAA had capital commitments outstanding at 
December 31, 2013 of approximately $200.9 million, as compared to $173.6 million at December 31, 2012, primarily related 
to construction contracts. The GTAA expects to fund these commitments primarily through its cash flow from operations and 
restricted funds.

The GTAA’s commitment with respect to annual rent payments under the Ground Lease, including ground rent deferral 
repayments, is estimated based on GTAA’s current five-year forecast of expected revenues to be approximately $136 million for 
the year ending December 31, 2014, and an estimated aggregate amount of $601.3 million during the four-year period of 2015 
through 2018. The GTAA cautions the readers of the MD&A that certain assumptions used in developing the five-year forecast 
may not materialize and unanticipated events and circumstances may occur subsequent to the date when it was prepared. 
Therefore, the actual results achieved during those periods may vary, and the variations may be material. A more complete 
discussion of the risks and uncertainties and caution regarding forward-looking information is included below (see “Risks and 
Uncertainties” and “Caution Regarding Forward-Looking Information”).

The objective of the GTAA’s investment and cash management strategy is to ensure that the cash requirements for operations, 
capital programs and other demands are met, and to optimize the flexibility in accessing capital markets as may be required. 
The GTAA monitors its cash flow requirements accordingly. Given its current cash balance, availability on its credit facility, 
restricted fund balances, ability to access the capital markets, and projected operating cash flows, the GTAA does not anticipate 
any funding shortfalls during 2014. However, there may be events outside of the control of the GTAA that could have a negative 
impact on its liquidity.
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EARNINGS COVERAGE
For the 12-month period ended December 31, 2013, earnings before interest and financing costs for the GTAA were 
$397.7 million. Interest and financing costs for the same period, net of interest income, were $395.4 million, resulting in 
an earnings coverage ratio of 1.01:1.00.

The updated earnings coverage calculations have been provided to comply with disclosure requirements of the Canadian 
Securities Administrators (“CSA”). The earnings coverage ratio included above is computed in accordance with the CSA’s 
requirements and is not a measure under Generally Accepted Accounting Principles. An alternate measure of the GTAA’s ability 
to service its indebtedness is its obligation to comply with certain covenants in the Trust Indenture. The Trust Indenture contains 
a covenant that requires the GTAA to establish and maintain rates, rentals, charges, fees and services so that, among other 
things, Net Revenues, together with any Transfer from the General Fund in each Fiscal Year will be at least equal to 
125 per cent of the Annual Debt Service for each Fiscal Year (as such capitalized terms are defined in the Trust Indenture).

The GTAA sets its rates in such a manner as to ensure the 125 per cent debt service covenant under the Trust Indenture is met. 
The debt service covenant test excludes amortization of property and equipment, investment property and intangible assets from 
expenses. However, it does include a notional amortization, over 30 years, of outstanding debt. Inclusion of debt amortization 
ensures that revenues are sufficient to retire debt over 30 years, which is considered appropriate for an infrastructure provider with 
significant, long-lived assets. This amortization of debt is reserved in the Notional Principal Fund and used for future debt 
repayments. At this time, the notional amortization of debt is less than the amortization of property and equipment, investment 
property and intangible assets recorded in the GTAA’s financial statements. As a result, the GTAA continues to meet the 125 per 
cent debt service covenant under the Trust Indenture, even though the earnings coverage ratio as calculated in accordance with 
the disclosure requirements of the Canadian Securities Administrators may at certain times be less.

SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES AND ESTIMATES
The significant accounting policies of the GTAA and changes thereto are set out in Notes 3 and 4, respectively, of the Financial 
Statements as of December 31, 2013 and 2012. 

The GTAA adopted the following new and revised standards effective January 1, 2013. These changes were made in 
accordance with the applicable transitional provisions.

a) IFRS 13, Fair Value Measurement: This standard provides a single framework for measuring fair value. The measurement 
of the fair value of an asset or liability is based on assumptions that market participants would use when pricing the asset or 
liability under current market conditions, including assumptions about risk. The GTAA adopted IFRS 13 on January 1, 2013 on 
a prospective basis. The adoption of IFRS 13 did not require any adjustments to the valuation techniques used by the GTAA to 
measure fair value and did not result in any measurement adjustments as at January 1, 2013.

b) Amendments to IAS 19R, Employee Benefits: The GTAA has adopted the amendments to IAS 19R effective January 1, 2013. 
Under the amended version of IAS 19R, the asset return component of the pension expense is computed using the discount 
rate used to measure the defined benefit obligation at year-end rather than the expected return on plan assets, and actuarial 
gains and losses are recognized in other comprehensive income as the option to defer the recognition of actuarial gains and 
losses is no longer available. 

These amendments were applied retroactively in accordance with IAS 19R. The use of the discount rate in calculating the 
asset return resulted in an increase of $0.8 million in employee future benefits expense recognized in net income and a 
corresponding decrease in other comprehensive income, with no overall change in total comprehensive income. As actuarial 
gains and losses were already recognized in other comprehensive income, the adoption of IAS 19R did not result in any change 
in the opening statement of financial position as at January 1, 2012, which is therefore not presented. As a result, the statement 
of operations and comprehensive income and statement of changes in deficit and accumulated other comprehensive income 
(loss) were restated for the amounts described above.
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c) Amendments to IAS 1, Presentation of Financial Statements: The GTAA has adopted the amendments to IAS 1 effective 
January 1, 2013. These amendments required the GTAA to group other comprehensive income items by those that will be 
reclassified subsequently to net income and those that will not be reclassified. The GTAA has reclassified comprehensive net 
income items of the comparative period. These changes did not result in any adjustments to other comprehensive income or 
comprehensive income.

d) Amendments to IFRS 7, Financial Instruments: Disclosure: These amendments enhance disclosure requirements related to 
offsetting of financial assets and financial liabilities. The GTAA has adopted the amendments to IFRS 7 effective January 1, 
2013. The adoption of amendments to IFRS 7 resulted in additional disclosures in the GTAA’s annual reporting. See Note 18, 
Financial Instruments of the Financial Statements, as of December 31, 2013 and 2012.

In applying the GTAA’s accounting policies, Management is required to make certain estimates or assumptions that affect the 
reported amount of assets and liabilities and the disclosure of commitments and contingencies at the date of the financial 
statements and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses during the reporting period. The critical accounting judgments 
and key sources of estimation uncertainty are set out in Note 5 of the Financial Statements as of December 31, 2013 and 2012. 
Actual results could differ from estimates.

Property and equipment for the Airport include items such as improvements to leased land, runways, terminals and other 
buildings, and roadways. These assets are recorded at cost and amortized over the estimated useful life of the asset. Amortization 
of assets commences when the asset is available for use, and for certain assets, such as the terminal buildings, the asset may be 
brought into or removed from operations in stages. 

The timing for revenue recognition depends on the nature of the revenue and the specific agreements in place. Landing fees, 
general terminal charges and car parking revenues are recognized, net of estimated incentive program payments earned by air 
carriers, as the airport facilities are utilized. Airport Improvement Fees are accrued upon the enplanement of the passenger. AIF 
revenue is remitted to the GTAA based on airlines self-assessing their passenger counts. An annual reconciliation is performed 
by the GTAA with air carriers. Concessions revenue is earned on a monthly basis and is recognized based on a percentage of 
sales or specified minimum rent guarantees. Ground transportation revenue is recognized based on a combination of the 
duration of the term of the licences and permits and utilization fees. Rentals revenue is recognized on a straight-line basis over 
the duration of the respective agreements. Revenue derived from the Cogeneration Plant, included in other revenue, is 
recognized as electricity is delivered. 

The GTAA maintains defined benefit pension plans, defined contribution pension plans and other post-employment benefit 
plans for its employees. The cost of defined contribution pension plans is charged to expense as they are earned by employees. 
The cost of defined benefit plans and other post-employment benefit plans is determined using the projected unit credit 
method. The related pension asset/liability recognized in the statement of financial position is the present value of the defined 
benefit obligation at the statement of financial position date less the fair value of plan assets. The present value of the defined 
benefit obligation is determined by discounting the estimated future cash outflows using interest rates of high-quality corporate 
bonds that have terms to maturity approximating the terms of the related pension liability. Actuarial valuations for defined benefit 
plans are carried out at each statement of financial position date.

Actuarial gains and losses are recognized in full in the period in which they occur, in other comprehensive income without 
recycling to the statement of operations and comprehensive income in subsequent periods. 

Past service costs are recognized in net income when incurred.

For funded plans, surpluses are recognized only to the extent that the surplus is considered recoverable. Recoverability is based 
primarily on the extent to which the GTAA can unilaterally reduce future contributions to the plan.
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INTERNAL CONTROLS AND PROCEDURES
Management is responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and procedures to ensure that information 
required to be disclosed to satisfy the GTAA’s continuous disclosure obligations is recorded, processed, summarized and reported 
as required by applicable Canadian securities legislation. Management has carried out an evaluation of the effectiveness as of 
December 31, 2013, of the design and operation of the disclosure controls and procedures, as defined in National Instrument 
52–109, Certification of Disclosure in Issuers’ Annual and Interim Filings, under the supervision of, and with the participation of, 
the President and CEO, and the Vice President and Chief Financial Officer (“CFO”). Based on this evaluation, the CEO and CFO 
concluded that the disclosure controls and procedures are effective in recording, processing, summarizing and reporting, on a 
timely basis, information required to be disclosed by the GTAA to satisfy its continuous disclosure obligations and are effective 
in ensuring that information required to be disclosed in the reports that the GTAA files is accumulated and communicated to 
management as appropriate to allow timely decisions regarding required disclosure. The Board of Directors has reviewed and 
approved the GTAA’s Disclosure Controls and Corporate Communications Policy. Management has determined that as at 
December 31, 2013, the design and operation of the disclosure controls and procedures continues to be effective. 

Management is responsible for designing and implementing internal controls over financial reporting to provide reasonable 
assurance regarding the reliability of the GTAA’s reporting and the preparation of financial statements for external purposes in 
accordance with IFRS. As required under National Instrument 52–109, the GTAA, under the supervision and with the 
participation of the CEO and the CFO, has carried out an evaluation of the effectiveness as at December 31, 2013, of its internal 
controls over financial reporting. Based on this evaluation, the GTAA’s CEO and CFO concluded that the Corporation maintained 
effective internal controls over financial reporting as at December 31, 2013. While no material weaknesses with respect to 
internal controls over financial reporting have been identified as at December 31, 2013, any assessment may not detect all 
weaknesses nor prevent or detect all misstatements because of inherent limitations. Additionally, projections of any assessment 
of effectiveness to future periods are subject to the risk that controls may become inadequate due to changes in conditions or 
deterioration in the degree of compliance with the GTAA’s policies and procedures. No changes in the GTAA’s internal controls 
over financial reporting occurred during the last quarter and for the year ended December 31, 2013, that have materially 
affected, or are reasonably likely to materially affect, its internal control over financial reporting. 

ENVIRONMENTAL MATTERS
The GTAA is committed to ensuring that activities undertaken at the Airport are carried out in an environmentally responsible 
manner, in compliance with applicable environmental laws and regulations, with appropriate management practices and with 
sensitivity to community and public concerns.

Environmental Risk Oversight and Management
The mandate of the GTAA’s Board of Directors includes the responsibility to identify the principal risks associated with the 
GTAA’s business and to ensure that the appropriate systems are in place to effectively monitor and manage those risks. The 
Board of Directors has allocated to its Environment, Safety, Security and Stakeholder Relations (“ESSSR”) Committee the 
responsibility for the oversight of environmental risks and issues affecting the Airport. This committee monitors and evaluates 
management’s development and implementation of environmental policies, practices and activities including its Environmental 
Management Program, to ensure that such policies and practices are effective and meet or exceed legislative and regulatory 
requirements and best practices. The committee reviews regular management reports relating to environmental risks, 
opportunities and matters.

Environmental Policy and ISO Certification – In April 1999, the GTAA obtained ISO 14001 certification for its Environmental 
Management Program, the first airport in North America to earn this distinction. The GTAA has achieved re-certification annually 
since 1999. Through the process of annual ISO certification renewals and regular internal audits, the GTAA’s Environmental 
Management Program is being continuously improved. 

As a requirement of the ISO 14001 certification, the GTAA developed and implemented an Environmental Policy for the Airport 
that is reviewed annually. The purpose of the GTAA’s Environmental Policy is to reduce and control the risks of environmental 
contamination, and to promote continuous improvement and regulatory compliance.
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The air carriers, concessionaires and other commercial businesses that operate at the Airport are required to comply with 
environmental laws and regulations and with the environmental requirements contained in their leases or agreements with the 
GTAA, including compliance with the GTAA’s Environmental Policy. Through its Environmental Services division, the GTAA 
conducts scheduled inspections of tenants’, operators’ and contractors’ premises and operations to ensure compliance with 
environmental laws and contractual obligations, to identify potential environmental hazards and to make recommendations for 
the safe storage, handling and disposal of hazardous substances. 

Environmental Risks
The GTAA adopted an Enterprise Risk Management (“ERM”) program to provide a disciplined approach for identifying, 
assessing, treating and managing risks. Using the ERM and the Environmental Management Program, environmental risks at 
the Airport are identified and ranked by severity and likelihood. Mitigation plans are then developed, implemented, monitored 
and continuously improved. The GTAA’s Environmental Services division provides quarterly reports on environmental risks and 
mitigation plan monitoring to senior management, the ESSSR Committee and the Board.

Spills of Hazardous Substances – The principal environmental risks at the Airport are spills of jet fuel, glycol-based deicing fluid 
and other hazardous substances. Virtually all of these substances are owned and handled by third parties operating at the 
Airport. The storage, use and transportation of hazardous substances are the responsibility of the owners of the hazardous 
substances and those having care and control of such substances. These parties are subject to the GTAA’s Environmental 
Management Program and applicable environmental laws and regulations. 

Trends and Uncertainties – Climate Change
The trend toward global warming is expected to result in a change in climate that may manifest itself in more severe weather 
events and changes to climatic averages. As part of its preparedness for more severe weather events and changing climatic 
averages, the GTAA is currently updating its stormwater-flood study to determine what improvements or changes to its 
operational practices could be considered to prevent Airport flooding during severe storms. Working with Engineers Canada, the 
GTAA will be applying an engineering protocol to assess stormwater management infrastructure to determine the resiliency or 
vulnerability of the Airport to changing climate.

In order to manage the release of greenhouse gases, which are related to global climate change, the GTAA implemented its 
Greenhouse Gas Management Policy in 2009. This policy requires the GTAA, by 2020, to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions 
(including those from purchased electricity) by 20 per cent below a 2006 baseline. During 2013, the GTAA continued to focus 
on energy use reduction, and projects that have been completed include substituting Light Emitting Diodes (“LEDs”) for 
inefficient incandescent and fluorescent lighting, and improving ventilation. The GTAA’s greenhouse gas emissions reduction 
program is a voluntary program that is consistent with the GTAA’s goal of achieving long-term sustainability. 

Other Environmental Matters
Other environmental matters include the Noise Management Program, environmental protection and the Partners in Project 
Green initiative.

Noise Management Program – The GTAA’s Noise Management Program includes preferential runways, prescribed approach and 
departure flight procedures, and restrictions on the hours that certain types of aircraft may use the Airport. The GTAA maintains 
a Community Environment and Noise Advisory Committee composed of local residents, elected officials, representatives of the 
aviation industry and the GTAA. This committee meets regularly to discuss and review issues and complaints relating to noise 
and other environmental impacts of Airport operations. In addition, the GTAA has worked with the neighbouring municipalities to 
create an Airport Operating Area (“AOA”) surrounding the Airport. The AOA, which is based on noise contours, delineates an 
area within which land uses that are incompatible with Airport operations, including residential development and schools, are 
actively opposed by the GTAA. The AOA has been incorporated into the official plans of the cities of Toronto, Mississauga and 
Brampton and the Region of Peel.

Environmental Protection – The two principal environmental protection programs implemented by the GTAA are its stormwater 
management master plan and the glycol recovery program at the Central Deicing Facility (“CDF”).

The GTAA developed and implemented a stormwater management master plan for the Airport and constructed stormwater 
control facilities and related infrastructure to prevent stormwater run-off from runways and Airport lands from exceeding 
stormwater quality and quantity guidelines. The GTAA is updating its stormwater-flood study as described above (see “Trends 
and Uncertainties – Climate Change”).
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The second principal environmental protection measure implemented by the GTAA is the glycol recovery program at the CDF. 
This program includes a series of catch basins and underground tanks to collect glycol-based deicing fluid after it has been 
sprayed on aircraft. The captured deicing fluid is treated at off-Airport locations. The operational purpose of the glycol recovery 
program is to ensure that the use of glycol-based deicing fluid does not exceed environmental guidelines.

Partners in Project Green – The GTAA’s commitment to environmental responsibility extends beyond the boundaries of the 
Airport. Together with the Toronto and Region Conservation Authority, the GTAA initiated Partners in Project Green to develop 
and promote environmentally sustainable initiatives among the 12,500 companies located in the Pearson Eco-Business Zone, 
an area comprising over 12,000 hectares of industrial and commercial land surrounding the Airport. 

RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES
The GTAA’s Board of Directors is accountable for the oversight of the principal risks of the GTAA’s business and is responsible 
for ensuring that management has appropriate policies and procedures to identify, assess, treat and manage such risks and to 
ensure that such policies and procedures are effective.

In 2010, the Board of Directors approved an Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) program to instill a risk awareness among 
employees and provide a disciplined approach to identify, assess, treat and manage risks. An enterprise-wide approach enables 
financial, customer, people and business risks to be managed and aligned with the GTAA’s strategic goals. The ERM program helps 
the GTAA to better understand uncertainty and its potential impact on strategic goals and is a key input into the GTAA’s decision-
making process. The GTAA continues to review and improve its ERM program, by building stronger links between strategy, risk and 
opportunity and by updating the program to incorporate emerging risks based on current events that affect the GTAA’s business.

The GTAA, its operations and its financial results are subject to certain risks. At present, these include, without limitation, the 
risks set out below. Other risks are detailed from time to time in the GTAA’s publicly filed disclosure documents, including its 
Annual Information Form.

Financial Risks
As of December 31, 2013, the GTAA had outstanding debt securities, including accrued interest and net of unamortized 
discounts and premiums, of approximately $7.1 billion. The GTAA, in its management of costs and revenues, has examined 
scenarios to determine the range of impact of variability in Toronto Pearson’s operating activity, costs and revenues on cash 
flows and funding requirements.

The GTAA’s rate-setting methodology targets levels of cash flow sufficient not only to fund operating expenses, maintenance 
and restoration capital expenditures and partial debt repayment but also, in most years, to fund other capital investments. 
Depending on the timing of cash flows and actual operating activity levels, the GTAA may need to continue to access the capital 
markets to refinance maturing debt, finance future capital projects and fund reserve funds. Should circumstances vary from the 
GTAA’s expectations during any rate-setting period, the GTAA has the unfettered right to increase its aeronautical fees to ensure 
that its revenues are sufficient to cover its obligations. 

There are always risks when raising funds in the capital markets, including risks related to fluctuating interest rates and the 
availability of funds at any point in time. External factors, such as economic conditions, government policies, catastrophic events 
and the state of the financial markets, can have an impact on GTAA’s ability to access the capital markets. While the GTAA’s debt 
program has historically been well received by the capital markets in Canada, any dislocation in the domestic or global capital 
markets could affect the GTAA’s ability to meet its financing requirements. The GTAA monitors the overall debt markets and works 
with its financial advisors to select the timing, size and term of any debt issue so as to ensure continued access to the markets and 
to optimize opportunities. The GTAA also monitors its debt maturity profile to minimize refinancing risk in the future.

Strategic Development Risk
The GTAA’s 20-year strategic framework is based upon three fundamental strategic principles: financial sustainability, customer 
experience, and operational excellence. In developing its strategic framework, the GTAA identified strategic priorities that would 
support its ability to meet the growing demand for air travel through making optimum use of existing facilities before investing in 
new capital infrastructure. Since these forward-looking plans are not able to anticipate all possible risk factors, there is a risk of 
developing strategies that may not enable the GTAA to achieve its goals and objectives. To mitigate this risk, the GTAA 
periodically conducts a comprehensive review of its strategic plans to incorporate any emerging factors that may influence 
business objectives or their achievement.
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Operational Risks
Asset Integrity – The provision of services at the Airport is dependent on the availability of physical infrastructure such as 
terminal buildings, parking structures, runways and taxiways. In addition, the GTAA is highly dependent on information 
technology assets and information. Should any of these assets become unavailable due to accident, incident or maintenance 
failures, the ability to provide services and earn revenues may be impaired. The GTAA maintains insurance to protect against 
damage to property and business interruption. Although, the GTAA maintains a well-developed asset management system, 
including proactive inspections, repairs and maintenance, there always remains the risk of an asset failure that may have an 
impact on operations or financial results.

Commercial Relationships – The GTAA works with a number of other parties at the Airport in delivering services to air carriers, 
passengers and others. These parties include government agencies, air carriers and third-party vendors. Should any of these 
parties fail to deliver services as required or in coordination with other partners, there may be impacts that impede the GTAA’s 
ability to deliver desired service levels and value to its customers and stakeholders. The GTAA has limited control over its 
partners in many instances. For example, with respect to government agencies, there is no alternative party with which the 
GTAA can work to deliver the required service.

Outsourcing – The GTAA contracts third parties for a number of services, including certain information technology services, 
baggage system operation and maintenance, and the repair and maintenance of certain other assets. These services affect 
Airport and air carrier operations and the travelling public. There may be risks to the GTAA that such third parties fail to deliver 
such services, which may impact operations and financial results.

Security – The federal government is responsible for passenger, baggage and cargo screening at the Airport. The GTAA is 
responsible for other aspects of security, including maintaining secure access to restricted areas of the Airport and policing. The 
GTAA discharges its security requirements in compliance with the regulations set out by Transport Canada. However a major 
security incident anywhere in the world could result in enhanced regulations affecting air carriers, passengers or tenants that 
could lead to a loss in revenue or additional expense to the GTAA.

Major Incident – Any airport, including Toronto Pearson, is subject to the risk of loss of confidence by air travellers as a result of 
a major incident. A major incident, among others, would include an airline crash or terrorist attack at the Airport or elsewhere. 
This could lead to the GTAA reducing or suspending Airport operations for a period of time, and/or a reduction in passenger 
demand thereby reducing the GTAA’s revenues. 

Reputation – Any action or inaction by the GTAA, or any business or government agencies operating at the Airport, may impair 
Toronto Pearson’s image in the community or the public’s confidence in the Airport.

Industry Risk
Aviation Environment – The health of the air transportation industry and future airline traffic at the Airport carry with them a broad 
array of risks that have the ability to slow or temporarily cease operations at the Airport and/or negatively affect passenger demand 
and therefore the GTAA’s revenues. These risks, among others, include: growth of the population and the condition of the economy 
in the GTA; unemployment rates; national, U.S. and international economic conditions; regulatory actions and legislative changes; 
international air transportation agreements; enhanced security regulations; air carrier instability; the ability and willingness of 
airlines to provide air service; capital market conditions; air fare levels, including taxes and surcharges; currency fluctuations; 
labour disputes; the availability and cost of aviation fuel; carbon emissions charges, taxes and restrictions; insurance costs; 
environmental regulation; the operation of the air traffic control system; the use of telecommunications and ground transportation 
as alternatives to air travel; volcanic eruptions; health epidemics and related travel advisories; geopolitical risk; war; and the 
perceived threat of terrorist attacks and additional security measures put in place to guard against such attacks. 

There is a risk of an air carrier reducing or ceasing operating at the Airport, which may result in a temporary decline in the 
GTAA’s aviation activity and revenues, until such time as replacement capacity is provided by existing or new air carriers.

The GTAA manages its costs and revenues to generate sufficient cash flow to fund operations and capital projects and to reduce 
existing debt. Notwithstanding the financial protection put in place, should an event occur that has a negative impact on the 
aviation industry, the result may be that GTAA expenses may be underestimated or aeronautical and non-aeronautical revenues 
overestimated, resulting in cash flows that are inadequate for the GTAA to meet its operating and capital requirements or meet 
its debt covenants within a period or periods, as applicable.
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Government and Regulatory Risks
Laws and Regulations – Airport operations are governed by Canadian regulations and standards. Changes in regulatory 
requirements by the government may have an impact on the GTAA’s cost to operate the Airport or the achievement of its 
strategic goals. The GTAA’s relationships with government agencies may affect its ability to influence positive change, deliver 
efficient and effective operations, and meet business objectives.

Litigation – Due to the nature of its operations and the magnitude of its development projects, the GTAA is exposed to litigation 
risk from time to time in the normal course of business. The GTAA manages its litigation exposure primarily through its claims 
settlement processes, insurance and the effective use of internal and external legal counsel.

People Risks
The implementation of the GTAA’s strategic plan and strategic initiatives requires a continuing shift in the focus of the 
organization from airport builder to efficient business-minded operator to customer-focused service provider. The GTAA has 
started the culture change to a customer-focused service provider. In 2012, the GTAA undertook a corporate reorganization to 
ensure appropriate skills would be available and in place, in order for the organizational structure to support effective resource 
management, deliver efficient and effective operations, and meet business objectives. A failure to fully implement these 
initiatives may have an impact on the GTAA’s ability to realize its strategic objectives.

The collective agreement between the GTAA and Unifor Local 2002, which represents the GTAA’s unionized workers, except for 
its firefighters, was negotiated and ratified by the union membership in August 2013. The new collective agreement expires on 
July 31, 2016. The current collective agreement between the GTAA and the Pearson Airport Professional Firefighters Association 
(“PAPFFA”) expires on December 31, 2014. 

CAUTION REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING INFORMATION
This MD&A contains certain forward-looking information about the GTAA. This forward-looking information is based on a variety 
of assumptions and is subject to risks and uncertainties. There is significant risk that predictions, forecasts, conclusions and 
projections, which constitute forward-looking information, will not prove to be accurate, that the assumptions may not be correct 
and that actual results may vary from the forward-looking information. The GTAA cautions readers of this MD&A not to place 
undue reliance on the forward-looking information as a number of factors could cause actual results, conditions, actions or 
events to differ materially from the targets, expectations, estimates or intentions expressed in the forward-looking information. 

Words such as “believe”, “expect”, “plan”, “intend”, “estimate”, “anticipate” and similar expressions, as well as future or 
conditional verbs such as “will”, “should”, “would” and “could” often identify forward-looking information. Specific forward-
looking information in this MD&A includes, among others, statements regarding the following: the GTAA’s infrastructure capacity 
and its ability to meet projected air travel demand; additional investment in the Airport; the GTAA’s strategic framework and its 
four pillars; the GTAA meeting growing demand for air travel through making optimum use of its existing facilities before 
investing in new infrastructure or facilities; growth in international passenger activity at the Airport; future growth in Airport 
activity, including moderate growth in 2014; the GTAA’s capital borrowing requirements and program and its ability to access the 
capital markets; airline load factors and fleet mix; the GTAA’s rate-setting methodology; cash flows, working capital and liquidity, 
including cash flows over the five-year period beginning in 2014, the GTAA’s ability to mitigate any working capital deficiency 
and no funding shortfalls in 2014; the effect of the apron fee and check-in fee on increasing efficiency in the use of Airport 
facilities; maintaining or altering the GTAA’s 2013 aeronautical fees in 2014 and 2015; reductions in average air carrier’s cost 
per enplaned passenger; the AC LTA entered into with Air Canada; budgets and expenditures relating to capital programs; 
terminal, airside, infield and other capital developments at the Airport and the funding of the developments; the commencement 
of operations of facilities currently under construction at the Airport; the redemption or purchase of outstanding debt; funding of 
outstanding capital commitments; and reductions in greenhouse gas emissions by 2020.
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The forward-looking information is based on a variety of material factors and assumptions including, but not limited to, the 
following: long-term growth in population, employment and personal income will provide the basis for increased aviation 
demand in the GTA; the Canadian, U.S. and global economies will recover and grow at expected levels; air carrier capacity will 
meet the demand for air travel in the GTA; the growth and sustainability of air carriers will contribute to aviation demand in the 
GTA; the GTA will continue to attract domestic, transborder and international travellers; the commercial aviation industry will not 
be significantly affected by terrorism or the threat of terrorism; the cost of enhancing aviation security will not overly burden air 
carriers, passengers, shippers or the GTAA; no significant event will occur that has an impact on the ordinary course of business 
such as a natural disaster or other calamity; the GTAA will be able to access the capital markets at competitive terms and rates; 
and there are no significant cost overruns or delays relating to capital programs. These assumptions are based on information 
currently available to the GTAA, including information obtained by the GTAA from third-party experts and analysts.

Risk factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from the results expressed or implied by forward-looking 
information include, among other things, continuing volatility in the economic recovery and future economic activity; high 
rates of unemployment; levels of aviation activity; air carrier instability; the availability of aviation liability and other insurance; 
the timing of recovery of receipt of insurance proceeds; construction risk; geopolitical unrest; terrorist attacks and the threat 
of terrorist attacks; war; health epidemics; labour disputes; capital market conditions; currency fluctuations; changes in 
laws; adverse amendments to the Ground Lease; the use of telecommunications and ground transportation as alternatives 
to air travel; the availability and cost of jet fuel; carbon emission costs and restrictions; adverse regulatory developments or 
proceedings; environmental issues; lawsuits; and other risks detailed from time to time in the GTAA’s publicly filed 
disclosure documents.

The forward-looking information contained in this MD&A represents expectations as of the date of this report and is subject to 
change. Except as required by applicable law, the GTAA disclaims any intention or obligation to update or revise any forward-
looking information whether as a result of new information or future events or for any other reason.
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Management’s Responsibility  
for Financial Reporting

The financial statements of the Greater Toronto Airports Authority have been prepared by management and approved by the 
Board of Directors and the Members of the Greater Toronto Airports Authority. Management is responsible for the preparation 
and presentation of the information contained in these financial statements and other sections of this Annual Report. The 
Greater Toronto Airports Authority maintains appropriate systems of internal control, policies and procedures which provide 
management with reasonable assurance that assets are safeguarded and that financial records are reliable and form a proper 
basis for the preparation of financial statements.

The Greater Toronto Airports Authority’s independent auditor, PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, have been appointed by the 
Members of the Corporation to express their professional opinion on the fairness of these financial statements.

The Board of Directors ensures that management fulfills their responsibilities for financial reporting and internal controls through 
an Audit Committee, which is composed of five directors. This Committee reviews the financial statements and reports to the 
Board of Directors. The auditor has full and direct access to the Audit Committee.

HOWARD ENG BRIAN P. GABEL 
President and Chief Executive Officer Vice President and Chief Financial Officer
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Independent Auditor’s Report

To the Board of Directors of the Greater Toronto Airports Authority

We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the Greater Toronto Airports Authority, which comprise the statements 
of financial position as at December 31, 2013 and December 31, 2012 and the statements of operations and comprehensive 
income, changes in deficit and accumulated other comprehensive income (loss) and cash flows for the years then ended, and the 
related notes, which comprise a summary of significant accounting policies and other explanatory information.

Management’s responsibility for the financial statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements in accordance with 
International Financial Reporting Standards, and for such internal control as management determines is necessary to enable 
the preparation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

Auditor’s responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audits. We conducted our audits in 
accordance with Canadian generally accepted auditing standards. Those standards require that we comply with ethical 
requirements and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free 
from material misstatement.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. 
The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the 
financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control 
relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are 
appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal 
control. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting 
estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained in our audits is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our  
audit opinion.

Opinion
In our opinion, the financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the Greater Toronto 
Airports Authority as at December 31, 2013 and December 31, 2012 and its financial performance and its cash flows for the 
years then ended in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards.

Chartered Professional Accountants, Licensed Public Accountants 
Toronto, Canada 
March 19, 2014
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Statements of Financial Position 

As at December 31 (in thousands of Canadian dollars) 2013 2012

Assets $ $
Current Assets 
 Cash and cash equivalents 118,378 201,058 
 Restricted cash (Note 22) 10,007  – 
 Accounts receivable (Notes 7 and 22) 48,326 37,467 
 Prepaids and other assets (Note 8) 9,714 10,931 
 Inventory 6,547 6,087 
 192,972 255,543 
Non-current Assets 
 Restricted funds (Note 6) 1,063,617 932,111 
 Intangibles and other assets (Note 8) 90,789 90,337 
 Property and equipment (Note 9) 5,204,319 5,325,740 
 Investment property (Note 10) 21,907 22,623 
 Post-employment benefit asset (Note 13) 37,466 17,695 
 6,611,070 6,644,049 

Liabilities 
Current Liabilities 
 Accounts payable and accrued liabilities (Note 19) 70,680 104,136 
 Provisions (Note 14) 9,253 7,713 
 Security deposits and deferred revenue 74,896 75,154 
 Current portion of deferred ground rent (Note 1) 4,156 4,156 
 Current portion of long-term debt (Note 11) 97,250 96,734 
 256,235 287,893 
Non-current Liabilities 
 Deferred credit (Note 8) 26,609 28,811 
 Deferred ground rent (Note 1) 4,156 8,313 
 Post-employment benefit liabilities (Note 13) 14,563 13,293 
 Long-term debt (Note 11) 6,988,884 7,007,989 
 7,290,447 7,346,299 
Deficit and Accumulated other comprehensive loss (Notes 1 and 21) (679,377) (702,250)
 6,611,070 6,644,049 

Commitments and contingent liabilities (Note 16)

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements. 

Signed on Behalf of the Board Signed on Behalf of the Board

VIJAY JEET KANWAR BRIAN P. HERNER 
Director Director
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Statements of Operations and Comprehensive Income 

Years Ended December 31 (in thousands of Canadian dollars) 2013 2012

Revenues $ $
 Landing fees 300,085 397,282 
 General terminal charges 182,985 129,823 
 Airport improvement fees 314,061 304,331 
 Car parking and ground transportation 139,801 132,797 
 Concessions 87,066 81,690 
 Rentals 84,462 83,818 
 Other 9,074 7,896 
 1,117,534 1,137,637 

Operating Expenses 
 Ground rent (Note 1) 128,877 130,502 
 Goods and services (Note 20) 215,031 214,418 
 Salaries, wages and benefits 122,997 120,750 
 Payments-in-lieu of real property taxes 28,953 27,575 
 Amortization of property and equipment and investment property (Notes 9 and 10) 222,335 216,085 
 Amortization of intangible assets (Note 8) 1,610 891 
 719,803 710,221 
Earnings before interest and financing costs, net 397,731 427,416 

Interest income 12,769 13,937 
Interest expense on debt instruments and other financing costs (403,474) (427,895)
Interest and financing costs, net (Note 11) (390,705) (413,958)
Net Income 7,026 13,458 

Items that may be reclassified subsequently to Net income: 
 Amortization of terminated hedges and interest rate swap 768 584 
 Loss on cash flow hedge – (3,081)
Items that may not be reclassified subsequently to Net income: 
 Pension remeasurements (Note 13) 15,079 (8,481)
 Effect of pension asset limit (Note 13) – 15,028 
Other Comprehensive Income 15,847 4,050 
Total Comprehensive Income 22,873 17,508 

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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Statements of Changes in Deficit and  
Accumulated Other Comprehensive Income (Loss) 

  Accumulated Other  

  Comprehensive  

Year Ended December 31, 2013 (in thousands of Canadian dollars) Deficit Income (Loss) Total

 $ $ $
Balance, January 1, 2013 (687,534) (14,716) (702,250)
Net Income 7,026 – 7,026 
Amortization of terminated hedges and interest rate swap – 768 768 
Pension remeasurements 15,079 – 15,079 
Total Comprehensive income for the year 22,105 768 22,873 
Balance, December 31, 2013  (665,429)  (13,948)  (679,377)

  Accumulated Other  

  Comprehensive  

Year Ended December 31, 2012 (in thousands of Canadian dollars) Deficit Income (Loss) Total 

 $ $ $
Balance, January 1, 2012 (707,539) (12,219) (719,758)
Net Income 13,458 – 13,458 
Amortization of terminated hedges and interest rate swap – 584 584 
Loss on cash flow hedge – (3,081) (3,081)
Pension remeasurements (8,481) – (8,481)
Effect of pension asset limit 15,028 – 15,028 
Total Comprehensive income (loss) for the year 20,005 (2,497) 17,508 
Balance, December 31, 2012  (687,534)  (14,716)  (702,250)

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements. 
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Statements of Cash Flows 

Years Ended December 31 (in thousands of Canadian dollars) 2013 2012

Cash Flows from Operating Activities $ $
Net Income 7,026 13,458 
Adjustments for: 
 Amortization of property and equipment and investment property 222,335 216,085 
 Amortization of intangibles and other assets 3,019 2,166 
 Net loss on disposal of property and equipment 3,574 9,692 
 Change in fair value of derivative (2,123) (4,594)
 Derivative cash receipts 6,894 5,402 
 Post-employment benefit plans (3,423) (3,314)
 Interest expense on debt instruments 399,791 423,280 
 Amortization of terminated hedges and interest rate swap 768 584 
 Amortization of deferred credit (2,202) (2,202)
 Net insurance recovery (Note 22) (13,507)  – 
Changes in non-cash working capital: 
 Accounts receivable (7,963) (4,470)
 Prepaids and other assets 1,116 (3,837)
 Inventory (460) (765)
 Accounts payable and accrued liabilities (19,171) 8,208 
 Provisions 1,540 4,586 
 Security deposits and deferred revenue (258) 4,124 
 596,956 668,403 

Cash Flows from Investing Activities 
 Acquisition and construction of property and equipment, investment property and intangibles (110,251) (95,905)
 Proceeds on disposal of property and equipment 50 95 
 Land acquisition costs (10,710) 133 
 (Increase) Decrease in restricted funds (131,506) 193,188 
 (252,417) 97,511 

Cash Flows from Financing Activities 
 Issuance of medium term notes and long-term debt – 398,364 
 Repayment of medium term notes and long-term debt (18,676) (992,876)
 Interest paid (404,387) (438,381)
 Loss on terminated cash flow hedge – (3,081)
 Decrease in deferred ground rent payable (4,156) (4,156)
 (427,219) (1,040,130)
Net Cash Outflow (82,680) (274,216)
Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of year 201,058 475,274 
Cash and cash equivalents, end of year 118,378 201,058 

As at December 31, 2013, cash and cash equivalents consisted of short-term investments of $96.6 million (December 31, 2012 – $159.3 million), cash of $23.2 million  
(December 31, 2012 – $51.7 million) less outstanding cheques of $1.4 million (December 31, 2012 – $9.9 million). 

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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Notes to the Financial Statements
December 31, 2013 and 2012 

(Unless otherwise stated, all amounts are in thousands of Canadian dollars)

1  General Information
National Airports Policy
In July 1994, the federal government announced its National Airports Policy whereby the management, operation and 
maintenance of 26 airports within the National Airport System were to be transferred through various ground lease 
arrangements to locally controlled Canadian Airport Authorities (“CAA”). The National Airports Policy also prescribed the 
fundamental principles for the creation and operation of CAAs, including the public accountability principles to be adopted 
by each CAA.

CAAs are free to operate airports on a commercial basis and have the authority to set all fees and charges. The federal 
government retains regulatory control over aeronautics and as such will set safety and security standards for airports, license 
airports and regulate the aviation industry as a whole.

Corporate Profile of the Greater Toronto Airports Authority
Greater Toronto Airports Authority (“GTAA”) was incorporated on March 3, 1993, under Part II of the Canada Corporations Act 
as a corporation without share capital. Effective February 27, 2014, the GTAA transitioned to the Canada Not-for-profit 
Corporations Act, the successor legislation to Part II of the Canada Corporations Act. This corporate structure ensures that the 
excess of revenues over expenses is retained and reinvested in airports and airport operations under control of the GTAA. The 
GTAA is governed by a 15-member Board of Directors (the “Board”). Directors serve a term of three years and are eligible to be 
reappointed, subject to a maximum limit of nine years. Seven Directors are appointed by the Board on a cyclical basis from a 
pool of candidates identified in a search process, provided that at least five of these appointments are candidates who either 
reside in, or are employed within, south central Ontario. The search process includes contacting the Named Community 
Nominators composed of the Board of Trade of the City of Brampton, the Board of Trade of the City of Mississauga, the Toronto 
Region Board of Trade, The Law Society of Upper Canada, Professional Engineers Ontario and the Institute of Chartered 
Accountants of Ontario to identify candidates. The Board appoints five Directors from municipal candidates. Each of the regional 
municipalities of York, Halton, Peel and Durham and the City of Toronto is entitled to provide, on a rotating basis, the names of 
up to three candidates, and the Board appoints one of the candidates for each available position as a Director. In addition, the 
Government of Canada and the Province of Ontario are entitled to appoint two Directors and one Director, respectively.

The GTAA is exempt from federal and provincial income tax, as well as real property tax under the Assessment Act (Ontario). 
However, the GTAA is required to pay each of the cities of Toronto and Mississauga an amount as calculated in accordance with 
regulations under the Assessment Act (Ontario) as a payment-in-lieu of real property taxes.

The GTAA is authorized to operate airports within the south-central Ontario region, including the Greater Toronto Area, on a 
commercial basis, to set fees for their use and to develop and improve the facilities. In accordance with this mandate, the GTAA 
manages and operates Toronto Pearson International Airport (the “Airport”). Under the terms of a ground lease, the Airport was 
transferred to the GTAA in 1996. The Airport operates on 1,897 hectares of land, which includes Terminals 1 and 3; airside 
assets, including five runways, taxiways and aprons; groundside assets, including bridges and parking lots; infield assets, 
including an aircraft deicing facility and cargo buildings; and ancillary structures. Excluded are any assets owned by Nav 
Canada, the operator of Canada’s civil air navigation system. 

The GTAA is committed to the continuing development of the Airport. This includes continued redevelopment of the terminals, 
increasing airside capacity, increasing cargo and aircraft facilities and maintaining the roadway system. 

The GTAA’s registered office and principal place of business is located at 3111 Convair Drive, Mississauga, Ontario, Canada.
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Airport Subject to Ground Lease
On December 2, 1996, the GTAA assumed the operation, management and control of the Airport for a period of 60 years, 
together with one renewal term of 20 years, by virtue of a ground lease (the “Ground Lease”) between the GTAA, as tenant, and 
Her Majesty the Queen in Right of Canada, represented by the Minister of Transport (“Transport Canada”), as landlord. The 
GTAA assumed the obligations of Transport Canada under all existing agreements at the Airport.

The Ground Lease is the principal document governing the relationship between the GTAA and Transport Canada at the Airport. 
It determines the rent to be paid and generally allocates risk and responsibilities between the GTAA and the federal government 
for all matters related to the operation of the Airport. Under the Ground Lease, all revenue and expenditure contracts in effect on 
December 1, 1996, were assigned to the GTAA. The GTAA did not assume any liability with respect to claims against the federal 
government incurred prior to December 2, 1996.

By virtue of its status as the tenant under the Ground Lease, the GTAA has the authority to set and collect airline rates and 
charges; negotiate and issue leases, licences and permits; and construct and develop the infrastructure of the Airport. The 
Ground Lease permits the GTAA to pledge its leasehold interest in the Airport as security.

Ground rent is calculated as a percentage of Airport Revenue, as defined by the Ground Lease and related documents, using 
escalating percentages with the following ranges: 0 per cent for Airport Revenue below $5.0 million, 1 per cent for Airport 
Revenue between $5.0 million and $10.0 million, 5 per cent for Airport Revenue between $10.0 million and $25.0 million,  
8 per cent for Airport Revenue between $25.0 million and $100.0 million, 10 per cent for Airport Revenue between  
$100.0 million and $250.0 million, and 12 per cent for Airport Revenue in excess of $250.0 million. The calculation of  
Airport Revenue is subject to audit by Transport Canada.

In 2003, the Government of Canada announced a program to allow for a deferral in the ground rent for a two-year period 
commencing July 1, 2003, in the amount of $41.6 million. This amount is being repaid over a 10-year period, which 
commenced in 2006, through increased annual ground rent payments of approximately $4.2 million per year. The decrease in 
the liability for 2013 was approximately $4.2 million, bringing the total remaining liability at December 31, 2013, to $8.3 million. 

2  Basis of Presentation 
These financial statements have been prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”) as 
issued by the International Accounting Standards Board (“IASB”), and Interpretations of the International Financial Reporting 
Interpretations Committee (“IFRIC”) which the Canadian Accounting Standards Board has approved for incorporation into  
Part I of the Handbook for the Chartered Professional Accountants of Canada. These financial statements were approved by  
the Board of Directors on March 19, 2014. 

In applying the GTAA’s accounting policies, as described in Note 3, Significant Accounting Policies, management is required to 
make judgements, estimates and assumptions about the carrying amount of assets and liabilities that are not readily apparent from 
other sources. The estimates and associated assumptions are based on historical experience and other factors that are considered 
to be relevant. Actual results may differ from these estimates. Accounting estimates and underlying assumptions are reviewed on 
an ongoing basis. Revisions to accounting estimates are recognized in the period in which the estimate is revised if the revision 
affects only that period, or in the period of the revision and future periods if the revision affects both current and future periods. 
The areas involving a higher degree of judgement or complexity, or areas where assumptions and estimates are significant to the 
financial statements, are disclosed in Note 5, Critical Accounting Judgements and Key Sources of Estimation Uncertainty. 
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3  Significant Accounting Policies 
The significant accounting policies used in the preparation of these financial statements are described below.

Basis of Measurement
The financial statements have been prepared under the historical cost convention, except for the revaluation of certain financial 
assets and financial liabilities measured at fair value, including derivative instruments and available-for-sale investments.

Segment Reporting
The GTAA consists of one reportable operating segment as defined under IFRS 8, Operating Segments.

Foreign Currency Translation
The financial statements are presented in Canadian dollars, which is the GTAA’s functional currency.

Foreign currency transactions are translated into the functional currency using the exchange rates prevailing at the dates of the 
transactions. Generally, foreign exchange gains and losses resulting from the settlement of foreign currency transactions and 
from the translation at year-end exchange rates of monetary assets and liabilities denominated in currencies other than the 
GTAA’s functional currency are recognized in the statement of operations and comprehensive income.

Cash and Cash Equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents include cash on hand, deposits held with banks and other short-term, highly liquid investments with 
remaining terms to maturity of three months or less.

Inventory
Inventory consists of natural gas and parts and supplies held for use at the Airport. Inventory is stated at the lower of cost 
and net realizable value. Cost of natural gas is determined using the first-in, first-out method. Cost of parts and supplies is 
determined using the weighted average cost method. Net realizable value is the estimated replacement cost. 

Financial Instruments
Financial assets and liabilities are recognized when the GTAA becomes a party to the contractual provisions of the instrument. 
Financial assets are derecognized when the rights to receive cash flows from the assets have expired or have been transferred 
and the GTAA has transferred substantially all risks and rewards of ownership.

Financial assets and liabilities are offset and the net amount reported in the statement of financial position when there is a 
legally enforceable right to offset the recognized amounts and there is an intention to settle on a net basis or realize the asset 
and settle the liability simultaneously. 

At initial recognition, the GTAA classifies its financial instruments in the following categories, depending on the purpose for 
which the instruments were acquired:

(i) Financial assets and liabilities at fair value through profit or loss: A financial asset or liability is classified in this category 
if acquired principally for the purpose of selling or repurchasing in the short term. Derivatives are also included in this 
category unless they are designated as hedges. The derivative instrument held by the GTAA classified in this category is 
the Ontario Power Authority (“OPA”) derivative (see Note 8, Intangibles and Other Assets).

 Financial instruments in this category are recognized initially and subsequently at fair value. Transaction costs are 
expensed in the statement of operations and comprehensive income when incurred. Gains and losses arising from changes 
in fair value are presented in the statement of operations and comprehensive income within goods and services expense in 
the period in which they arise. Financial assets and liabilities at fair value through profit or loss are classified as current 
except for the portion expected to be realized or paid beyond 12 months of the statement of financial position date, which 
is classified as non-current.
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(ii) Available-for-sale investments: Available-for-sale investments are non-derivatives that are either designated in this category 
or not classified in any of the other categories. The GTAA’s available-for-sale assets comprise investments in eligible 
short-term financial assets within restricted funds (see Note 6, Restricted Funds).

 Available-for-sale investments are recognized initially at fair value plus transaction costs and are subsequently carried at 
fair value. Gains or losses arising from changes in fair value are recognized in other comprehensive income. 

 Interest on available-for-sale investments, calculated using the effective interest method, is recognized in the statement 
of operations and comprehensive income as part of interest income. When an available-for-sale investment is sold or 
impaired, the accumulated gains or losses are moved from accumulated other comprehensive loss to the statement of 
operations and comprehensive income and included in interest and financing costs.

(iii) Loans and receivables: Loans and receivables are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable payments 
that are not quoted in an active market. The GTAA’s loans and receivables are composed of cash and cash equivalents, 
restricted cash and accounts receivable and are included in current assets due to their short-term nature. 

 Loans and receivables are initially recognized at the amount expected to be received less, when material, a discount to 
reduce the loans and receivables to fair value. 

(iv) Financial liabilities at amortized cost: Financial liabilities at amortized cost include accounts payable and accrued liabilities, 
provisions, security deposits, deferred ground rent and long-term debt. These items are initially recognized at the amount 
required to be paid less, when material, a discount to reduce the payables to fair value. Subsequently, these items are 
measured at amortized cost using the effective interest method. Long-term debt is recognized initially at fair value, net of 
any transaction costs incurred and discount/premiums, and subsequently recorded at amortized cost using the effective 
interest method.

 Financial liabilities are classified as current liabilities if payments are due within 12 months. Otherwise, they are presented 
as non-current liabilities on the statement of financial position.

(v) Derivative financial instruments: Derivatives are initially recognized at fair value on the date a derivative contract is entered 
into and are subsequently remeasured at fair value. The method of recognizing the resulting gain or loss depends on 
whether the derivative is designated as a hedging instrument and, if so, the nature of the items being hedged.

 Derivative financial instruments, including interest rate swaps, bond forwards and foreign exchange hedges, may be used 
from time to time to reduce exposure to fluctuations in interest rates and foreign exchange rates. Payments and receipts 
under interest rate swap agreements will be recognized as adjustments to interest and financing costs on the statement 
of operations and comprehensive income where the underlying instrument is a GTAA debt issue and as adjustments to 
interest income where the underlying instrument is an investment. Derivative financial instruments that are not designed 
by the GTAA to be in an effective hedging relationship are carried at fair value with the changes in fair value, including any 
payments and receipts made or received, being recorded in interest and financing costs on the statement of operations 
and comprehensive income. 

 Currently, the GTAA has no derivative instruments outstanding that have been designated as hedges. However, certain 
gains and losses relating to terminated hedging instruments are being amortized to the statement of operations and 
comprehensive income over the term to maturity of the previously hedged item.

 Derivatives embedded in other financial instruments or contracts are separated from their host contracts and accounted for 
as derivatives when their economic characteristics and risks are not closely related to those of the host contract, when the 
terms of the embedded derivative are the same as those of a free-standing derivative, and when the combined instrument 
or contract is not measured at fair value, with changes in fair value recognized in interest and financing costs on the 
statement of operations and comprehensive income.

 As at December 31, 2013, the GTAA does not have any outstanding contracts or financial instruments with embedded 
derivatives that require bifurcation.
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Impairment of Financial Assets
At each reporting date, the GTAA assesses whether there is objective evidence that a financial asset is impaired. If such 
evidence exists, the GTAA recognizes an impairment loss as follows:

(i) Financial assets carried at amortized cost: The loss is the difference between the amortized cost of the loan or 
receivable and the present value of the estimated future cash flows, discounted using the instrument’s original effective 
interest rate. The carrying amount of the asset is reduced by this amount either directly or indirectly through the use of 
an allowance account.

(ii) Available-for-sale financial assets: The impairment loss is the difference between the original cost of the asset and its fair 
value at the measurement date, less any impairment losses previously recognized in the statement of operations and 
comprehensive income. This amount represents the cumulative loss in accumulated other comprehensive loss that is 
reclassified to comprehensive income unless considered other than temporary.

Impairment losses on financial assets carried at amortized cost are reversed in subsequent periods if the amount of the loss 
decreases and the decrease can be related objectively to an event occurring after the impairment was recognized. Impairment 
losses on available-for-sale equity instruments are not reversed. As at December 31, 2013, the GTAA does not have any 
impairment losses on financial assets carried at amortized cost.

Impairment of Non-Financial Assets
Property and equipment and intangible assets are tested for impairment when events or changes in circumstances indicate that 
the carrying amount may not be recoverable. The recoverable amount is the higher of an asset’s fair value, less costs to sell, 
and value in use (being the present value of the expected future cash flows of the relevant asset or cash-generating unit). An 
impairment loss is recognized for the amount by which the asset’s carrying amount exceeds its recoverable amount.

The GTAA evaluates impairment by examining long-lived assets for impairment indicators and examines any prior-period 
impairment losses for potential reversals when events or circumstances warrant such consideration.

Leases
Leases are classified as finance leases whenever the terms of the lease transfer substantially all the risks and rewards of 
ownership to the lessee. All other leases are classified as operating leases.

Assets held under finance leases are initially recognized as assets at their fair value at the inception of the lease or, if lower, at 
the present value of the minimum lease payments. 

The corresponding liability to the lessor is included on the statement of financial position as a finance lease obligation. 

Finance lease payments are apportioned between interest and financing costs and a reduction of the lease obligation so as 
to achieve a constant rate of interest on the remaining balance of the liability. Interest and financing costs are recognized 
immediately in the statement of operations and comprehensive income unless they are directly attributable to qualifying assets, 
in which case they are capitalized. 

Operating lease payments are recognized as an expense on a straight-line basis over the lease term except where another 
systematic basis is more representative of the time pattern in which economic benefits from the leased asset are consumed. 

In the event that lease incentives are received to enter into operating leases, such incentives are recognized as a deferred liability. 
The aggregate benefit of incentives is recognized as a reduction of rental expense on a straight-line basis except where another 
systematic basis is more representative of the time pattern in which economic benefits from the leased asset are consumed.

The Ground Lease is accounted for as an operating lease (see Note 12, Leases).
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Intangibles and Other Assets
As required under the terms of the Ground Lease, the title of any land acquired is transferred to the federal government, while 
the GTAA retains use of the land. The purchase price for acquired land is recorded as land acquisition costs on the statement of 
financial position and amortized on a straight-line basis over the remaining term of the Ground Lease in ground rent expense on 
the statement of operations and comprehensive income. 

Computer software costs are capitalized and amortized on a straight-line basis in amortization of intangible assets on the statement 
of operations and comprehensive income over the period of their expected useful lives, which range from three to 11 years.

Deferred leasehold inducements are capitalized and amortized on a straight-line basis over the term of the respective lease. 
Amortization is netted against concessions revenue on the statement of operations and comprehensive income.

These assets are reviewed for impairment whenever events or changes in circumstances indicate that the carrying amount may 
not be recoverable. 

Property and Equipment
Property and equipment are recorded at cost less accumulated amortization and include items such as improvements to leased 
land, runways, buildings and roadways. These assets will revert to Transport Canada upon the expiration or termination of the 
Ground Lease. No amounts are amortized longer than the lease term plus one renewal option.

Property and equipment are amortized at the following annual rates:

Buildings and structures (“Terminal and Airside assets”) Straight-line over four to 50 years 

Bridges and approach systems (“Terminal and Airside assets”) Straight-line over 15 to 25 years 

Baggage handling systems Straight-line over 18 to 25 years

Improvements to leased land Straight-line over the remaining term of the Ground Lease

Runways and taxiways (“Terminal and Airside assets”) Straight-line over 10 to 40 years 

Operating assets Straight-line over three to 40 years 

The GTAA allocates the amount initially recognized with respect to an item of property and equipment to its significant parts 
and amortizes separately each such part. Residual values, method of amortization and useful lives of the assets are reviewed 
annually and adjusted if appropriate.

Gains and losses on disposals of property and equipment are determined by comparing the proceeds with the carrying amount 
of the asset and are included as part of goods and services expense in the statement of operations and comprehensive income.

Assets held under finance leases are amortized over their expected useful lives on the same basis as owned assets or, where 
shorter, the terms of the relevant lease.

Assets under construction are transferred to property and equipment when the asset is available for use, and amortization 
commences at that time. 

Borrowing Costs
Borrowing costs directly attributable to the acquisition, construction or production of qualifying assets, which are assets that take 
a substantial period of time to get ready for their intended use, are added to the cost of those assets until such time as the 
assets are substantially ready for their intended use. All other borrowing costs are recognized in interest and financing costs on 
the statement of operations and comprehensive income in the period in which they are incurred.
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Investment Property
Investment property is property held to earn rental income and is stated at historical cost less accumulated amortization and 
any recognized impairment loss. The fair value of investment property is estimated annually by using a discounted cash flow 
projection model.

Amortization on investment property assets is calculated using the straight-line method to allocate an asset’s cost over its 
estimated useful life. Amortization rates for each significant part range from 15 to 50 years.

Investment property is derecognized either when it has been disposed of or when the investment property is permanently 
withdrawn from use and no future economic benefit is expected from its disposal. The difference between the net disposal 
proceeds and the carrying amount of the asset is recognized in the statement of operations and comprehensive income in the 
period of derecognition. Transfers are made to or from the investment property category only when there is a change in use.

Revenue Recognition
Revenue is recognized when it is probable that the economic benefits will flow to the GTAA and delivery has occurred, when the 
sales price is fixed or determinable and when collectability is reasonably assured. 

Landing fees, general terminal charges and car parking revenues are recognized as airport facilities are utilized. Airport 
improvement fees (“AIF”) are accrued upon the enplanement of the passenger. AIF revenue is remitted to the GTAA based on 
airlines self-assessing their passenger counts. An annual reconciliation is performed by the GTAA with air carriers. Concessions 
revenue is earned on a monthly basis and is recognized based on a percentage of sales or specified minimum rent guarantees. 
Ground transportation revenue is recognized based on a combination of the duration of the term of the licences and permits 
and utilization fees. Rentals revenue is recognized straight-line over the duration of the respective agreements. Revenue derived 
from the Cogeneration Plant, included in other revenue, is recognized as electricity is delivered.

Post-employment Benefit Obligations
The GTAA maintains defined benefit pension plans, defined contribution pension plans and other post-employment benefit 
plans for its employees. The cost of defined contribution pension plans is charged to expense as they are earned by employees. 
The cost of defined benefit plans and other post-employment benefit plans is determined using the projected unit credit 
method. The related pension asset/liability recognized in the statement of financial position is the present value of the defined 
benefit obligation at the statement of financial position date less the fair value of plan assets. The present value of the defined 
benefit obligation is determined by discounting the estimated future cash outflows using interest rates of high-quality corporate 
bonds that have terms to maturity approximating the terms of the related pension liability. Actuarial valuations for defined benefit 
plans are carried out at each statement of financial position date.

Actuarial gains and losses are recognized in full in the period in which they occur, in other comprehensive income without 
recycling to the statement of operations and comprehensive income in subsequent periods. 

Past service costs are recognized in net income when incurred.

For funded plans, surpluses are recognized only to the extent that the surplus is considered recoverable. Recoverability is based 
primarily on the extent to which the GTAA can unilaterally reduce future contributions to the plan.

Provisions
Provisions are recognized when the GTAA has a present obligation (legal or constructive) as a result of a past event, when it is 
more likely than not that the GTAA will be required to settle the obligation and when a reliable estimate can be made of the 
amount of the obligation.

The amount recognized as a provision is management’s best estimate of the consideration required to settle the present 
obligation at the end of the reporting period, taking into account the risks and uncertainties surrounding the obligation. When 
the effect of the time value of money is material, provisions are measured at the present value of the expenditure expected to 
settle the GTAA’s present obligation.
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The GTAA recognizes termination benefits when it is demonstrably committed to either terminating the employment of current 
employees according to a detailed formal plan without possibility of withdrawal or providing benefits as a result of an offer made 
to encourage voluntary termination. Benefits due more than 12 months after the end of the reporting period are discounted to 
their present value.

Provisions for litigation are recognized in cases where legal actions, proceedings and other claims are pending or may be 
instituted or asserted in the future against the GTAA that are a result of past events, where it is more likely than not that an 
outflow of resources embodying economic benefits will be required for the settlement and where a reliable estimate of the 
obligation’s amount can be made.

Onerous Contracts
Present obligations arising under onerous contracts are recognized and measured as provisions. An onerous contract is 
considered to exist where the GTAA has a contract under which the unavoidable costs of meeting the obligations under the 
contract exceed the economic benefits expected to be received under it. Currently, the GTAA has no contracts outstanding that 
have been designated as onerous contracts.

Deferred Financing Costs
Deferred financing costs (except for line of credit fees) and debt issuance premiums or discounts are included in debt balances 
and recognized as an adjustment to interest expense over the life of the debt. The GTAA uses the effective interest method to 
recognize bond interest expense. 

4  Changes in Accounting Policy and Disclosures
The GTAA has adopted the following new and revised standards effective January 1, 2013. These changes were made in 
accordance with the applicable transitional provisions.

a) IFRS 13, Fair Value Measurement:

This standard provides a single framework for measuring fair value. The measurement of the fair value of an asset or liability is 
based on assumptions that market participants would use when pricing the asset or liability under current market conditions, 
including assumptions about risk. The GTAA adopted IFRS 13 on January 1, 2013 on a prospective basis. The adoption of 
IFRS 13 did not require any adjustments to the valuation techniques used by the GTAA to measure fair value and did not result 
in any measurement adjustments as at January 1, 2013.

b) Amendments to IAS 19R, Employee Benefits:

The GTAA has adopted the amendments to IAS 19R effective January 1, 2013. Under the amended version of IAS 19R, the 
asset return component of the pension expense is computed using the discount rate used to measure the defined benefit 
obligation at year end rather than the expected return on plan assets, and actuarial gains and losses are recognized in other 
comprehensive income as the option to defer the recognition of actuarial gains and losses is no longer available. 

The amendments were applied retroactively in accordance with IAS 19R. The use of the discount rate in calculating the 
asset return resulted in an increase of $0.8 million in employee future benefits expense recognized in net income and a 
corresponding decrease in other comprehensive income, with no overall change in total comprehensive income. As actuarial 
gains and losses were already recognized in other comprehensive income, the adoption of IAS 19R did not result in any 
change in the opening statement of financial position as at January 1, 2012, which is therefore not presented. As a result, the 
statement of operations and comprehensive income and statement of changes in deficit and accumulated other comprehensive 
income (loss) were restated for the amounts described above.

c) Amendments to IAS 1, Presentation of Financial Statements:

The GTAA has adopted the amendments to IAS 1 effective January 1, 2013. These amendments required the GTAA to group 
other comprehensive income items by those that will be reclassified subsequently to net income and those that will not be 
reclassified. The GTAA has reclassified comprehensive net income items of the comparative period. These changes did not 
result in any adjustments to other comprehensive income or comprehensive income.
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d) Amendments to IFRS 7, Financial Instruments: Disclosures: 

The amendments enhance disclosure requirements related to offsetting of financial assets and financial liabilities. The GTAA has 
adopted the amendments to IFRS 7 effective January 1, 2013. The adoption of amendments to IFRS 7 resulted in additional 
disclosures in the GTAA’s annual reporting. See Note 18, Financial Instruments. 

Accounting Standards Issued But Not Yet Applied
a) Amendments to IAS 32, Financial Instruments: Presentation: 

The amendments clarify presentation requirements related to offsetting of financial assets and financial liabilities. This standard is 
required to be applied for periods beginning on or after January 1, 2014. The GTAA has assessed the impact of the amended 
standard and has concluded that there is no significant impact to the financial statement as a result of adopting the amendments. 

b) Amendments to IAS 36, Impairment of Assets:

These modifications include limited scope amendments to disclosure requirements in IAS 36. This standard is required to be 
applied for periods beginning on or after January 1, 2014. The GTAA has assessed the impact of the amended standard and 
has concluded that there is no significant impact to the financial statement as a result of adopting the amendments. 

c) Amendments to IAS 39, Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement:

The amendments provide clarification whether an entity is required to discontinue hedge accounting in a circumstance where 
the hedging instrument is novated from one counterparty to another following the introduction of new regulations. This standard 
is required to be applied for periods beginning on or after January 1, 2014. The GTAA has assessed the impact of the amended 
standard and has concluded that there is no significant impact to the financial statement as a result of adopting the 
amendments. 

d) International Financial Reporting Interpretations Committee 21 (“IFRIC 21”), Levies:

This standard provides guidance on when to recognize a liability for a levy imposed by a government. The standard clarifies 
that the obligating event giving rise to a liability to pay a levy is the activity described in the relevant legislation that triggers 
payment of the levy. This standard is required to be applied for periods beginning on or after January 1, 2014. The GTAA is 
assessing the impact of IFRIC 21.

e) Amendments to IAS 19, Employee Benefits:

This standard was amended to clarify the application of IAS 19 to plans that require employees or third parties to contribute 
toward the cost of benefits. This amendment is required to be applied for periods beginning on or after July 1, 2014. The GTAA 
does not expect any significant impact to the financial statements as a result of adopting the amendments to this standard.

f) Amendments to IFRS 7, Financial Instruments: Disclosure: 

This standard was amended to provide guidance on additional disclosures on transition from IAS 39 to IFRS 9. The 
amendments are effective on adoption of IFRS 9. The GTAA does not expect any significant impact to the financial statements 
as a result of adopting the amendments to this standard.

g) IFRS 9, Financial Instruments:

This standard will replace the current IAS 39 and is available for early adoption. The standard introduces new requirements for 
classifying and measuring financial assets and liabilities and a new model for general hedge accounting. The GTAA has not yet 
assessed the impact of the standard or determined whether it will adopt the standard early.
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5  Critical Accounting Judgements and Key Sources of Estimation Uncertainty
In applying GTAA’s accounting policies, which are described in Note 3, Significant Accounting Policies, management is 
required to make judgements, estimates and assumptions about the carrying amount of assets and liabilities that are not 
readily apparent from other sources. The estimates and associated assumptions are based on historical experience and 
other factors that are considered to be relevant. Actual results may differ from these estimates.

Accounting estimates and underlying assumptions are reviewed on an ongoing basis. Revisions to accounting estimates 
are recognized in the period in which the estimate is revised if the revision affects only that period or in the period of the 
revision and future periods if the revision affects both current and future periods.

Critical Judgements in Applying Accounting Policies
The following are the critical judgements that management has made in the process of applying the GTAA’s accounting 
policies and that have the most significant effect on the amounts recognized in the financial statements.

Accounts Receivable

The allowance for doubtful accounts involves management judgement and review of individual receivables based on 
individual customer creditworthiness, current economic trends and analysis of historical bad debts.

Property and Equipment, Intangibles and Investment Property

Critical judgements are utilized in determining amortization rates and useful lives of these assets and whether 
impairments are necessary in accordance with Note 3, Significant Accounting Policies.

The fair value of investment property is determined using a valuation technique that uses assumptions, including discount 
rates, market conditions, rental rates and other factors.

Provisions

The determination of a provision is based on best available accounting estimates. Such estimates are subject to change 
based on new information.

IFRIC 12, Service Concession Arrangements

Management has concluded that it does not fall within the scope of IFRIC 12, Service Concession Arrangements, given 
the current structure of the GTAA’s arrangements with Transport Canada, whereby the GTAA is not controlled by a single 
government.

Key Sources of Estimation Uncertainty
The following are the key assumptions concerning the future, and other key sources of estimation uncertainty at the end 
of the reporting period, that have a significant risk of causing a material adjustment to the carrying amounts of assets and 
liabilities within the next fiscal year.

OPA Derivative

The fair value of the GTAA’s derivative is determined using a valuation technique that uses assumptions, including 
discount rates, forward gas and electricity prices, plant utilization and other factors. These assumptions are subject to 
change depending on market and economic conditions and expected outcomes, including forward prices and volumes. 
Actual results may differ, resulting in adjustments to the fair value in the future. Additional information is disclosed in 
Note 18, Financial Instruments.

Post-employment Benefit Obligations

The GTAA accounts for pension and other post-retirement benefits through the use of actuarial valuations. These valuations 
rely on statistical and other factors in order to anticipate future events. These factors include key actuarial assumptions, 
including discount rates, expected salary increases and mortality rates. Actual results may differ from results that are 
estimated based on assumptions. Additional information is disclosed in Note 13, Post-employment Benefit Obligations.
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6  Restricted Funds 
Restricted funds consist of certain funds, the use of which is directed by the Master Trust Indenture (“Trust Indenture”) or 
Medium Term Note (“MTN”) offering documents, and which consist of the Debt Service Fund and Debt Service Reserve Fund 
(the “Trust Funds”) and Operations, Capital and Financing Funds. These funds are invested in cash or eligible short-term 
financial assets with less than one year to maturity as follows:

As at December 31 2013 2012

Debt Service Fund $ $
 Principal 6,160 5,439 
 Interest 71,344 72,076 
 77,504 77,515 

Debt Service Reserve Funds 
Revenue Bonds 
 Series 1997-3 due December 3, 2027 36,755 37,713 
 Series 1999-1 due July 30, 2029 40,164 41,126 
Medium Term Notes 
 Series 2000-1 due June 12, 2030 38,575 39,572 
 Series 2001-1 due June 4, 2031 35,089 36,008 
 Series 2002-3 due October 15, 2032 38,278 39,233 
 Series 2004-1 due February 2, 2034 38,665 39,719 
 Series 2005-1 due June 1, 2015 17,534 17,984 
 Series 2005-3 due February 15, 2016 16,423 16,862 
 Series 2007-1 due June 1, 2017 21,828 22,391 
 Series 2008-1 due April 17, 2018 26,259 26,938 
 Series 2009-1 due November 20, 2019 35,672 36,647 
 Series 2010-1 due June 7, 2040 22,547 23,071 
 Series 2011-1 due February 25, 2041 31,893 32,451 
 Series 2011-2 due December 2, 2041 18,124 18,313 
 Series 2012-1 due September 21, 2022 12,144 12,136 
Security for Bank Indebtedness 
 Series 1997-A Pledge Bond 3,849 10,479 
 433,799 450,643 

Operations, Capital and Financing Funds 
 Operating and Maintenance Reserve Fund 65,364 64,658 
 Renewal and Replacement Reserve Fund 3,000 3,071 
 Airport Improvement Fee Reserve Fund 200,562 200,573 
 Notional Principal Fund 146,309  – 
 Debt Service Coverage Fund 137,079 135,651 
 552,314 403,953 
 1,063,617 932,111 

As at December 31 restricted funds consisted of the following:

 2013 2012 

 $ $
Cash 419 355 
Bankers’ Acceptance and Bearer Deposit Notes 447,772 142,927 
Provincial Treasury Bills and Promissory Notes 615,426 788,829 
 1,063,617 932,111 
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Trust Funds
The GTAA is required to establish and maintain with the Trustee the Trust Funds in accordance with the terms of the Trust 
Indenture (see Note 11, Credit Facility and Long-Term Debt). The Trust Funds are held for the benefit of the bondholders and 
noteholders for use and application by the Trustee in accordance with the terms of the Trust Indenture. 

(i) Debt Service Fund (Principal and Interest)

Amounts in the Debt Service Fund are allocated to either a Principal Account or an Interest Account. On a monthly basis, the 
GTAA is required to deposit into the Principal Account an amount equal to one-twelfth of the total principal amount included 
in annual debt service, during the term, for any bonds or notes due in such year. During 2013, the principal requirements of 
the Debt Service Fund were funded through cash flows from operations. The fund balance as of December 31, 2013, was 
$6.2 million (December 31, 2012 – $5.4 million). Amounts in the Debt Service Fund are held by the Trustee for the benefit of 
the bondholders or noteholders and are disbursed by the Trustee to pay interest and principal as they become due. During 
2013, principal of $13.8 million (December 31, 2012 – $33.4 million) was paid from the Principal Account of the Debt Service 
Fund, and $14.6 million was deposited and/or allocated to the fund by the GTAA for the principal of the Series 1999-1 and 
MTNs (December 31, 2012 – $23.0 million). 

Also, on a monthly basis, the GTAA is required to deposit into the Interest Account an amount equal to one-sixth of the semi-
annual aggregate interest requirement due on all outstanding bonds and medium term notes. The fund balance as of 
December 31, 2013, was $71.3 million (December 31, 2012 – $72.1 million).

(ii) Debt Service Reserve Funds

To the extent provided in any supplemental indenture, the GTAA is required to set aside funds in the Debt Service Reserve Fund 
for each series of bond or medium term note. The required amount is established at the time of issue of each series of bond or 
medium term note and is funded from the proceeds of each issue. Amounts held in the Debt Service Reserve Fund are held 
by the Trustee for the benefit of the bondholders or noteholders for use and application in accordance with the terms of the 
Trust Indenture. 

At the maturity of each series of bond or medium term note, funds not applied by the Trustee will be returned to the GTAA.

Included among these Trust Funds is a Debt Service Reserve Fund related to the $550.0 million pledge bond (Series 1997-A) 
securing the credit facility.

The minimum required balance is adjusted annually based on the prevailing bankers’ acceptance rate plus applicable margin. 
At the maturity or cancellation of this series of bonds, funds not applied by the Trustee will be returned to the GTAA.

Operations, Capital and Financing Funds
The GTAA has established an Operating and Maintenance Reserve Fund and a Renewal and Replacement Reserve Fund 
pursuant to the Trust Indenture. The Operating and Maintenance Reserve Fund is calculated as one-sixth of the projected 
operating and maintenance expenses estimated for the following fiscal year. As at December 31, 2013, this fund had a balance 
of $65.4 million (December 31, 2012 – $64.7 million). This amount is to be used only for operating and maintenance expenses 
or other purposes as required for the safe, ongoing operation and maintenance of the Airport as set out in the Trust Indenture. 
The Renewal and Replacement Reserve Fund of $3.0 million (December 31, 2012 – $3.1 million) is to be used for 
unanticipated repairs to, or the replacement of, property and equipment as set out in the Trust Indenture.

In conjunction with the Airport Improvement Fee agreements with participating airlines, the GTAA has established an Airport 
Improvement Fee Reserve Fund for the deposit of fees collected and not yet utilized. As at December 31, 2013, this fund had 
an accumulated balance of $200.6 million (December 31, 2012 – $200.6 million). During 2013, $309.1 million (December 31, 
2012 – $304.7 million) of accumulated Airport Improvement Fee Reserve funds were utilized for certain debt service payments 
and capital projects. 
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Capital and Financing Funds include Notional Principal and Debt Service Coverage Funds, which are amounts that have  
been collected through airline rates and charges. The Notional Principal Fund may be used to reduce future debt obligations, 
when principal is due for any series of bond or medium term note. For non-amortizing debt, principal is deemed to be included 
in annual debt service, based on a 30-year amortization, commencing on the same date as interest is expensed. As at 
December 31, 2013, the balance in the Notional Principal Fund was $146.3 million (December 31, 2012 – $nil). The Debt 
Service Coverage Fund is established to meet the coverage requirements set out in the Trust Indenture and, as at December 31, 
2013, had a balance of $137.1 million (December 31, 2012 – $135.7 million).

7  Accounts Receivable
As at December 31 2013 2012 

 $ $ 
Trade accounts receivable 43,004 36,405 
Less: Allowance for doubtful accounts (233) (235)
Trade accounts receivable, net 42,771 36,170 
Other receivables 5,555 1,297 
Total accounts receivable 48,326 37,467 

The fair values of accounts receivable approximate their book values as at December 31, 2013.

Included in other receivables is $0.5 million (December 31, 2012 – $1.1 million) due from OPA, a related party (see Note 15, 
Related Party Transactions and Balances). No provision has been made against this receivable. Also included in other receivables 
is an insurance claim receivable related to the severe storm event that occurred in 2013 (See Note 22, Insurance Recovery). 

Before accepting a new air carrier, the GTAA uses an external credit scoring system to assess the potential customer’s credit 
quality, as well as an internal credit rating system. 

The GTAA performs a detailed review of accounts on a customer-by-customer basis when assessing impairments. Each account 
is assessed based on factors surrounding the credit risk of specific customers, including historical trends, the influence of the 
current economic environment and other information. 

Customers are subject to credit checks and require prepayment or a deposit in the form of cash, a letter of credit or a letter 
of guarantee. Operational and credit-related reviews for aeronautical customers are seasonally reviewed for appropriateness. 
Should the requirements for security deposits change, new payment terms or deposit requirements will be established. 
A security deposit is required for most non-aeronautical customers as well. Credit checks for these customers are performed 
at the time of the agreement negotiations, renewal and amendments. 

The allowance for doubtful accounts is specific in nature. No amount is subject to write off until all possible collection action 
has been taken by the GTAA. Interest is charged on all overdue balances at a rate of prime plus 3 per cent per annum unless 
otherwise stipulated in terms agreed upon by both parties of the contract. 

As of December 31, 2013, accounts receivable of $0.7 million (December 31, 2012 – $1.8 million) were considered past due 
but not considered impaired. These amounts relate to a number of customers with no recent history of default. The aging of 
these receivables past due at December 31 is as follows: 

 2013 2012 

 $ $ 
1 to 5 days 6 31 
6 to 15 days 66 86 
16 to 30 days 533 1,010 
31 to 60 days 23 320 
61+ days 39 386 
Total balance past due 667 1,833 
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As at December 31, 2013, total accounts receivable of $0.2 million were considered impaired and included in the provision for 
the year (December 31, 2012 – $0.2 million). These impaired amounts are not included in the table above and mainly relate to 
customers where collection is uncertain or amounts are being disputed by the GTAA’s customers. Amounts included in the 
provision account are generally written off when there is no expectation of recovering amounts owing.

Movements in the allowance for doubtful accounts for the year ended December 31 are as follows:

 2013 2012 

 $ $ 
Balance, beginning of year 235 336 
Additions to provision 13 61 
Amounts written off during the year (15) (37)
Amounts recovered during the year – (125)
Balance, end of year 233 235 

Bad debt expense (recovery) has been included in goods and services expense on the statement of operations and 
comprehensive income. 

8  Intangibles and Other Assets
  December 31, 2013

  Accumulated Net Book  

 Cost Amortization Value 

 $ $ $ 
Deferred leasehold inducements 6,107 (4,856) 1,251 
Land acquisition costs 50,763 (4,933) 45,830 
Computer software 12,214 (5,776) 6,438 
 69,084 (15,565) 53,519 
Fair value of the OPA derivative (Note 18)   41,587 
   95,106 
Less: Current portion of fair value of OPA derivative   (4,317)
      90,789 

  December 31, 2012

  Accumulated Net Book  

 Cost Amortization Value 

 $ $ $ 
Deferred leasehold inducements 6,107 (4,450) 1,657 
Land acquisition costs 49,075 (3,930) 45,145 
Computer software 11,922 (9,723) 2,199 
 67,104 (18,103) 49,001 
Fair value of the OPA derivative (Note 18)   45,753 
   94,754 
Less: Current portion of fair value of OPA derivative   (4,417)
   90,337 

The aggregate amortization expense with respect to deferred leasehold inducements for 2013 was $0.4 million (2012 – 
$0.5 million) and is netted against concessions revenue on the statement of operations and comprehensive income. 

The aggregate amortization expense with respect to land acquisition costs for 2013 was $1.0 million (2012 – $0.8 million) and 
is included in ground rent expense on the statement of operations and comprehensive income.
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A reconciliation of the carrying amount of intangible asset costs is as follows:

 Land Computer  

 Acquisition Costs Software Total 

 $ $ $ 
Balance, January 1, 2013 45,145 2,199 47,344 
Additions 1,688 5,849 7,537 
Amortization expense (1,003) (1,610) (2,613)
Balance, December 31, 2013  45,830  6,438  52,268 

Balance, January 1, 2012 36,576 2,684 39,260 
Additions 9,367 406 9,773 
Amortization expense (798) (891) (1,689)
Balance, December 31, 2012  45,145  2,199  47,344 

In July 2001, the GTAA and Boeing Canada Operations Ltd. (formerly Boeing Toronto, Ltd.) (“Boeing”) signed an agreement, 
amended in June 2002, under which Boeing agreed to sell to the GTAA 45.73 hectares of land adjoining the Airport property 
for a total of $30.0 million. These lands will be transferred by Boeing in stages. As at December 31, 2013, 43.6 hectares of 
land has been conveyed to the GTAA. These purchases have been included in intangibles and other assets on the statement of 
financial position. The remaining land will be conveyed by Boeing within the terms stipulated in the signed agreement. All lands 
purchased under this agreement by the GTAA were transferred to the federal government as required under the terms of the 
Ground Lease and added to the lands leased to the GTAA under the Ground Lease. 

During the year, computer software with a net book value of $nil and a cost of $5.6 million was retired (December 31, 2012 – 
$nil and $0.4 million, respectively). 

On February 1, 2006, the GTAA entered into the Clean Energy Supply contract (“CES Contract”) with OPA, pursuant to which 
the GTAA is obligated to have 90 MW of electrical energy available to the Ontario power grid. The term of the CES Contract is for 
20 years, subject to early termination rights available to the GTAA. The contract allows for payments by either party, depending 
on whether net electricity market revenues that the GTAA is deemed to have earned are greater or less than a predetermined 
threshold, as defined in the CES Contract.

The contract has been determined to be a derivative. The fair value of the derivative as at December 31, 2013, was 
$41.6 million (December 31, 2012 – $45.8 million) (see Note 18, Financial Instruments). The GTAA realized an increase in 
the fair value of the derivative during the year of $2.1 million (December 31, 2012 – $4.6 million), which was recorded in 
goods and services expense on the statement of operations and comprehensive income, and has received cash and accrued 
proceeds of approximately $6.3 million (December 31, 2012 – $5.9 million), which reduced its carrying value. The current 
portion of the OPA derivative is included in prepaids and other assets on the statement of financial position.

The GTAA also recorded a deferred credit of $42.0 million, which is being amortized on a straight-line basis, over the term of 
20 years. The unamortized balance at December 31, 2013, was $26.6 million (December 31, 2012 – $28.8 million). During 
2013, the reduction of the unamortized liability of $2.2 million (December 31, 2012 – $2.2 million) was recorded as a reduction 
to goods and services expense on the statement of operations and comprehensive income.
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9  Property and Equipment 
Property and equipment are composed of:

 December 31, 2013 

 Terminal and Baggage Improvements Runways Airport Assets  

 Airside handling to leased and operating under  

 assets systems land taxiways assets construction Total 

  $ $ $ $ $ $ $ 
Cost  
Balance, beginning of year 6,053,619 289,418 9,480 418,883 565,024 110,116 7,446,540 
Additions 109 – – – – 104,285 104,394 
Disposals (38,432) – – – (45,706) (483) (84,621)
Transfers 42,639 4,697 – 23,508 64,653 (135,497)  – 
Balance, end of year 6,057,935 294,115 9,480 442,391 583,971 78,421 7,466,313 

Accumulated amortization 
Balance, beginning of year 1,588,491 122,641 2,522 112,074 295,072 – 2,120,800 
Amortization expense 159,728 12,649 158 14,507 34,577 – 221,619 
Disposals (35,051) – – – (45,374) – (80,425)
Transfers (6,224) – – – 6,224 –  – 
Balance, end of year 1,706,944 135,290 2,680 126,581 290,499 – 2,261,994 
Net book value, end of year 4,350,991 158,825 6,800 315,810 293,472 78,421 5,204,319 

 December 31, 2012 

 Terminal and Baggage Improvements Runways Airport Assets  

 Airside handling to leased and operating under  

 assets systems land taxiways assets construction Total 

  $ $ $ $ $ $ $ 
Cost  
Balance, beginning of year 6,022,568 287,533 9,480 413,300 555,416 72,311 7,360,608 
Additions 87 – – – – 109,672 109,759 
Disposals (3,787) – – (42) (12,066) (7,932) (23,827)
Transfers 34,751 1,885 – 5,625 21,674 (63,935)  – 
Balance, end of year 6,053,619 289,418 9,480 418,883 565,024 110,116 7,446,540 

Accumulated amortization 
Balance, beginning of year 1,433,167 110,194 2,364 98,527 275,142 – 1,919,394 
Amortization expense 159,303 12,447 158 13,514 29,947 – 215,369 
Disposals (3,522) – – (32) (10,409) – (13,963)
Transfers (457) – – 65 392 –  – 
Balance, end of year 1,588,491 122,641 2,522 112,074 295,072 – 2,120,800 
Net book value, end of year 4,465,128 166,777 6,958 306,809 269,952 110,116 5,325,740 

As at December 31, 2013, $78.4 million (December 31, 2012 – $110.1 million) of property and equipment was under 
construction and not yet subject to amortization. Included in this amount is $1.2 million (December 31, 2012 – $4.5 million) of 
capitalized interest. During the year, borrowing costs were capitalized at the rate of 5.8 per cent which represents the weighted 
average rate of the GTAA’s general borrowings (2012 – 5.8 per cent to 6.0 per cent).
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10  Investment Property
As at December 31 2013 2012 

Cost  $ $ 
Balance, beginning of year 26,085 26,085 
Additions –  – 
Balance, end of year 26,085 26,085 

Accumulated amortization 
Balance, beginning of year 3,462 2,746 
Amortization expense 716 716 
Balance, end of year 4,178 3,462 
Net book value, end of year 21,907 22,623 

Investment property consists of flight simulator facilities owned by the GTAA and leased to third parties. 

The fair value of investment property at December 31, 2013, was estimated to be $30.8 million (December 31, 2012 – 
$27.0 million). 

The valuation technique used by the GTAA to estimate the fair value of investment property incorporates discounted cash flows 
derived considering the best available public information regarding discount rates, market conditions, rental rates and other 
factors that a market participant would consider for such a property. The discount rate of 9.8 per cent (2012 – 12.1 per cent) 
used in the valuation is based on an average of the weighted-average cost of capital based on the Canadian airline industry and 
the GTAA’s own internal rate of return. The fair value is within Level 3 of the fair value hierarchy.

For the year ended December 31, 2013, income generated from investment property amounted to $3.0 million (2012 – 
$3.0 million) and direct operating expenses amounted to $1.1 million (2012 – $1.1 million). These amounts are included in 
rental revenue and goods and services expense, respectively, on the statement of operations and comprehensive income.

11  Credit Facility and Long-Term Debt
Long-term debt, including accrued interest, net of unamortized discounts and premiums, consists of:

Series Coupon Rate Maturity Date Principal Amount 2013 2012

Revenue Bonds $ $ $
1997-3 6.45% December 3, 2027 375,000 372,394 372,196 
1999-1 6.45% July 30, 2029 393,562 401,426 415,402 
Medium Term Notes 
2000-1 7.05% June 12, 2030 550,000 550,255 550,203 
2001-1 7.10% June 4, 2031 500,000 498,308 498,181 
2002-3 6.98% October 15, 2032 550,000 558,198 558,209 
2004-1 6.47% February 2, 2034 600,000 610,004 609,856 
2005-1 5.00% June 1, 2015 350,000 350,346 349,856 
2005-3 4.70% February 15, 2016 350,000 355,174 354,952 
2007-1 4.85% June 1, 2017 450,000 449,977 449,739 
2008-1 5.26% April 17, 2018 500,000 504,099 503,843 
2009-1 5.96% November 20, 2019 600,000 621,376 623,881 
2010-1 5.63% June 7, 2040 400,000 398,605 398,555 
2011-1 5.30% February 25, 2041 600,000 607,160 607,095 
2011-2 4.53% December 2, 2041 400,000 398,310 398,252 
2012-1 3.04% September 21, 2022 400,000 401,173 400,903 
    7,076,805 7,091,123 
Province of Ontario, Interest-free loan, payable in five equal annual  
 instalments that commenced November 2011 9,600 9,329 13,600 
 7,086,134 7,104,723 
Less: Current portion (including accrued interest) (97,250) (96,734)
 6,988,884 7,007,989 
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As at December 31, interest and financing costs, net, consisted of the following: 

 2013 2012

 $ $
Interest income 12,769 13,937 
Interest expense on debt instruments (404,554) (427,435)
Capitalized interest 4,682 3,806 
Other financing fees (3,602) (4,266)
 (403,474) (427,895)
Interest and financing costs, net (390,705) (413,958)

With the exception of Series 1999-1 revenue bonds, principal on each series of revenue bond and medium term note is payable 
on the maturity date. Series 1999-1 are amortizing revenue bonds repayable in scheduled annual instalments of principal, 
payable on July 30 of each year. These payments commenced July 30, 2004, and continue until maturity in 2029.

Set out below is a comparison of the amounts that would be reported if long-term debt amounts were reported at fair values. 
Fair values were based on quoted market rates for GTAA bonds as at December 31. The fair values are within Level 2 of the fair 
value hierarchy.

  2013  2012

 Book Value Fair Value Book Value Fair Value

 $ $ $ $
Long-term debt 7,076,805 8,113,568 7,091,123 8,770,096 

All notes are redeemable in whole or in part at the option of the GTAA at any time at a redemption price that is the greater of 
i) the face value amount plus accrued and unpaid interest and ii) the price based on yields over Government of Canada bonds 
with similar terms to maturity. 

Credit Facility
As part of its liquidity management program, the GTAA currently maintains the following credit facilities: a revolving operating 
facility in an amount of $400.0 million, a letter of credit facility in the amount of $100.0 million and an interest rate and foreign 
exchange hedging facility in the amount of $50.0 million. These credit facilities are secured by a $550.0 million pledge bond 
(Series 1997-A) issued pursuant to the Trust Indenture. Indebtedness under the credit facilities ranks pari passu with other 
indebtedness issued under the Trust Indenture. The revolving operating facility and hedging facility mature on November 22, 
2016 and each can be extended annually for one additional year with lender’s consent. The letter of credit facility matures on 
November 22, 2014 and can be extended annually for one additional year with the consent of the lender under such facility.

As at December 31, 2013, $2.4 million was utilized on the $400.0 million facility by way of two letters of credit (December 31, 
2012 – $2.4 million) (see Note 16, Commitments and Contingent Liabilities). No amounts were drawn against the $100.0 million 
and $50.0 million facilities in the year (December 31, 2012 – $nil). Indebtedness under the credit facility bears interest at rates 
that vary with the lenders’ prime rate, bankers’ acceptance rates and LIBOR, as appropriate. If funds were drawn on the facility 
during the year, interest rates would have ranged from 1.85 per cent to 3.00 per cent (2012 – 1.81 per cent to 3.00 per cent).
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12  Leases
Ground Lease
The GTAA’s commitment with respect to annual ground lease airport rent is based on a percentage of GTAA’s revenues (see 
Airport Subject to Ground Lease in Note 1, General Information). Ground rent expense in 2013 was $127.9 million (2012 – 
$129.7 million) excluding amortization of land acquisition costs (see Note 8, Intangibles and Other Assets). Estimated revenues 
are subject to change depending on economic conditions and, as a result, ground lease payments are subject to change. The 
lease continues until 2056 with one 20-year option at the GTAA’s discretion.

Other Leases
The GTAA, as the lessor, leases under operating leases land and certain assets that are included in property and equipment and 
investment property. Many leases include renewal options, in which case they are subject to market price revision. The lessees 
do not have the possibility to acquire the leased assets at the end of the lease. 

Contingent rents form part of certain lease agreements. Total contingent rent recognized in the statement of operations and 
comprehensive income for 2013 was $112.5 million (2012 – $109.3 million).

Future minimum lease receipts (excluding contingent rent payments) from non-cancellable leases are as follows:

 Within 1 year 1 to 5 years After 5 years Total 

 $ $ $ $
December 31, 2013 48,048 153,924 192,643 394,615 
December 31, 2012 49,166 141,922 216,093 407,181 

13  Post-employment Benefit Obligations
Defined Benefit Pension Plans
The GTAA maintains two pension plans with defined benefit provisions. One of these plans is a registered pension plan for 
former Transport Canada employees who were eligible to elect to transfer their pension credits to the GTAA plan.

The GTAA measures its accrued benefit obligations and the fair value of plan assets for accounting purposes as at December 31 
of each year. The most recent actuarial valuation of the pension plans for funding purposes was as of January 1, 2013, and the 
next required valuation will be as of January 1, 2014.

a) Characteristics of the Plans

Benefit obligations are estimated using the projected unit credit method. Under this method each participant’s benefits under 
the plans are attributed to years of service, taking into consideration future salary increases (as applicable) and the plan’s 
benefit allocation formula. The GTAA’s net obligation is calculated separately for each plan and is determined as the benefit 
obligation less the fair value of plan assets. 

When the above calculations result in a benefit to the GTAA, the recognized asset is limited to the net total of the present value 
of any economic benefits available in the form of any refunds from the plan or reductions in future contributions to the plan. In 
order to calculate the present value of economic benefits, consideration is given to any minimum funding requirements that 
apply to the plans. 

The plans are final average earnings pension plans, which provide benefits to members in the form of a guaranteed level of 
pension payable for life. The level of benefits provided depends on members’ length of service and their salary in the final years 
leading up to retirement. In the registered plan and for one supplemental plan member, pensions paid are indexed with inflation.

The weighted average duration of the defined benefit plans is 15.3 years.
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b) Risks Associated with the Plans

The nature of these benefit promises exposes the GTAA to a number of risks, the most significant of which are as follows:

i) Asset Volatility

 The plan liabilities are calculated using a discount rate set with reference to corporate bond yields. If plan assets 
underperform the discount rate, this will create a deficit under the plan. The pension plans currently invest approximately 
59.0 per cent in equities, which may outperform corporate bonds in the long-term, but may contribute to volatility and risk 
in the short-term.

ii) Changes in Bond Yields

 A decrease in corporate bond yields will increase plan liabilities, although this will be partially offset by an increase in the 
value of the pension plan’s assets invested in fixed income.

iii) Inflation Risk

 The majority of the defined benefit plans’ obligations are linked to inflation, with higher inflation leading to higher liabilities. 
The majority of the plan’s assets may have some correlation with inflation and, as such, an increase in inflation may reduce 
the surplus and/or increase the deficit.

iv) Life Expectancy

 The majority of the plans’ obligations are to provide benefits for the lifetime of the member, so increases in life expectancy 
will result in an increase in the plans’ liabilities, with the exception of life insurance liabilities.

c) Amounts Recognized in the Financial Statements

The amounts recognized on the statement of financial position as at December 31 are determined as follows:

 2013 2012 Restated

 $ $
Present value of funded obligation (146,092) (146,789)
Fair value of plan assets 183,558 164,484 
Funded Status – Surplus 37,466 17,695 
Net Defined benefit asset 37,466 17,695 
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The movement in the defined benefit pension plans as at December 31 is as follows:

 2013 2012 Restated

Accrued Benefit Obligation $ $
Balance, beginning of year 146,789 127,927 
Current service cost 2,662 2,406 
Past service cost – 513 
Interest cost 6,298 6,579 
Benefits paid (5,512) (4,816)
Employee contributions 603 561 
Remeasurements: 
 Loss from changes in demographic assumptions 6,061  – 
 (Gain)/loss from changes in financial assumptions (10,159) 13,037 
 Experience (gain)/loss (650) 582 
Balance, end of year 146,092 146,789 

Plan Assets 
Fair value, beginning of year 164,484 148,019 
Interest income 7,237 7,806 
Return on plan assets, excluding amounts included in interest income 9,455 5,539 
Employer contributions 7,571 7,654 
Employee contributions 603 561 
Benefits paid (5,512) (4,816)
Administrative expenses paid from plan assets (280) (279)
Fair value, end of year 183,558 164,484 
Funded status – Surplus 37,466 17,695 

As at December 31, 2013, each of the GTAA’s defined benefit pension plans was in a surplus position. One plan was in a 
surplus position of $36.0 million (2012 – $15.2 million), with an accrued obligation of $129.5 million (2012 – $129.7 million) 
and a fair value of plan assets of $165.5 million (2012 – $144.9 million). The other plan was in a surplus position of $1.5 million 
(2012 – $2.5 million), with an accrued obligation of $16.6 million (2012 – $17.1 million) and a fair value of plan assets of 
$18.1 million (2012 – $19.6 million).

The GTAA’s net defined benefit pension plan expense for the year ended December 31 is as follows:

 2013 2012 Restated

 $ $
Current service cost 2,662 2,406 
Past service cost – 513 
Interest cost 6,298 6,579 
Interest cost on pension asset limit – 750 
Interest income (7,237) (7,806)
Administrative expenses 382 370 
Defined benefit pension plan expense recognized in Net income 2,105 2,812 
Amounts recognized in Other comprehensive income: 
 Loss from changes in demographic assumptions 6,061  – 
 (Gain)/loss from changes in financial assumptions (10,159) 13,037 
 Experience (gain)/loss (650) 582 
 Return on plan assets (9,557) (5,630)
 Changes in pension asset limit – (15,028)
Total Remeasurements recognized in Accumulated other comprehensive income (loss) (14,305) (7,039)
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A reconciliation of the net defined benefit asset as at December 31 is as follows: 

 2013 2012 Restated

 $ $
Net Defined benefit asset, beginning of year 17,695 5,814 
Defined benefit cost included in Net income (2,105) (2,812)
Total remeasurements included in Other comprehensive income 14,305 7,039 
Employer contributions 7,571 7,654 
Net Defined benefit asset, end of year 37,466 17,695 

The accrued benefit obligation by participant status as at December 31 is as follows:

 2013 2012

 $ $
Active members 66,697 72,818 
Vested deferreds 5,960 3,454 
Retirees 73,435 70,517 
Accrued benefit obligation 146,092 146,789 

The GTAA’s plan assets consist of the following as at December 31:

 Fair Value of Plan Assets

Asset Category 2013 2012 

 % % 
Equity securities 59 51 
Fixed income 41 49 

The fair values of equity and fixed income plan assets are based on quoted market prices in active markets. 

d) Significant Actuarial Assumptions

The significant actuarial assumptions used in measuring the GTAA’s accrued defined benefit pension plan obligations are as 
follows (weighted-average assumptions as at December 31):

 2013 2012 

 % % 
Discount rate 4.88 4.37 
Rate of compensation increase 3.50 3.50 
Rate of price inflation 2.00 2.00 
Rate of pension increases 2.00 2.00 

Mortality rates have been established in accordance with the private sector table and improvement scale published in 
February 2014 by the Canadian Institute of Actuaries following its Canadian Pensioner Mortality study. 
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e) Future Cash Flows

The sensitivity of the obligation to changes in the weighted-average significant actuarial assumptions as at December 31, 2013, 
would be as follows: 

 Change in Increase in Decrease in 

 assumption assumption  assumption

  $ $ 
Discount rate 1.00% (18,551) 23,121 
Rate of price inflation 1.00% 19,993 (16,977)
Mortality 1 year 3,102 (3,170)

The above sensitivity analyses are based on a change in an assumption while holding all other assumptions constant. In 
practice, this is unlikely to occur, and changes in some of the assumptions may be correlated. When calculating the sensitivity 
of the obligation to significant actuarial assumptions, the same method (present value of the obligation calculated with the 
projected unit credit method at the end of the reporting period) has been applied as when calculating the liability recognized in 
the statement of financial position. 

The methods and types of assumptions used in preparing the sensitivity analysis did not change compared to the previous period. 

As at January 1, 2013, the registered defined benefit plan had a funding valuation solvency deficit of $24.5 million and 
in accordance with applicable legislation, the GTAA is making special payment contributions to fund the deficit. The 
supplementary defined benefit plan had a solvency deficit of $0.3 million as at January 1, 2013. In accordance with the 
terms of this plan, a contribution in the amount of the shortfall was remitted.

Expected contributions, benefit payments and administrative expenses to defined benefit pension plans for the year ended 
December 31, 2014, are $6.1 million, $5.9 million and $0.3 million, respectively.

Severance Entitlement Plan
a) Characteristics of the Plan

The GTAA has a severance entitlement plan for certain employees under the terms of the labour agreement. The plan provides 
a payment upon retirement, resignation, termination or death to eligible employees or their beneficiaries based on years of 
service and vesting restrictions. The GTAA records the cost of this obligation based on an independent actuarial valuation 
updated annually.

Benefit obligations for this benefit have been calculated using the projected unit credit method. For each active member, the 
attribution period is the date of hire to the projected decrement date for termination, retirement, or death. Since the GTAA’s 
accrued severance entitlement plan is unfunded, the net obligation is equal to the sum of the benefit obligations for all the 
members under this plan. 

b) Risk Associated with the Plan

The nature of these benefit promises exposes the GTAA to the risk of changing bond yields. A decrease in corporate bond yields 
will increase plan liabilities.
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c) Amounts Recognized in the Financial Statements

The movement in this plan as at December 31 is as follows:

 2013 2012 Restated

Accrued Benefit Obligation $ $
Balance, beginning of year 11,197 9,460 
Current service cost 939 858 
Interest expense 458 460 
Benefits paid (222) (73)
Remeasurements: 
 Loss from changes in demographic assumptions 430  – 
 (Gain)/loss from changes in financial assumptions (808) 481 
 Experience (gains)/losses (396) 11 
Balance, end of year 11,598 11,197 

Plan Assets 
Fair value, beginning of year –  – 
Employer contributions 222 73 
Benefits paid (222) (73)
Fair value, end of year –  – 
Accrued Benefit Liability (11,598) (11,197)

The GTAA’s net expense as at December 31 is as follows:

 2013 2012 Restated

 $ $
Current service cost 939 858 
Interest cost 458 460 
Post-employment benefit expense recognized in Net income 1,397 1,318 
Post-employment benefit expense (income) recognized in  
 Other comprehensive income – Remeasurements (774) 492 

d) Significant Actuarial Assumptions

The significant actuarial assumptions used in measuring the GTAA’s accrued severance entitlement plan obligation were as 
follows (weighted-average assumptions as at December 31):

 2013 2012 

 % % 
Discount rate 4.80 4.20 
Rate of compensation increase 3.50 3.50 

e) Future Cash Flows

The sensitivity of the obligation to changes in the weighted-average significant actuarial assumptions as at December 31, 2013, 
would be as follows: 

 Change in Increase in Decrease in 

 assumption assumption  assumption

  $ $ 
Discount rate 1.00% (1,137) 1,343 
Rate of compensation increase 1.00% 1,390 (1,195)
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The above sensitivity analyses are based on a change in an assumption while holding all other assumptions constant. In 
practice, this is unlikely to occur, and changes in some of the assumptions may be correlated. When calculating the sensitivity 
of the obligation to significant actuarial assumptions, the same method (present value of the obligation calculated with the 
projected unit credit method at the end of the reporting period) has been applied as when calculating the liability recognized in 
the statement of financial position. 

The methods and types of assumptions used in preparing the sensitivity analysis did not change compared to the previous period. 

Expected contributions and benefit payments for the year ended December 31, 2014, are $0.8 million. 

Defined Contribution Pension Plan Expense
The GTAA maintains four pension plans with defined contribution provisions providing pension benefits to certain of its 
employees. The net expense for the defined contribution pension plans in 2013 was $3.5 million (2012 – $3.0 million).

The GTAA’s contribution to the registered defined contribution pension plans is a maximum of 6 per cent of the employee’s 
gross earnings. For designated employees of one unfunded supplemental plan, the GTAA’s notional contribution equals 
16 per cent of the employee’s gross earnings less amounts already contributed to the plan by the employee and the GTAA. 
Recorded in post-employment benefit liabilities on the statement of financial position is the estimated payment at December 31, 
2013 of $1.3 million (December 31, 2012 – $0.5 million).

Other Employee Future Benefits
Certain employees are provided with paid up life insurance at the time of retirement. At December 31, 2013, the estimated 
obligation for this payment is $1.6 million (December 31, 2012 – $1.5 million) and is included in post-employment benefit 
liabilities on the statement of financial position.

14  Provisions
 Restructuring Litigation Other Total 

 $ $ $ $ 
Balance, January 1, 2013 – 202 7,511 7,713 
Additional provision recognized – – 1,642 1,642 
Reductions arising from payments – (102) – (102)
Balance, December 31, 2013  –  100  9,153  9,253 

Balance, January 1, 2012 415 257 2,455 3,127 
Additional provision recognized – 78 5,326 5,404 
Reductions arising from payments (415) (133) (270) (818)
Balance, December 31, 2012  –  202  7,511  7,713 

Litigation 
This amount represents provisions for certain legal claims brought against the GTAA. Provisions that relate to capital programs 
are included in property and equipment on the statement of financial position. Those that relate to operations are included on 
the statement of operations and comprehensive income. It is the opinion of management, after receiving appropriate legal 
advice, that as of the date of these financial statements, the outcome of these legal claims will not give rise to any material loss 
beyond the amounts provided at December 31, 2013. 

Other
This amount represents provisions for other operating activities undertaken as part of the normal course of business and is 
included on the statement of operations and comprehensive income. It is the opinion of management that as of the date of 
these financial statements, the outcome of these operating activities will not give rise to any material loss beyond the amounts 
provided at December 31, 2013.
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15  Related Party Transactions and Balances
Related Parties
The GTAA is governed by a 15-member Board of Directors, of which five Directors are municipal nominees. Each of the regional 
municipalities of York, Halton, Peel and Durham and the City of Toronto is entitled to provide the names of up to three 
nominees, and the Board appoints one of the nominees for each of the five available positions as a municipally nominated 
Director. In addition, the Government of Canada and the Province of Ontario are entitled to appoint two Directors and one 
Director, respectively. As a result of these Governments’ ability to appoint Directors to the GTAA’s Board of Directors, these 
Governments and their respective Government-related entities are considered related parties for accounting purposes.

The GTAA has applied the exemption for Government-related entities to disclose only significant transactions.

The post-employment benefit plan is also considered a related party. Transactions with the pension plan include contributions 
paid to the plan.

The GTAA entered into the following transactions with related parties during the year ended December 31, as included in the 
statement of operations and comprehensive income: 

 2013 2012 

 $ $ 
Ground rent 127,874 129,704 
Payments-in-lieu of real property taxes 28,953 27,575 
Post-employment benefit plans expense 6,128 5,786 

Amounts due from (to) and balances with respect to related parties as included in the statement of financial position were 
as follows: 

 2013 2012 

 $ $ 
Ontario Power Authority 41,587 45,753 
Ground rent and deferred ground rent (5,436) (8,762)
Commodity sales tax (4,503) (6,229)
Province of Ontario, Interest-free loan (9,600) (14,400)

Compensation of Key Management
Key management includes the GTAA’s Directors and members of the Executive Committee.

The following table includes compensation to key management personnel for the year ended December 31 included in the 
statement of operations and comprehensive income.

 2013 2012 

 $ $ 
Salaries, fees and short-term benefits 4,959 4,779 
Post-employment benefits 436 357 
Other long-term benefits 11 12 
Termination benefits – 514 
Total (included in salaries, wages and benefits) 5,406 5,662 
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16  Commitments and Contingent Liabilities
Capital Commitments
In connection with the operation and development of the Airport, the GTAA had capital commitments outstanding at 
December 31, 2013, of approximately $200.9 million (December 31, 2012 – $173.6 million).

Letters of Credit
Two letters of credit for $2.4 million in total were outstanding as at December 31, 2013 (see Note 11, Credit Facility and 
Long-Term Debt), relating to the GTAA’s CES Contract with the OPA and the Fire and Emergency Services Training Institute. 
The letters of credit expire on April 11, 2014, and December 31, 2014, respectively.

Environmental
The GTAA is committed to ensuring that activities undertaken at the Airport are carried out in an environmentally responsible 
manner in compliance with applicable environmental laws and regulations and with sensitivity to community and public 
concerns. 

Insurance
The Government of Canada has issued an Order-in-Council agreeing to provide indemnity to an airport operator for any third 
party bodily injury and property damage coverage that became commercially unavailable due to the events of September 11, 
2001. The indemnity being provided to the GTAA, as an airport operator, shall not exceed the $1.0 billion limit obtained for 
aviation liability under the GTAA’s airport operators liability policy. As part of the original Order-in-Council, the GTAA is required 
to purchase a $50.0 million primary layer of aviation war risk liability coverage from commercial markets. The current 
undertaking has been extended to December 31, 2015. 

With the aviation war risk program only designed to deal with liability matters, the GTAA purchases first party terrorism property 
insurance in the amount of $300.0 million that writes back coverage that was excluded from the main property insurance policy 
following the events of September 11, 2001. This coverage is in place for 2013 and 2014.

Cogeneration Plant
The GTAA has entered into certain contracts in order to secure the supply and delivery of natural gas necessary for anticipated 
future operations of the Cogeneration Plant. Under these contracts, the GTAA will be required to make payments relating to both 
the delivery of natural gas based on standard rate agreements and the cost of natural gas as determined by market rates. The 
GTAA has also entered into a delivery contract that establishes a maximum volume of natural gas inventory that the GTAA is 
permitted to maintain, as of November 30 of each year. The GTAA has the option to dispose of natural gas in excess of this 
maximum volume either through consumption or through the sale of natural gas to third parties.

Contingent Liabilities
The GTAA is subject to legal proceedings and claims from time to time which arise in the normal course of business. Where 
appropriate, the GTAA has recorded provisions while it actively pursues its position (see Note 14, Provisions). Where it is the 
opinion of management that the ultimate outcome of these matters will not result in a probable outflow of cash, no provisions 
have been recorded.

Air France
As a result of the Air France incident on August 2, 2005, the GTAA together with a number of other parties were named as 
defendants in several lawsuits. During 2013, one additional lawsuit was settled without any payment by the GTAA or the GTAA’s 
insurers. The GTAA’s insurers continue to defend the GTAA in the one remaining lawsuit. It is the opinion of management that 
the GTAA’s financial exposure is limited to its insurance deductible. 
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Payments-in-Lieu of Development Charges 
The GTAA is not required to pay development charges to the City of Mississauga, the Regional Municipality of Peel (“Peel 
Region”) or the City of Toronto with respect to development at the Airport, but rather pays a payments-in-lieu of development 
charges (“PILDC”) in accordance with the Payments in Lieu of Taxes Act (Canada). The amount of PILDC is calculated by 
Public Works and Government Services Canada (“PWGSC”). 

With respect to development undertaken by the GTAA at the Airport between 1996 and 2004, PWGSC paid PILDC in the 
amount of $0.8 million to the City of Mississauga and $4.1 million to Peel Region. As required by the Ground Lease, the GTAA 
reimbursed Transport Canada for such amounts. The City of Mississauga filed an application to increase the amount of the 
PILDC. The current claim by the City of Mississauga is $4.6 million. No amounts have been accrued as at December 31, 2013 
with respect to this claim as the obligation relating to this application is not probable at this time.

With respect to any further applications to PWGSC for PILDC with respect to Airport developments by the GTAA occurring after 
2004, if these applications are successful, the GTAA would be required to pay to Transport Canada the amount of PILDC paid to 
the municipality by PWGSC.

17  Guarantees 
In the normal course of operations, the GTAA provides indemnification agreements to counterparties in a wide variety of 
transactions such as contracts for goods and services, maintenance agreements, design-build contracts, construction contracts 
and information technology agreements. These indemnification agreements require the GTAA to indemnify the counterparties with 
respect to costs incurred as a result of certain changes in the underlying nature of the contracts (including, without limitation, 
changes in laws, delays caused by the GTAA and pre-existing environmental conditions) and with respect to costs incurred as a 
result of certain litigation claims that may result from the transaction (such as, by way of example, patent infringement or personal 
injury and property damage due to the GTAA’s negligence). The terms of the indemnification agreements will vary based on the 
contract. The nature of the indemnification agreements prevents management from making a reasonable estimate of the maximum 
potential amount the GTAA may be required to pay to or expend on behalf of such counterparties because such limits are most 
commonly not set out in said agreements and the events in question are themselves highly contingent and variable in nature. 
Management attempts to limit its liability with respect to the indemnifications provided to such counterparties through the purchase 
of liability and property insurance and the allocation of risk to other contractors.

18  Financial Instruments
Fair Value Hierarchy 
Fair value measurements recognized in the statement of financial position must be categorized in accordance with the 
following levels:

a) Level 1 – Unadjusted quoted prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities;

b) Level 2 – Observable inputs other than quoted prices included in Level 1 such as quoted prices for similar assets and 
liabilities in active markets, quoted prices for identical or similar assets and liabilities in markets that are not active or other 
inputs that are observable or can be corroborated by observable market data; or

c) Level 3 – Significant unobservable inputs that are supported by little or no market activity.

Financial instruments that are not measured at fair value on the statement of financial position are represented by cash 
equivalents, restricted cash, accounts receivable, accounts payable and accrued liabilities, security deposits, deferred ground 
rent and long-term debt. The fair values of these items, excluding long-term debt, approximate their carrying values due to their 
short-term nature. The fair value of long-term debt is disclosed in Note 11, Credit Facility and Long-term Debt. 

Restricted funds are categorized as Level 2 as the GTAA uses observable inputs such as yield curves applicable to identical 
assets to fair value this group.
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The OPA derivative is categorized as Level 3 as no observable market exists for this financial asset. The discount rate used to 
fair value the future cash flows takes into consideration the nature of the financial asset and counterparty credit risk. The 
relevant yield curve incorporated into the computation is sourced from Bloomberg and at December 31, 2013, the interpolated 
discount rate used to fair value this financial asset was 3.95 per cent (December 31, 2012 – 4.14 per cent).

The significant unobservable inputs used in the fair value measurement of the OPA derivative as at December 31 are as follows:

  2013  2012

 On-peak Off-peak On-peak Off-peak

 $ $ $ $ 
Average prices 
 Natural gas (per British Thermal Unit – BTU) 6.39 4.57 6.68 4.59
 Electricity (per Megawatt – MW) 67.56 45.20 70.37 44.92

The validation process for this asset includes the period-to-period trend review of changes in output. Processes and results are 
reviewed and approved by management and results are discussed with the Audit Committee of the Board of Directors as part of 
its quarterly review of the GTAA’s financial statements.

The following table presents the changes in the OPA derivative (Level 3) that is measured at fair value on a recurring basis as at 
December 31:

 2013 2012

 $ $ 
Balance, beginning of year 45,753 47,077 
Fair value adjustments included in the statement of operations and comprehensive income 2,123 4,594 
Cash received or receivable (6,289) (5,918)
Balance, end of year 41,587 45,753 

There were no transfers of financial instruments between the levels during the year.

Risk Management 
In the normal course of business, the GTAA is exposed to a number of financial risks that can affect its operating performance. 
The GTAA’s overall risk management program seeks to minimize potential adverse effects on the GTAA’s financial performance.

The GTAA’s treasury function is responsible for the procurement of the GTAA’s capital resources and for the management of 
financial risk. All treasury operations are conducted within policies and guidelines approved by the Board of Directors and are 
within the requirements set out in the Trust Indenture dated December 2, 1997, as supplemented or amended from time to 
time. Compliance with these policies is monitored by the regular reporting of treasury activities to the Audit Committee of the 
Board. The GTAA’s operating activities result in financial risks that may arise from changes in market risk, credit risk and 
liquidity risk. 
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Market Risk
a) Interest Rate Risk

The GTAA’s exposure to interest rate risk relates to its medium term notes bank indebtedness as described in Note 11, Credit 
Facility and Long-Term Debt. As at December 31, 2013, all of the GTAA’s debt is fixed-rate debt, and therefore changes in 
interest rates do not have an impact on interest payments but may have an impact on the fair value of this debt. 

The GTAA also has exposure to interest rate risk through its short-term investments in restricted funds (see Note 6, Restricted 
Funds). As at December 31, 2013, all of the GTAA’s short-term investment holdings carried a fixed rate during their term and 
therefore changes in the interest rate did not have an impact on interest income for the period.

The GTAA also has exposure to interest rate risk through its CES Contract with the OPA (see Note 8, Intangibles and Other 
Assets). The impact of a 25 basis point increase/decrease in the interpolated discount rate, holding natural gas and electricity 
constant, would result in a $0.6 million decrease/increase to the fair value of the CES Contract as at December 31, 2013.

The minimum balance of the Debt Service Reserve Fund securing bank indebtedness is adjusted annually on December 2, 
based on the prevailing bankers’ acceptance rate.

In 2012, the GTAA entered into cash flow hedges to lock in the interest rate on a notional debt amount of $380.0 million using 
the Government of Canada 10-year bond maturing in the year 2022 as its reference bond. In conjunction with the issuance of 
the 2012-1 MTNs, the GTAA terminated the derivatives, resulting in the GTAA making a cash payment of $3.1 million. The 
amount paid at the time of termination was included in other comprehensive income and is being amortized over the term of the 
hedged debt (10 years). Amortization of this terminated hedge is included in interest expense in the statement of operations and 
comprehensive income.

b) Commodity Price Risk

The GTAA’s exposure to commodity price risk primarily relates to its CES Contract with the OPA. The impact of a 1 per cent 
increase/decrease in the 2013 average price of natural gas, holding the price of electricity constant, would result in a 
$0.8 million increase/decrease in the fair value of the OPA derivative as at December 31, 2013. The impact of a 1 per cent 
increase/decrease in the 2013 average price of electricity, holding natural gas prices constant, would result in a $1.2 million 
decrease/increase in the fair value of the OPA derivative as at December 31, 2013. 

c) Foreign Currency Rate Risk

The GTAA undertakes certain transactions denominated in foreign currencies, primarily the U.S. dollar. However, the GTAA’s 
exposure to any foreign currency risk is not significant.
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Credit Risk
The GTAA is subject to credit risk through its financial assets. The GTAA performs ongoing credit valuations of these balances 
and maintains valuation allowances for potential credit loss.

The credit quality of financial assets that are neither past due nor impaired can be assessed by reference to external credit 
ratings (if available) or to historical information about the customer. 

As at December 31 2013 2012 

Accounts receivable $ $ 
Customers with external credit rating: 
AAA – 263 
AA 72  – 
A+ – 1,112 
A – 450 
A- 1,111 104 
BBB 327 293 
BB 520 725 
B+ 943 512 
B 1,799 2,557 
B- 1,952 797 
D – 637 
 6,724 7,450 

Customers without external credit rating: 
Existing customers with no history of default 41,423 29,875 
Existing customers with history of default 179 142 
 48,326 37,467 

Cash and cash equivalents 
AA 8,292 62,390 
AA- 18,698  – 
A+ 84,438  – 
A 6,950 138,668 
 118,378 201,058 

Restricted funds 
AAA 153,333 228,787 
AA 64,101 244,485 
AA- 171,573  – 
A+ 576,175  – 
A 98,435 458,839 
 1,063,617 932,111 

OPA derivative 
A+ – 45,753 
A- 41,587  – 
(see Note 8, Intangibles and Other Assets) 41,587 45,753 

None of the financial assets that are fully performing have been renegotiated during the year.

The GTAA derives a substantial portion of its operating revenues from air carriers through landing fees and general terminal 
charges. There is a concentration of service with two air carriers that represents approximately 62.7 per cent (2012 – 
63.0 per cent) of these fees and 35.7 per cent (2012 – 19.2 per cent) of the accounts receivable balance, excluding 
prepayments and/or deposits on hand, at December 31, 2013. 
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Liquidity Risk
The GTAA manages liquidity risk by maintaining adequate cash, restricted funds and available credit facilities. Quarterly cash flow 
projections are prepared by management and reviewed by the Audit Committee to ensure a sufficient continuity of funding. To 
maintain a flexible program, debt maturities are spread over a range of dates, thereby ensuring that the GTAA is not exposed to 
excessive refinancing risk in any one year. The GTAA maintains a line of credit and executes a Capital Markets Platform to meet 
cash needs as debt maturities occur (see Note 11, Credit Facility and Long-Term Debt and Note 21, Capital Risk Management).

The table below analyzes the GTAA’s financial liabilities by relevant maturity groupings based on the remaining period at the date 
of the statement of financial position to the contractual maturity date. It does not include pension and post-retirement benefit 
obligations as maturities are variable based on timing of individuals leaving the plan. The table has been prepared based on the 
contractual undiscounted cash flows based on the earliest date on which the GTAA can be required to pay. It includes both 
principal and interest cash flows.

    December 31, 2013 

 Less than 1 month to 1 year to  

 1 month 12 months 5 years Thereafter 

 $ $ $ $ 
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities 49,374 21,306 –  – 
Province of Ontario – 4,800 4,800  – 
Long-term debt 12,693 405,571 4,110,981 8,427,888 
Deferred ground rent 346 3,810 4,156  – 
  62,413  435,487  4,119,937  8,427,888 

    December 31, 2012 

 Less than 1 month to 1 year to  

 1 month 12 months 5 years Thereafter 

 $ $ $ $ 
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities 61,865 42,271 –  – 
Province of Ontario – 4,800 9,600  – 
Long-term debt 13,140 405,124 3,593,056 9,364,077 
Deferred ground rent 346 3,810 8,313  – 
  75,351  456,005  3,610,969  9,364,077 

Additional disclosure about the GTAA’s credit facility, long-term debt and OPA derivative can be found in Note 11, Credit Facility 
and Long-Term Debt and Note 8, Intangibles and Other Assets.

Offsetting of Financial Instruments
Financial assets and liabilities are offset and the net amount reported in the statement of financial position where the GTAA 
currently has a legally enforceable right to set-off the recognized amounts and there is an intention to settle on a net basis 
or realize the asset and settle the liability simultaneously. In the normal course of business, the GTAA enters into various 
arrangements that do not meet the criteria for offsetting in the statement of financial position but still allow for the related 
amounts to be set off in certain circumstances, such as bankruptcy or the termination of the contracts.

The following table presents the financial instruments that may be subject to enforceable master netting arrangements or other 
similar agreements but not offset, as at December 31, 2013 and 2012, and shows in the ‘Net amount’ column what the net 
impact would be on the GTAA’s statement of financial position if all set-off rights were exercised in circumstances described 
above. As at December 31, 2013, no recognized financial instruments are offset on the statement of the financial position.
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    December 31, 2013 

 Gross amount Related accounts  

 presented in the not set off in the  

 statement of statement of  

 financial position financial position Net amount

Financial assets  $ $ $ 
 Accounts receivable 48,326 (35,014) 13,312 
 Restricted funds 1,063,617 (991,404) 72,213 
 1,111,943 (1,026,418) 85,525 

Financial liabilities 
 Security deposits (35,014) 35,014  – 
 Long-term debt (7,086,134) 991,404 (6,094,730)
 (7,121,148) 1,026,418 (6,094,730)

    December 31, 2012 

 Gross amount Related accounts  

 presented in the not set off in the  

 statement of statement of  

 financial position financial position Net amount

Financial assets  $ $ $ 
 Accounts receivable 37,467 (30,134) 7,333 
 Restricted funds 932,111 (853,903) 78,208 
 969,578 (884,037) 85,541 

Financial liabilities 
 Security deposits (30,134) 30,134  – 
 Long-term debt (7,104,723) 853,903 (6,250,820)
 (7,134,857) 884,037 (6,250,820)

19  Accounts Payable and Accrued Liabilities
 2013 2012 

 $ $ 
Trade payables 17,756 12,803 
Accrued expenses 48,221 85,014 
Commodity sales tax payable 4,503 6,229 
Other liabilities 200 90 
 70,680 104,136 

20  Goods and Services Expense by Nature
 2013 2012 

 $ $ 
Property and equipment maintenance and repairs 86,941 85,884 
Contracting, outsourcing and professional services 57,302 48,420 
Utilities 29,459 24,876 
Policing and security 28,948 31,746 
Net (gain) loss on disposal of property and equipment (3,416) 9,692 
Other 15,797 13,800 
 215,031 214,418 
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21  Capital Risk Management
The GTAA defines its capital as long-term debt, including its current portion; borrowings, if any, under the GTAA’s credit facility 
(see Note 11, Credit Facility and Long-Term Debt); cash and cash equivalents; short-term investments; and restricted funds.

The GTAA’s objectives when managing capital are to:

a) Maintain a capital structure and an appropriate rating that provide financing options to the GTAA when a financing or a 
refinancing need arises to ensure access to capital, on commercially reasonable terms, without exceeding its debt capacity 
or resulting in a downgrade to the credit ratings of the existing indebtedness;

b) Maintain financial flexibility in order to preserve its ability to meet financial obligations, including debt servicing payments; 
and

c) Satisfy covenants set out in the Trust Indenture.

The GTAA is a corporation without share capital and, accordingly, is funded through operating revenues, AIF revenue, restricted 
funds, the debt capital markets and its bank credit facilities. Beginning in 2013, the GTAA has transitioned from the residual 
rate-setting methodology to a rate-setting methodology that targets levels of cash flow sufficient not only to fund operating 
expenses, maintenance and restoration capital expenditures, and partial debt repayment but also, in most years, to fund certain 
other capital investments. Consistent with this mandate, any excess funds generated by the GTAA are reinvested in the Airport.

As at December 31, 2013, the GTAA’s deficit and accumulated other comprehensive loss amounted to $679.4 million 
(December 31, 2012 – $702.3 million). 

Capital Markets Platform
As a corporation without share capital, the GTAA’s ongoing capital requirements, as noted above, are financed through the 
issuances of debt. The GTAA developed a financing program referred to as the Capital Markets Platform, capable of 
accommodating a variety of corporate debt instruments. All indebtedness incurred under the Capital Markets Platform is 
secured under the Trust Indenture dated December 2, 1997, as supplemented or amended from time to time, which 
establishes common security and a set of common covenants by the GTAA for the benefit of its lenders. The security comprises 
an assignment of the revenues of the GTAA; a specific charge on certain funds; restricted funds and accounts; an unregistered 
first leasehold mortgage of the GTAA’s leasehold interest in the Airport; and a guarantee and related collateral security of 
subsidiaries, if any, as designated from time to time. 

The Debt Service Reserve Funds are funded from the net proceeds of each bond or medium term note issuance (see Note 6, 
Restricted Funds). The covenants that the GTAA must meet include two specific coverage tests for operating expenses and debt 
payments. The operating covenant states that the total revenue must at least cover all operating expenses, including interest and 
financing costs and excluding amortization. The debt service covenant states that the net revenues, which may include available 
credit, must be at least 1.25 times the total interest and financing costs, including notional principal. At December 31, 2013, the 
GTAA was in compliance with the above covenants and was not in default under the Trust Indenture as defined therein.
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22  Insurance Recovery
On July 8, 2013, a severe storm event resulted in water damage to a number of airport facilities. As at December 31, 2013, the 
GTAA recorded a net gain of $3.9 million in goods and services expense on the statement of operations and comprehensive 
income which represents the difference between the insurance claim proceeds and the net book value of damaged property 
and equipment and clean-up costs incurred. To date, the GTAA has received approximately $10.0 million from the insurers 
which is included in restricted cash on the statement of financial position in accordance with the GTAA’s Insurance Trust 
Agreement. The amount included in restricted cash is expected to be released by the Trustee within the next 12 months. 
Included in accounts receivable is $3.5 million in insurance proceeds receivable representing amounts approved by the insurers 
as at December 31, 2013, but not yet received. 

In addition to the amounts recorded above, the GTAA expects to receive further insurance proceeds once restoration is 
completed and final costs are determined. At the same time, the GTAA has a commitment to perform restoration work and 
replace certain property and equipment in order to realize on its insurance proceeds. Accordingly, actual results may differ from 
the amounts currently recognized. 

23  Comparative Figures
To align fee-based aeronautical rates, certain comparative revenue figures have been reclassified to conform with the current 
period’s presentation. 

For the periods ended December 31, 2012, $74.8 million was reclassified from general terminal charges to landing fees and 
$20.3 million was reclassified from general terminal charges to rentals on the statement of operations and comprehensive income. 
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Disclosure Requirements of the Ground Lease
Unaudited

Subsection 9.01.07, paragraphs (a) to (g) of the Ground Lease requires the GTAA to publish an annual report that discusses the 
matters listed below.

a) Audited Financial Statements 
The auditors’ report and the audited financial statements are found on pages 49 to 88 and the summary of affairs 
(Management’s Discussion and Analysis or “MD&A”) is found on pages 25 to 47 of the Annual Report.

b) Report on the Business Plan and Objectives for 2013 
The projected cash flows in any year constitute the business plan for that year. The business plan for 2013 is the 2013 
summary of projected cash flows which is found below in Paragraph C (the “2013 Business Plan”). A report on the GTAA’s 
performance relating to the 2013 Business Plan is discussed in Paragraph C below and in the MD&A. 

Further, in the Annual Reports for the previous five years, comparisons to the respective business plans and the overall 
corporate performance are discussed in the respective MD&A and Ground Lease Disclosures. 

c) Variances and Corrective Measures With Respect to the Report on the 2013 Business Plan 
The following table provides a comparison between the 2013 actual results and the 2013 Business Plan. The results are 
presented on a basis consistent with the GTAA’s current rate-setting methodology.

    2013

(in millions) Actual Business Plan Difference

Revenues
 Aeronautical, net $ 483 $ 489 $ (6)
 Airport improvement fees 314 306 8
 Non-aeronautical 321 323 (2)
   $ 1,118 $ 1,118 $ (0)

Expenses   
 Ground rent $ 129 $ 128 $ 1
 Operating and maintenance 338 352 (14)
 Payments-in-lieu of real property taxes 29 29 0
 Amortization 224 213 11
   $ 720 $ 722 $ (2)

Earnings before interest and financing costs, net $ 398 $ 396 $ 2

Interest and financing costs, net $ 391 $ 393 $ (2)

Net income $ 7 $ 3 $ 4

Add: Amortization 224 213 11
Operating cash flows $ 231 $ 216 $ 15
Less: Deferred ground rent 4 4 0
Less: Capital expenditures 110 127 (18)
Available for debt repayment and future investment $ 117 $ 85 $ 33

A detailed discussion of the 2013 financial results is contained in the MD&A. 
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Total revenues were consistent with the 2013 Business Plan. The maximum takeoff weight (“MTOW”) and the number of arrived 
seats, which are the basis for the calculation of landing fees and general terminal charges, respectively, were slightly below the 
2013 Business Plan. As a result, the aeronautical revenues were $6 million lower than projected. During the past several years, 
airlines have been adjusting their fleet mixes and flight schedules in order to improve their financial performance, resulting in 
higher airline load factors, or the ratio of passengers to seats. This trend continued during 2013, as the actual load factor during 
2013 was higher than the 2013 Business Plan. Total passenger activity was generally in line with projections. The AIF revenue 
outperformed projection by $8 million, primarily due to a higher than the 2013 Business Plan volume of originating passenger 
traffic. Originating passengers pay a $25 AIF and connecting passengers pay a lower AIF of $4. The non-aeronautical revenues 
were $2 million lower than the 2013 Business Plan. This variance was primarily due to lower concessions and rental revenues, 
as a result of longer than anticipated implementation periods for certain retail, and food and beverage locations. The revenues 
from car parking and ground transportation performed better than the 2013 Business Plan due primarily to the higher 
originating passenger traffic.

Total expenses, including net interest and financing costs and amortization of property and equipment, investment property and 
intangible assets (“Amortization”), were $2 million below expectations. Ground rent expense is calculated as a percentage of 
total revenues, as defined in the Ground Lease). The operating and maintenance expenses, which comprise goods and services 
and salaries, wages and benefits, were lower than the 2013 Business Plan by $14 million principally due to lower expenditures 
related to professional and contracting services, repairs and maintenance expenses. In addition, a severe storm event on July 8, 
2013 resulted in water damage to a number of the GTAA’s facilities at the Airport. During 2013, the GTAA recorded in goods 
and services expense a net gain of approximately $4 million with respect to insurance proceeds in excess of the book value of 
damaged property and equipment disposed of and a recovery for the costs of emergency work. Amortization was higher than 
the 2013 Business Plan due to a change in the mix of capital assets added to the depreciable asset base during 2013 from 
those assumed in the 2013 Business Plan.

The net interest and financing costs were lower than projected by $2 million, which was primarily attributable to higher than 
projected interest earned on cash and reserve balances.

The deposits to the Notional Principal, Debt Service Coverage and the Operations and Maintenance Funds were as projected. 

None of the variances to the 2013 Business Plan discussed above were of a nature that caused the GTAA to take specific 
corrective actions.

d) Summary of the Five-Year Business Plan
The five-year Business Plan (2014 to 2018) is driven by the 20-year strategic framework based upon three fundamental 
strategic principles: financial sustainability, customer experience and operational excellence. This means that the GTAA 
will meet the growing demand for air travel by making optimum use of existing facilities before investing in new capital 
infrastructure. This will be achieved by improved passenger, baggage and aircraft processing and flow through the Airport, 
while delivering excellent customer service, atmosphere and amenities to all passengers.

The key revenue generation assumptions used to develop the 2014 Business Plan include:

• 37.4 million total passengers;

• Landed MTOW (> 19 tonnes) of 13.9 million tonnes; and

• Landed seats of 23.7 million.

Over the five-year forecast horizon, the primary driver for the GTAA’s Business Plan is the long-term growth in Airport activity. 
Specific revenue or cost-containment initiatives carried out over this period may also have an impact on revenues and expenses. 
The average annual passenger growth rate from 2013 to 2018 is projected to be approximately 4 per cent. During the same 
period, landed MTOW is expected to grow at an average rate of approximately 3 per cent while landed seats are expected to 
grow by an average of approximately 4 per cent.
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In setting its 2013 aeronautical rates, the GTAA announced its intention to maintain these rates at the 2013 level through to the 
end of 2015. If over this three-year period, however, circumstances should vary from the GTAA’s expectations, the GTAA may 
alter its rates as required over this period to ensure that its revenues are sufficient to cover its obligations. The Business Plan 
assumes rates remain fixed through 2015, as per GTAA’s current intention. The same assumption was made for the following 
three-year period from 2016 to 2018, covered by the Business Plan, as set out below.

The GTAA typically undertakes capital projects to meet one of the following key objectives: i) to comply with regulatory 
requirements (e.g., safety, security or environmental); ii) to expand the capacity of the Airport; iii) to improve, restore or replace 
existing assets; or iv) to modify existing infrastructure to reduce costs, improve revenues or improve customer experience.

As part of the 20-year strategic framework adopted by the GTAA’s Board of Directors in 2013, one of the strategies will be to 
meet the growing demand for air travel through making optimum use of existing facilities prior to investing in new capital 
infrastructure.

In the short term, the GTAA will focus on the capital programs that will optimize the infrastructure capacity and use of its existing 
assets to improve passenger, baggage and aircraft processing flow, and enhance customer experience, primarily through its 
Terminal 1 and Terminal 3 Enhancement Programs.

As implemented in 2013, the GTAA’s rate-setting methodology targets levels of cash flow sufficient not only to fund operating 
expenses and maintenance and restoration capital expenditures but also, in most years, to fund other capital investments and 
debt repayment. As such, in the near term, expenditures related to capital projects are expected to be funded primarily through 
cash flows generated from operations.

In total, the GTAA expects to spend approximately $1.1 billion on capital programs over the five-year Business Plan period. 
The timing and amount of these expenditures are subject to change as demand and operating conditions evolve and plans are 
finalized. The following table sets out the capital program related spending projections over the five-year Business Plan period:

(in millions) 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 Total

Restoration and improvement projects $ 92 $ 91 $ 88 $ 94 $ 97 $ 462
Other development 75 154 149 88 146 612
 $ 167 $ 245 $ 237 $ 182 $ 243 $ 1,074

For a more complete discussion of the capital programs, see the MD&A and the Annual Information Form, copies of which are 
available on SEDAR at www.sedar.com (“SEDAR”) or the GTAA’s website at www.torontopearson.com.

The Business Plan projections, as set out below, are presented on a basis consistent with the GTAA’s current rate-setting 
methodology. The reader is cautioned that some assumptions used may not materialize and unanticipated events and 
circumstances may occur subsequent to the date when this summary was prepared. Therefore, the actual results achieved 
during the period may vary, and the variations may be material. For a more complete discussion of the risks and uncertainties 
and caution regarding forward-looking statements, see the MD&A and the Annual Information Form, copies of which may be 
accessed at SEDAR or the GTAA’s website at www.torontopearson.com.
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(in millions) 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Revenues   
 Aeronautical, net $ 494   $ 503   $ 515   $ 526   $ 531 
 Airport improvement fees  318   332   341   355   365 
 Non-aeronautical  336   359   392   420   446 
   $ 1,148   $ 1,194   $ 1,248   $ 1,301   $ 1,342 

Expenses
 Ground rent and PILT(1)  $ 162   $ 170   $ 183   $ 191   $ 196 
 Operating and maintenance  353   364   371   378   386 
 Amortization   219   219   230   238   243 
   $ 734   $ 753   $ 784   $ 807   $ 825 
Earnings before interest and  
 financing costs, net  $ 414   $ 441   $ 464   $ 494   $ 517 

Interest and financing costs, net  $ 381   $ 379   $ 357   $ 348   $ 327 
Net income  $ 33   $ 62   $ 107   $ 146   $ 190 

Add: Amortization  219   219   230   238   243 
Operating cash flows  $ 252   $ 281   $ 337   $ 384   $ 433 
Less: Deferred ground rent  4   4   2  0   0  
Less: Capital expenditures  167   245   237   182   243 
Available for debt repayment and  
 future investment  $ 81   $ 32   $ 98   $ 202   $ 190 

(1) PILT means Payments-in-lieu of real property taxes.

e) Remuneration to Board and Salary of Senior Officers
For 2013, the Chair of the Board of Directors received remuneration in the amount of $150,000, while the other Directors 
earned remuneration ranging from $30,137 to $111,000. For 2013, salaries for the Corporation’s senior officers ranged from 
$63,577 to $518,615. Senior officers are also eligible for a performance-based bonus. 

Additional information regarding the remuneration paid to the Directors and the Senior Officers is available in the Annual 
Information Form, which may be accessed at SEDAR.

f) Ethical Business Conduct 
The GTAA developed a “Code of Business Conduct and Ethics” (the “Code”), which was approved by the GTAA’s Board of 
Directors. The Code complies with the requirements of the Canadian Securities Administrators’ National Policy 58-201 and 
represents a comprehensive approach to addressing, among other matters, conflicts of interest and promoting fair, honest and 
ethical behaviour by all GTAA Directors, officers, employees and contracted staff. A copy of the Code may be accessed at SEDAR.

The Board monitors compliance with the Code and requires that each Director and officer sign an Annual Declaration 
advising that the Director or officer has read the Code and either declares that the Director or officer is in compliance or not 
in compliance with the Code and to declare the reasons for the non-compliance. In addition, the Board has implemented 
Confidential Anonymous Reporting for Employees (“C.A.R.E.”) that permits the anonymous reporting of an employee, officer 
or Director’s unethical behaviour. C.A.R.E. also extends to business partners contracted by the GTAA.

All Directors and officers indicated that they were in compliance with the Code.
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g) Report on Contracts over $100,000 Not Tendered 
The bylaws of the GTAA, the Public Accountability Principles for Canadian Airport Authorities and the Ground Lease provide 
that all contracts in excess of $100,000 (as adjusted annually by CPI) must be awarded through a public tendering process, 
except as may be otherwise determined by the Board of Directors having regard for what may be efficient and practicable. 
The contracts that are not awarded through a public tendering process must be described in the GTAA’s Annual Report. 

   Reason for 

   Award without  

Contract Value Range Contractor Description of Contract Public Tender

$100,000 – $200,000 McKinsey & Company Canada Prepare Pearson’s 20 Year Strategy Review D 
 2039032  

  Vaisala Inc. Support and Maintenance Services for C 
 2037562 Lightning Warning and Runway Weather  
  Information Systems 

  Wall Street Systems  Subscription Renewal for Corporate A 
 Treasury Canada ULC Treasury Administration System 
 2033395

  Canada Newswire Ltd. Provide News Releases for A 
 2027033 Domestic Network

  Jervis B. Webb Upgrade to Hold Bag Screening C 
   Company of Canada Programming Controls 
 2038917

 Siemens Canada Limited Maintenance Services for Siemens C 
 2037818 System – Proprietary Fire Alarm System

  Vipond Inc. Maintenance Services for Notifier System –  C 
 2037817 Proprietary Fire Alarm System

  JBT Aerotech/Jetway Systems  Replacement of the Passenger Boarding B 
 2036875 Bridge Cab Controls at Terminal 3

  Bell Mobility Inc. Distributed Antenna System Maintenance B 
 2033934 and Support Agreement and Project Work

  Towers Watson Canada Inc. Consulting for 2012 to 2014 Employee A 
 2036245 Engagement Pulse Surveys

  ThyssenKrupp Elevator  Connection of 20 Terminal 3 Elevating C 
 (Canada) Limited Devices to Existing Terminal 1 Liftnet  
 2038728 Monitoring System

  Hewlett Packard (Canada) Co. Software HP Load Runner (Load Performance C 
 2038830 Testing Software Tool and Support Services)

  GoLiveSystems Inc. Oracle Enterprise C 
 2036138 Performance Management Application  
  Service Level Agreement

  Intellimeter Canada Inc. Provide Automated Remote Readings 
 2029276 of GTAA Tenant Utility Meters A

  Team Eagle Ltd. Rental of Equipment for Runway B 
 2035540 Rubber Removal

  Microsoft Canada Inc. Microsoft Premier Support Services C 
 2018247
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   Reason for 

   Award without  

Contract Value Range Contractor Description of Contract Public Tender

$200,000 – $400,000 Simplex Grinnell,  Maintenance Services for Simplex C 
 A Division of Tyco International Grinnell System – Proprietary Fire  
 of Canada Ltd. Alarm System 
 2037812

  Contrac GmbH Supply Various Bus Parts C 
 2037934

  Softchoice Corporation i-Share Annual Support D 
 2038223 (Open Text Software)

 Tradewind Scientific Ltd. Calibrate, Maintain and Certify all Runway A 
 2026556 Friction Measuring Tools

$400,000 – $600,000 Jervis B. Webb Company of  Additional Conveyor Equipment for C 
 Canada, Ltd.  Terminal 1 – International to Domestic  
 2038711 Transfer Trial Project

  LCH Resources Limited Consulting Services to People and Culture A 
 2033022

$600,000 – $835,000 Jervis B. Webb  Upgrade of Terminal 1 Baggage Handling A 
 Company of Canada, Ltd. System Application and Servers 
 2038215

  Deloitte Inc. Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise A 
 2037772  Edition – Application Management Services

  Brock Solutions Inc. International and Transborder to Domestic C 
 2038809 Baggage Connection System and Support  
  and Maintenance Services

  Robert B. Somerville, A Division  Hot Water Pipe Replacement Project D 
 of Robert McAlpine Ltd. 
 2038760

 Carrier Commercial Service  Upgrade Five Central Utilities Plant C 
 A Division of UTC  Carrier Chillers 
 Canada Corporation 
 2039165

  Mercer (Canada) Limited Pension and Actuarial Consultation and A 
 2026339 Advisory Services

Reason for Award Glossary
A. Where the GTAA determines that in connection with an existing contract for the supply of goods or services which is expiring, 

it is most efficient and practicable to extend or award a new contract to the existing contractor or services supplier where 
such contractor or services supplier has developed a specific skill set or knowledge base in respect of that contract not found 
on the market.

B. Where there is just one contractor, or services supplier who can provide the required goods or services.

C. Where warranty, patent or copyright requirements or technical compatibility factors dictate a specific supplier.

D. In any other circumstances where the President and Chief Executive Officer determines it is necessary to do so having regard 
to the safe, efficient and practicable operation of Toronto Pearson.
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We know that 
everything we do 
has an impact.
CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY SUPPLEMENT
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Corporate Responsibility
Unaudited

The GTAA produces an Annual Report to provide an update for our stakeholders. Over the years this report has expanded 
in scope, discussing social and environmental matters as well as the standard financial data. In 2013 it was decided to integrate 
the corporate responsibility material into the Annual Report. The key stakeholders expected to use this report are the 
surrounding community, passengers and employees. We hope the combined reports provide these stakeholders with insight into 
what we have gained so far on our journey towards sustainability.

The Global Reporting Initiative (“GRI”) recently updated its reporting guidelines to the new G4 Sustainability Reporting 
Guidelines. The Airport Operators Sector Supplement (“AOSS”) was also completed in 2011. This report reflects the 
comprehensive requirements of both of these documents. A content index located at the end of this report outlines where the 
required GRI and AOSS information can be found.

The G4 Guidelines emphasize the need for a robust materiality evaluation of the corporation’s stakeholders, activities and 
management to determine “what is important to the company and what should be reported on”. The materiality chart on page 101 
shows that the well-being of GTAA Employees and the company’s Profit are very important to the GTAA and that Community 
(including noise issues), Customer Relationships and Customer Service are the most important to both our stakeholders and the 
GTAA. Environmental issues, on the other hand, appear to be less important to both the GTAA and its stakeholders. The lesser 
importance shown for environment should be seen in a positive light because it is directly the result of the GTAA’s adoption and 
maintenance of an ISO 14001 environmental management system in 1999 that has proactively dealt with environmental concerns.

The main body of this report deals with the Corporation’s background, financial issues and risk management. This section on 
corporate responsibility will address social, staffing and environmental matters. Over the years the Corporate Responsibility 
Report has focused on several aspects that are material to the corporation. Environmental issues include: air quality, water 
quality, waste and energy and greenhouse gases (“GHGs”). Social aspects include: noise, stakeholder relations and GTAA 
employees. These matters will be dealt with directly in the following sections.

On the back cover of this report is the contact information for providing your feedback. Please let us know what information and 
topics you would like to see addressed in our future reports.

MEASURING AND REPORTING OUR PERFORMANCE
Again this year, an internal verification program was used to assess our data, including, but not limited to, how this information 
is captured, collected, reviewed and reported. A sample of the information and data related to the performance indicators was 
evaluated to ensure that a documented process and adequate controls were in place to help us ensure the data we presented is 
consistent and accurate.

As this is our first year reporting to the updated GRI G4 standard, it will take time to completely align our data with the additional 
reporting requirements. As such, in the tables that follow towards the end of this report, there are several indicators that we are 
reporting on for the first time this year. As a result of the change in standard, there are also some indicators for which the type of 
data now required is not available at this time. We continue to provide the information we have available and take each year as 
an opportunity to improve on the details of the data. Some values have been restated as a result of a change in unit being used 
or a change in how it was compiled as a consequence of the adoption of the updated and new guidelines. This has been clearly 
indicated in the relevant sections.
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Engaging Our Stakeholders

Potential stakeholders include any person or group that has direct dealings with the airport, or has influence over or is impacted 
by airport operations. Groups specifically identified fall into four categories: those with economic ties to the airport, our 
community, our partners and our people. Identified stakeholder groups are shown in the figure below.

KEY STAKEHOLDER GROUPS

GUESTS

INDUSTRY

GTAA AND  

AIRPORT  

EMPLOYEES

MEDIA

GOVERNMENT

COMMUNITY 

RESIDENTS

GTAA

AIRPORT
TENANTS

AND 
PARTNERS

The GTAA, having realized the extent to which our operations can affect employees, partners and tenants, and the communities 
around the airport, has taken a broad-based approach to communicating with and receiving feedback from our stakeholders.

The following is a breakdown of some of the forms of communication employed with the different stakeholder groups and how 
we engage with them. 
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GREATER TORONTO AIRPORTS AUTHORITY EMPLOYEES

How we engage How often

Updates on corporate intranet Continuously

Company-wide meetings/All-employee meetings  Bi-annually

Leaders forum Quarterly

Employee surveys Annually

Anonymous complaints and “whistle-blowing” Continuously

Employee Appreciation Evening  Annually 

Employee social activities (BBQ, Winterfest, holiday events)  Quarterly

Staff family tours (airside and terminal) Regularly

The GTAA understands the value its employees can add to the organization and realizes the need to engage them not only to find 
out what they think but also to communicate with them about the company. 

Employee opinion surveys are used to give employees the opportunity to anonymously tell the GTAA ways the organization can 
improve by providing qualities they would like to see the GTAA embody. The events and initiatives planned for 2013 came out of 
the surveys completed in 2012 and this trend will continue for future employee engagement. 

AIRPORT EMPLOYEES – TORONTO PEARSON EMPLOYEE COMMUNITY

How we engage How often

General community engagement email  Continuously

Employee Updates section of Toronto Pearson website Continuously

Email newsletter Monthly 

Cross-functional airport working groups Monthly

Outreach/intercept events  As appropriate 

Outreach – town halls and meetings As appropriate 

Large-scale community events As appropriate 

Airport employee tours (airside and terminal) At request

The GTAA recognizes that we rely on all airport employees to provide excellent customer service and to complete their tasks in a 
safe manner so that our airport is safe for everyone who works here or comes through as a passenger. The Community Relations 
team works to develop programs and initiatives to support a sense of community amongst the 40,000 employees who work at 
Toronto Pearson. Airport employees become airport ambassadors through transparent, accurate and timely information sharing, as 
well as increased participation in events and educational opportunities.
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AIRPORT TENANTS AND PARTNERS

How we engage How often

Airline consultative committee Quarterly

One-on-one meetings Regularly

The GTAA Customer and Terminal Services department has created a Service Delivery Team responsible for operations and 
customer service within the terminals and associated groundside areas. The Service Delivery group has a 24/7 “Day of” team made 
up of Terminal Operations Managers, Tenant Airline and Connections Representatives, Guest Services Representatives, Safety & 
Security Officers and Resource Management Unit (RMU), all of whom are available to address day-to-day operational and customer 
service needs and issues.

COMMUNITY RESIDENTS

How we engage How often

Noise complaints line and WebTrak Continuously

General community engagement line and email  Continuously

Community section of the Toronto Pearson website Continuously

Community Environment and Noise Advisory Committee Quarterly

Email newsletter Quarterly

Events, town halls and meetings (in community) At request

Events, workshops and meetings (at the GTAA) At request

Unique large-scale community events Bi-annually

Community tours (airside and terminal) On request

Corporate giving – sponsorship and donations On request

Corporate giving – Community Investments Program  On request, and proactively  
 searching for opportunities

The community relations program is a critical tool in helping the GTAA build awareness and understanding about the airport 
and its role in the community, and includes a range of activities from hosting large-scale events (Street Festival, Runway Run) 
and outreach initiatives (for example, the Night Flight 2011 Outreach), public tours and volunteer opportunities, to regular 
e-newsletters, website, and robust Noise Management Program, and regularly hosting meetings of the Community Environment 
and Noise Advisory Committee (CENAC) and developing an innovative Community Investment Program.
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GUESTS

How we engage How often

Guest surveys by the GTAA, Airport Service Quality (ASQ), etc. Regularly

Noise complaints phone line and online complaint form Continuously

Web portal for passengers, visitors and the community Continuously

Our central complaints management system ensures that we address all comments and complaints received from guests and 
community members in a timely and appropriate manner, taking remedial action wherever appropriate, and responding where 
possible. In 2013, the GTAA handled 2,254 complaints, 452 compliments and 1,669 inquiries through our customer feedback 
system. The average number of complaints and inquiries have remained virtually constant; however, the number of compliments 
have increased significantly.

GOVERNMENT

How we engage How often

Meetings Regularly

Lobbying Continuously

The GTAA actively engages the municipal, provincial and federal levels of government regarding issues that have an impact on the 
Corporation and the air transportation industry. The GTAA’s Public Affairs and Stakeholder Relations department maintains constant 
ties with government officials, policymakers and industry associations, to represent the interests of the airport authority and Toronto 
Pearson in improving political, economic and legal conditions at all levels of government. In 2013, the GTAA met with more than 
297 elected officials to share the Toronto Pearson Global Hub Strategy. It also collaboratively works with industry partners, including 
the Canadian Airports Council, Airports Council International–North America and air carriers that operate at Toronto Pearson, to 
achieve collective policy objectives regarding the air transportation industry. The GTAA registers its lobbying activities in accordance 
with federal, provincial and municipal regulations. Further information regarding specific policy issues is contained in the GTAA 
registrations on the federal, provincial and City of Toronto lobbyist registration websites.

INDUSTRY

How we engage How often

Industry association meetings and conferences Regularly

The GTAA is very active in the Canadian Airports Council (“CAC”), Airports Council International (“ACI”), the International Civil 
Aviation Organization (“ICAO”), the International Air Transportation Association (“IATA”) and other aviation and airport industry 
groups. Regular communications between association members and attendance at industry meetings help keep the GTAA 
informed on issues affecting the aviation industry and airports around the world. 

MEDIA

How we engage How often

Interviews Continuously

Press releases Continuously

The GTAA receives many inquiries from the media regarding airport and aviation issues, airlines, air traffic, weather and other 
issues related to all facets of airport operation and aviation in general. Each inquiry is handled by an appropriate GTAA 
spokesperson, who responds specifically to the issue raised. Such correspondence is generally released to the public by the media, 
in print or on radio or television. Social networking, and the release of information through online media, has become more regular 
over the course of the last two years.
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Materiality

The materiality assessment conducted in 2013 (the year in which this report was prepared) consists of a review of both the 2012 
assessment and any new stakeholder input, collected primarily through surveys, and the corporate risk management and strategic 
plan documents; corporate strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats analysis; and interviews with company executives. 
Stakeholder surveys were not designed specifically for the purposes of corporate responsibility reporting, but the results do provide 
an overview of what most concerns our guests, tenants and partners. The GTAA strategic plan provides a roadmap for the airport to 
achieve its corporate goals, and the enterprise risk management (“ERM”) system helps ensure that management is aware of 
ongoing and new areas of risk or concern for Toronto Pearson and the airport/aviation industry as a whole. 

Toronto Pearson International Airport has been in operation for over 75 years with the impacts on and off site well known. To 
ensure completeness of this report, a list of known GTAA impacts was examined alongside the GRI listed aspects.

The results of these documents were compiled and ranked by issues and topics raised externally and internally. The materiality 
assessment then prioritized topics based on their importance to the stakeholder and to the company. The report contains 
information on the most material topics, which are listed in the upper right quadrant of the matrix. It also covers, in less detail, 
all other topics. This is presented in the following materiality matrix.

The figure shows increasing corporate focus, from left to right, and increasing stakeholder interest, from bottom to top; issues in 
the top right portion of the figure are of paramount interest at both stakeholder and corporate levels.
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Environmental Responsibility

The operation of a major airport, if not managed appropriately, can have significant environmental impacts. The GTAA is committed 
to mitigating these potential impacts at Toronto Pearson while protecting and, where possible, improving the broader environment 
affected by our activities. In 2013 we once again maintained our certification to the ISO 14001 standard, which sets out criteria for 
a properly designed environmental management system (“EMS”). Our EMS covers the maintenance and development of all airport 
facilities owned and operated by the GTAA. The system requires that policies and procedures be reviewed constantly to minimize 
Toronto Pearson’s impact and ensure we remain compliant with all relevant regulations. 

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT 
Targets are set and reviewed annually to ensure we are continually improving our performance. The table below outlines our 
2013 EMS targets and status.

Targets Associated Significant Aspects Status

Develop and implement a Storage Tank Management Plan. Resource Use Delayed to 2014

Implement energy conservation initiatives and project work  Climate Change Achieved  
to reduce our energy consumption by 7,128 gigajoules  
(1,980 megawatt hours). 

Develop a PFOS (Firefighting Foam) strategy to ensure compliance  Water Quality Delayed to 2014 
and long-term management.

Develop environmental strategy components of Corporate Sustainability. All Aspects  Delayed to 2014

Reduce paper usage year-over-year by 10%, while continuing efforts  Resource Use Ongoing 
to green our paper practices.

Develop light vehicle fleet strategy to reduce the financial costs Resource Use Achieved 
and environmental impacts. Air Quality 
 Climate Change

Develop strategy and roll out public charging stations for  Resource Use Delayed to 2015 
electric/hybrid vehicles. Air Quality 
 Climate Change

Develop strategy and infrastructure to support existing and future use  Resource Use Delayed to 2015 
of electric vehicles by the GTAA and our partners within the terminals. Air Quality 
 Climate Change

Maintain a 60% diversion from solid waste for all GTAA  Waste Achieved 
facilities (terminals and administrative buildings).

Achieve a 60% diversion from solid waste for all GTAA facilities  Waste 2014 
(Black & MacDonald, small GTAA remote facilities).

Complete aquatic and riparian habitat improvements on Etobicoke  Ecology 2015 
and Spring Creek, as per master plan.

Develop and implement a Habitat Management Plan. Wildlife Control 2015 
 Ecology
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Targets Associated Significant Aspects Status

Create an Environmental Awareness Campaign to highlight  All Aspects 2015 
environmental performance in GTAA public spaces.

Terminal 3 Redevelopment – Evaluate the impact and benefits of  Resource Use Evaluation 
attaining a LEED standard for this redevelopment project; if   complete 
favourable this would become part of the requirements for the  
redevelopment program. 

Determine the vulnerability and resiliency of Toronto Pearson assets  Climate Change 2017 
and operations to the projected impacts of climate change in the  
Greater Toronto Area and ensure appropriate adaptation responses.

Develop a process for, and carry out, a 20% reduction in  Climate Change 2020 
GHG emissions from a 2006 baseline by 2020 by reducing our  
electrical consumption by 2% per year.

Environmental Assessment
As part of the GTAA EMS, the Environmental Services Section reviewed 53 projects under the Canadian Environmental 
Assessment Act (CEAA).

Climate Change
To assess the potential impacts of climate change on public infrastructure and to advance planning and prioritization of 
adaptation strategies, Engineers Canada and its partners have established the Public Infrastructure Engineering Vulnerability 
Committee (“PIEVC”). The Committee oversees the planning and execution of a national engineering assessment of the 
vulnerability of Canadian public infrastructure to climate change.

The GTAA decided to undertake an engineering vulnerability assessment of its infrastructure in the context of both the existing 
climate and future climate change, using the PIEVC Protocol. The study involved an assessment of the vulnerabilities of the 
facilities to current climate (existing and/or historical conditions), as well as future climate change at the 2050 time horizon.

Potential issues and concerns arising from the changing climate:

• Airport infrastructure is considered vulnerable to the types of weather-related stresses that will be exacerbated by  
climate change;

• Potential flooding of runways, taxiways, aircraft manoeuvring areas and access roads could cause operational delays and 
physical damage to airport property;

• Stormwater runoff may exceed capacity of drainage and drainage systems;

• Potential wind damage to terminals, navigation equipment and signage;

• Disruption of airport operations, ground access and services supplied to the airport;

• Change in deicing operations (increase, decrease of deicing fluid quantities); and

• Different needs for snow clearance and deicing include combination of less snow but more ice.

The results of the study are currently under review.
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Noise Management
The GTAA and local municipalities have established the Toronto Pearson Airport Operating Area (“AOA”), which uses well-
defined natural and human-made boundaries to approximate the 30 Noise Exposure Forecast (“NEF”) contour on the ground. 
Surrounding municipalities have included this operating area in their official plans and have approved associated policies that 
limit incompatible land uses within these areas. Based on 2012 population data, approximately 59,300 people reside within the 
AOA. This is an increase of approximately 2,500 over 2006, the first year the count was undertaken.

An NEF model is used to calculate long-term aircraft noise exposure based on actual and forecasted flights, and the assessed 
level of noise annoyance in those areas. NEF contours do not measure decibel levels for individual flights, but do provide a 
cumulative noise value of overall actual and forecasted flights, and noise annoyance. Transport Canada (the federal government) 
has taken the position that areas with an NEF as low as 25 may be affected by aircraft noise. Areas of 30 NEF or greater are 
considered incompatible for sensitive land uses, such as residential development.

The GTAA is required to develop and maintain a comprehensive noise management program to mitigate the impact of aircraft 
noise on the surrounding communities in the vicinity of Toronto Pearson. The primary elements of the program are as follows:

• Noise abatement procedures

• Noise operating restrictions

• Night Flight Restriction Program

• Preferential runway assignment

• Engine run-ups

The GTAA’s Noise Management Office (“NMO”) receives, analyzes and responds to complaints concerning aircraft noise from 
the public. To do this, they utilize an Airport Noise Operating Management System (“ANOMS”) that combines radar data from 
Nav Canada with mapping from a geographical information system. This data is then correlated with noise readings collected at 
the Noise Monitoring Terminals (“NMTs”) in the surrounding communities. The Aviation Enforcement Office monitors aircraft 
operations and identifies potential violations of operating restrictions and noise abatement procedures. 

In December 2013, the GTAA launched WebTrak, an online tool that provides near-real-time and historical flight data so 
community members can investigate aircraft operations from any computer with Internet access. WebTrak makes it easy for 
our neighbours and others to see what’s overhead and convenient to submit a noise complaint. It’s also available 24/7. 

The total number of noise complaints in 2013 was 6,431 from 392 callers. A total of 171 noise enforcement investigations were 
undertaken. For more information on our noise program, please refer to the Noise Management section on our website at  
http://www.torontopearson.com/en/noise/.
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Stormwater Management
While the preceding Climate Change section describes our efforts to mitigate the effects of climate change, the picture below 
illustrates the need. The July 7, 2013 rain storm that did so much damage to the cities of Mississauga and Toronto was centred 
over the airport. While significant damage occurred to electronic systems due to a broken building rain leader, our airfield was 
able to withstand the torrential rainfall with little flooding. Most important, however, was the airport’s ability to contain its 
stormwater onsite and not contribute to the downstream problems. This is a direct result of a $55 million GTAA commitment to 
stormwater upgrades.

Air Quality
The GTAA maintains its program to reduce GHG emissions (direct and indirect) by 20 per cent below 2006 numbers by 2020 
with a further 24,339 megawatt hour reduction in electrical use. In 2013 and into 2014 the program is being reviewed and 
audited to ensure our direction and program integrity.

Air Quality Modelling
In 2013 the GTAA, with the help of a community consultative committee and the surrounding municipal air quality departments, 
started an air quality modelling exercise to project our impact on the surrounding airshed. The study will include an emissions 
inventory of the airport and the surrounding community followed by a dispersion model to determine our impact on the 
surrounding community. Depending on the community committee we will then proceed to a health risk assessment. The 
process we will follow closely mirrors the previous studies.

Waste Management
Our Waste Diversion Program for the terminals and administration buildings continues to be more effective, with our diversion 
rate reaching a new high of 66 per cent.

In 2012, changes in custodial and waste hauling contracts allowed the GTAA to spread its recycling program to the cargo area 
and to almost all smaller outbuildings. The recycling efforts of these buildings have risen to 24 per cent. 
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Environmental Data10

 2013 2012 2011 2010 2009

Materials used
Pesticides – Selective and non-selective  
 (litres of concentrate) 147 145 139 125 60
Larvicide – West Nile (kg) 0.000 0.700 0.501 0.023 0.774
 (ml of concentrate) 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.20 173.00
Road salt – granular (tonnes)2 2,578 1,115 1,990 5,179 3,350
Road salt – salt brine (litres)2 64,519 77,098 173,400 283,617 235,318
Road salt – sodium formate (kg)2 0 0 0 39,000 44,000
Paper purchased – sheets 3,485,825 4,261,000 3,813,365 3,826,251 4,473,780

sheets per employee 2,969 3,667 3,248 3,466 3,834

Direct energy consumption

Natural gas consumption (gigajoules) 970,417 1,305,484 1,232,384 1,404,993 2,146,119
Unleaded fuel consumption (litres)7 510,501 566,197 536,604 581,205 614,019
Diesel fuel consumption (litres)7 1,087,262 704,722 1,118,385 711,583 1,222,440

Indirect energy consumption

Total electrical consumption  
 (megawatt hours) 278,943 277,544 277,926 281,344 267,894

Energy saved due to conservation  
and efficiency improvements  
 (gigajoules)6 24,339 45,5939 105,938 97,045 89,892

Total direct and indirect greenhouse  
gas emissions

Total CO2 equivalent (tonnes)3 60,022 74,008 76,579 113,134 133,031

Other relevant indirect greenhouse  
gas emissions by weight (tonnes)1, 4   375,183  

Emissions of ozone-depleting  
substances (“ODS”)

Total ODS released  
 (CFC-11 equivalent) (tonnes) 0.0120 0.3570 0.9564 0.0027 0.0087

Other significant air emissions5 ,9 (NPRI)

Does not include mobile sources

VOC emissions (tonnes) 34 15 20 2 3
NOx emissions (tonnes) 42 38 37 40 52
SO2 emissions (tonnes) 2 2 2 2 1
CO emissions (tonnes) 37 34 42 31 40
Total particulate matter (tonnes) 6 6 16 18 19
PM10 (tonnes) 5 5 16 18 17
PM2.5 (tonnes) 5 5 5 6 8
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 2013 2012 2011 2010 2009

Ambient air quality levels according  
to pollutant concentrations by  
Canada-wide maximum acceptable  
limits (shown in brackets)1

PM2.5 24-hour (30 μg/m3) reference  
 level (new) 36 69  – –
PM10 24-hour (25 μg/m3) reference  
 level (discontinued)   53 – – 
SO2 1-hour (900 μg/m3)  94  80 114 – – 
SO2 24-hour (300 μg/m3) 26  15 22 – – 
SO2 annual (60 μg/m3) 6 5  6 – – 
NO2 1-hour (400 μg/m3) 269  94 172 – – 
NO2 24-hour (200 μg/m3)  169  49 108 – – 
CO 1-hour (35,000 μg/m3)  4,959  9,963 16,949 – – 
CO 8-hour (15,000 μg/m3)  1,865  2,176 5,840 – – 
Ozone (O3) 1-hour (160 μg/m3) 151  148 165 – – 
Ozone (O3) 24-hour (50 μg/m3) 83  81 112 – – 
Ozone (O3) annual (30 μg/m3)  46  38 48 – – 

Total water withdrawal from  
Lake Ontario (cubic metres) 1,080,515 1,254,893 1,084,970 1,060,710 926,174

Total water discharge2

To Lakeview Plant sanitary system
From stormwater facilities  
 cubic metres 148,411 68,774 83,683 65,435 64,123
 kg of BOD 21,104 9,431 15,171 21,636 13,828
From central deicing facility  
 cubic metres 69,364 65,190 39,036 46,239 64,815
 kg of BOD 428,166 319,432 301,371 276,122 399,886
To Humber Plant sanitary system
From central deicing facility  
 cubic metres 112,345 79,994 119,765 124,216 149,979
 kg of BOD 814,357 575,813 1,030,704 702,542 963,610
From Terminal 3 stormwater collection  
 cubic metres 8,270 5,797 9,280 35,951 58,181
 kg of BOD 1,316 563 755 1,931 3,922

Aircraft and pavement deicing/ 
anti-icing fluid used2

Total glycol – for winter period 2009–10  
 (cubic metres) 8,367 4,825 8,788 5,179 9,073
 Type 1 6,564 3,620 6,902 
 Type 4 1,803 1,205 1,886 
Potassium acetate – quantity purchased  
 (litres ’09, kg ’10, ’11) 307,670 77,660 117,960 283,617 175,044
Sodium formate quantity purchased  
 (kilograms) 434,000 470,000 540,000 475,057 710,000

Non-hazardous waste

Landfill – general building (tonnes) 2,054 2,256 2,456 2,649 2,903
Landfill – demolition waste (tonnes) 0 0 292 0 23
Recycled – general buildings (tonnes) 4,064 3,801 3,492 2,915 2,573
Recycled – demolition waste (tonnes) 0 0 171,873 2,771 15,748
Recycled – logistics program shrink  
 wrap (tonnes) 12 12 11 13 11
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 2013 2012 2011 2010 2009

Hazardous waste

Disposal – total amount  
 litres 364,333 173,739 633,301 222,981 371,463
 kg 46 52 2,768 988 20
Recycled – computers/batteries 
 tonnes 65 18 10 25 6
Remediated and disposed of in  
 landfill – contaminated soil  
 tonnes 0 0 12,838 0 0

Significant spills (number) 1 0 1 0 0

Wildlife strikes per 10,000 aircraft movements8 2.83 1.68 1.74   1.37

Quality of stormwater (by CCME Water Quality Guidelines)1

 2013 2013 2012 2011

   Total Number Total Number Total Number  

  Number of of Samples of Samples of Samples  

Parameter Guideline Exceedances from Facility from Facility from Facility

Glycol  
 WM4A 100 mg/L 0 168 169 182
 Carlingview 100 mg/L 0 51 44 86
 Moores Creek 100 mg/L 0 44 54 96
 Etobicoke 100 mg/L 3 42 39 47

Total glycol exceedances  3 0 0

Total number of glycol samples taken    305 306 411

BOD  
 WM4A 20 mg/L 3 50 49 51
 Carlingview 20 mg/L 4 23 23 37
 Moores Creek 20 mg/L 2 18 23 39
 Etobicoke 20 mg/L 5 23 19 22

Total BOD exceedances  14   20 18

Total number of BOD samples taken   114 114 149

Notes:
1 New indicator – reporting started in 2011.
2  All values are based on the winter season due to their relationship to the winter operations of an airport.
3  2010 data have been restated to reflect latest emissions information from OPG (published after the release of the GTAA’s 2010 Corporate Responsibility Report). The 2011 

estimate is based on currently available data and may be updated in future.
4  The 2011 data are related to aircraft operations (landing/takeoff). Additional data, such as airline and tenant vehicles, tenant-operated buildings and others will be added in 

future years as information becomes available. These data were calculated using the Transport Canada Airport Greenhouse Gas Inventory tool (released in 2012).
5  Calculations for 2011 include the use of road marking paints for the first time. This has significantly increased the reportable amount of volatile organic compounds (“VOCs”)

at the airport.
6  Unit change.
7  Includes mobile usage.
8  Added – Wildlife which qualifies due to Transport Canada’s “found dead within 200 feet of a runway surface = confirmed strike” rule; strikes reported directly to Transport 

Canada by pilots or maintenance personnel and reflected in the Civil Aviation Daily Occurrence Report.
9  Data restated from 2012.
10 Data late in being processed will be updated in the data supplement located on the gtaa.com website.
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Social Responsibility

We have a responsibility to support the interests and respect the rights of all GTAA employees, as well as our diverse partners and 
the surrounding communities served by Toronto Pearson. To help guide our complex daily interactions with stakeholders, we have 
comprehensive policies in place for implementing and managing employee training and development programs. In addition, we 
continually measure various dimensions of Toronto Pearson’s performance to gauge how well we are meeting today’s goals and 
determine where we need to focus our attention next in fulfilling our social mandate.

PEOPLE
The People and Culture department has taken steps to foster a culture that encourages collaboration, breaking down silos and 
creating a more nimble and business-minded organization open to continuous improvement. The People and Culture strategy 
focuses on organizational effectiveness to evolve the culture of the GTAA, on more effective and efficient human resource 
services and on strong employer/union partnerships to support the achievement of the Corporation’s Vision and Strategic Plan. 

In 2013, the GTAA continued work on enhancing its People and Culture mandate by renewing, through the end of July 2016, a 
collective bargaining agreement with Unifor. In addition, programs were designed with a continued focus on attracting a diverse 
workforce and developing leaders at all levels.

LABOUR RELATIONS
Non-managerial employees of the GTAA are represented by two unions with whom the GTAA has negotiated collective 
agreements.

The GTAA embraces its obligations under federal employment equity and human rights legislation. Employee salaries are 
determined based on the value of work performed, regardless of the gender of employees. All starting salaries exceed the local 
minimum wage rate specified under labour legislation.

Permanent, full-time employees are provided a comprehensive compensation package that includes pension and group health 
benefits and paid and unpaid leaves of absence.

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
All GTAA employees are represented by both a Workplace Health and Safety Committee and a Policy Occupational Health and 
Safety Committee and are governed by the Canada Labour Code and Regulations. These committees meet regularly to discuss 
health and safety concerns, review progress and make recommendations to improve health and safety in the workplace, 
ensuring that the underlying principles of the internal responsibility system are followed at all times. 

The GTAA provides a confidential Employee Assistance Program to all employees and their families in order to foster and 
maintain wellness and productivity, which is available 24 hours a day, 365 days per year, online or via a toll-free 1-800 number.
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TRAINING AND EDUCATION
The GTAA provides employees with a wide range of both technical and developmental training opportunities based on role 
requirements and identified learning needs. All employees have access to a comprehensive learning curriculum offered in either 
a classroom or an online learning environment. Performance management and career development reviews are conducted with 
ongoing coaching conversations between managers and employees taking place throughout the year. 

CORRUPTION AND ANTI-COMPETITIVE BEHAVIOUR
All GTAA employees, contracted staff and Board members know, understand and are expected to comply with the GTAA Code 
of Business Conduct and Ethics, which addresses the issue of corruption. 

In 2013, there were no legal actions for anti-competitive behaviour, anti-trust and monopoly practices taken against the GTAA.

The GTAA has made a confidential, anonymous ethics hotline available to employees, which is administered by an independent 
third party, where they may report any perceived instances of unethical or illegal business practices.

HUMAN RIGHTS
In 2013, none of our operations has been subject to human rights reviews or impact assessments. There were no incidents of 
discrimination or grievances related to human rights files or violations involving the rights of indigenous people. 

MEMBERSHIPS AND AFFILIATIONS
• Smart Commute Mississauga – Board member 

• Airports Council International (ACI) – Committee support 

• Partners in Project Green (TRCA) – Chair 

• International Association of Airport Executives, Canada (IAAE) – Member 

• Conference Board of Canada – Member 
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Social Performance

 2013 2012 2011 2010 2009

LABOUR INDICATORS
Total workforce  
Total full-time employees, permanent 1,174 1,162 1,134 1,072 1,167
Male – full-time employees, permanent1 837 829 817 –  – 
Female – full-time employees, permanent1 337 333 317 –  – 
Full-time employees, term (contract) 22 23 40 32 31
Part-time, permanent 0 0 0 0 0

Rate of employee turnover (%) 5.5 2.7 6.5 10.1 6.7

New employee hires 40 61 84 – –

Breakdown of employees (%)  
Women 28.4 28.1 27.1 26.2 25.5
Indigenous peoples 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.4
Persons with disabilities 1.0 0.8 0.9 0.9 1.2
Visible minorities 18.0 17.2 16.4 16.3 17.1

Percentage of employees covered by  
 collective bargaining agreements 78 77.4 78.5 78.3 76.5

Employees receiving regular performance  
 and career development reviews (%) 22 22.6 21.5 21.7 23.5

Average salary2 ($)  
Women         $ 62,890  
 Managers $ 104,406.53 $ 104,996 $ 100,672 $ 100,958
 Non-Managers $ 65,219.98 $ 63,687 $ 59,906 $ 58,369
Men         $ 70,910  
 Managers $ 113,098.62 $ 116,695 $ 111,486 $ 106,611
 Non-Managers $ 71,856.48 $ 70,898 $ 66,723 $ 64,360

Workplace accidents  
No lost-time injuries (cases) 79 57 65 75 84
 Male 71 41 49  
 Female 8 16 16  
Lost-time injuries (cases) 9 14 20 10 13
 Male 8 9 16  
 Female 1 5 4  
Lost-time injury frequency  
 (injuries/200,000 hours worked) 0.74 1.2 1.7 0.84 1.01
 Male 0.92 0.77 1.36  
 Female 0.29 0.43 0.34  
Lost-time injury severity  
 (hours lost/200,000 hours worked) 2.04 N/A 4.35 15.9 5.65
 Male 2.64 N/A 2.82  
 Female 0.57 N/A 1.53  
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 2013 2012 2011 2010 2009

Average hours of training per  
year by employee category1 (hours) 14.4     31.1 25
Executives not available4 2 6.2 
Senior Management not available4 10.1 18.8 
Managers not available4 17.3 27.6 
Supervisors not available4 21.5 31.9  
Employees – Facilities not available4 18.3 12.2 
Employees – Operations not available4 same  21.3 
Employees – Corporate Services not available4 same  15.2 

HUMAN RIGHTS INDICATORS  
Employee training on policies and  
procedures concerning aspects of  
human rights that are relevant  
to operations3  
Accessibility and sensitivity 
 # of hours 343 663 535 0 69
 % of employees 94 84 73 29 24
Harassment awareness
 # of hours 205 614 396 391 165
 % of employees 67 65 68 100 91
Violence in the workplace 
 # of hours 371 792 280 87 90
 % of employees 93 82 50 73 57

SOCIETY INDICATORS  
Total value of financial and in-kind  
contributions to political parties,  
politicians and related institutions  
Federal 0 0 0 0 0
Provincial 13,250 8,600 9,425 11,300 5,700
Municipal 0 0 0 0 0

Total 13,250 8,600 9,425 11,300 5,700

Notes:
1 New breakdown of data for reporting started in 2011.
2 New breakdown of data for reporting started in 2010.
3 Values for 2009 and 2010 are cumulative % of employees; values for 2011 and 2012 are % of employees training in the reporting periods.
4 Due to system and resource limitations the data cannot be broken down by gender or organizational level.
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Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) Index

The GRI G4 Sustainability Reporting Guidelines, along with the Airport Operator Sector Supplement (AOSS), were followed in 
preparing this report. The GRI provides an internationally recognized framework for corporate responsibility (CR) reporting. 
The index found below is a brief outline of where the information can be found in this report. Additional information and past 
CR reports are located on the GTAA’s website (http://www.torontopearson.com/en/gtaa/corporate-social-responsibility/). 

For more detailed information on how we comply with the GRI G4 Guidelines and AOSS, and for explanations about the 
indicators we do not report on, please refer to our “Supplement: Reporting in accordance with the GRI” on our website at  
http://www.torontopearson.com/en/gtaa/corporate-social-responsibility/.

G4 Section GRI Reference Page

GENERAL STANDARD DISCLOSURES
Strategy and Analysis 1 18
 2 42–46
Organizational Profile  3 Back cover
 4 4, 26
 5 Back cover
 6, 7, 8 26, 54
 9 27, 28
 10, 11 111, 112
 12 Supplement
 13 34–36
 14 103
 15 42, 54
 16 100, 110
Identified Material Aspects and Boundaries 17 25 and SEDAR
 18 101
 19, 20, 21 101, Supplement
 22 108 (notes), Supplement
 23 No change
Stakeholder Engagement 24 97–100
 25 97
 26 97–100
 27 104, 97–100
Report Profile 28, 29, 30 25
 31 Final page
 32 In accordance with 
   Comprehensive
 33 49, Supplement
Governance 34 23–24
 35 24
 36 Supplement
 37 97–100
 38 20–21
 39 18–19
 40 23
 41 96
 42 14–17, Supplement
 43–50 Supplement
 51 92
 52 SEDAR
 53, 54, 55 Supplement
Ethics and Integrity 56, 57, 58 110, Supplement
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G4 Section GRI Reference Page

SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES
Economic EC1 50–53, 65
 EC2 42–46
 EC3 60, 72, 78
 EC4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 Supplement
 AO1, AO2 27–29
 AO3 8
Environmental  
Materials EN1 106
 EN2 Supplement
Energy EN3, 4 106
 EN5, 6, 7 Supplement
Water EN8 107
 AO4, EN9,10 108, Supplement
Emissions, Effluent and Waste EN11 to EN14 Supplement
 EN15, 16, 17 106
 EN18, 19 Supplement
 EN20, 21 106
 EN22 107
 EN23 107, 108
 EN24 108
 AO5, 6 107
 EN25, 26 Supplement
Products and Services EN27 102–105
 EN28 Supplement
Compliance EN29 Supplement
Transport EN30 Supplement
Overall EN31 Supplement
Supplier Environmental Assessment EN32, 33 Supplement
Environmental Grievance Mechanism EN34 Supplement
 AO7 Supplement
Labour Practices and Decent Work
Employment LA1 111
 LA2, 3 Supplement
Labour Management Relations LA4 Supplement
Occupational Health and Safety LA5, 6 111
 LA7, 8 Supplement
Training and Education LA9, 10 Supplement
 LA11 111
Diversity and Equal Opportunity LA12 111
Equal Remuneration for Women and Men LA13 111
 LA14, 15 Supplement
Labour Practice Grievance Mechanisms LA16 Supplement
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G4 Section GRI Reference Page

Human Rights
Investment HR1 Supplement
 HR2 112
Non-discrimination HR3 Supplement
Freedom of Association and Collective Bargaining HR4 Supplement
Child Labour HR5 Supplement
Forced and Compulsory Labour HR6 Supplement
Security Practices HR7 Supplement
Indigenous Rights HR8 Supplement
Assessment HR9 Supplement
Supplier Human Rights Assessment HR10, 11 Supplement
Human Rights Grievance Mechanisms HR12 Supplement
Society
Local Communities SO1 Supplement
 SO2 104
 SO3 Supplement
 AO8 Supplement
Corruption SO4, 5 110
Public Policy SO6 112
Anti-competitive Behaviour SO7 110
Compliance SO8 Supplement
Supplier Assessment of Impact on Society SO9, 10 Supplement
Grievance Mechanism for Impact on Society SO11 Supplement
Product Responsibility
Customer Health and Safety PR1, 2 Supplement
 AO9 108
Product and Service Labelling PR3, 4, 5  Supplement
Marketing and Communications PR6, 7 Supplement
Customer Privacy PR8 Supplement
Compliance PR9 Supplement
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Corporate Information

HEAD OFFICE ADDRESS
Greater Toronto Airports Authority
3111 Convair Drive, P.O. Box 6031
Toronto AMF, Ontario, Canada  L5P 1B2
T: 416-776-3000
F: 416-776-3555
TorontoPearson.com

EXECUTIVE TEAM
Howard Eng
President and Chief Executive Officer

J. Howard Bohan
Vice President, Aviation Services 

Nicole Desloges
Vice President, People and Culture

Brian P. Gabel
Vice President and Chief Financial Officer
Left as of March 31, 2014

Pamela Griffith-Jones
Vice President, Guest and Terminal Services
Left as of September 3, 2013

Toby C.D. Lennox
Vice President, Strategy Development and  
Stakeholder Relations

Douglas A. Love
Vice President, General Counsel and Secretary 
Retired as of January 16, 2013

Selma M. Lussenburg
Vice President, Governance, Corporate Safety and Security 
General Counsel and Corporate Secretary 
As of January 21, 2013

Patrick C. Neville
Vice President, Airport Planning and Technical Services

ANNUAL PUBLIC MEETING
The GTAA’s Annual Public Meeting will be held on May 8, 
2014, at 1:30 p.m. in Terminal 1, departures level near 
Aisle Q.

PUBLIC INFORMATION
Requests for general information should be directed to: 
Customer Service 
T: 416-776-9892 
Email: Customer_Service@GTAA.com

AUDITORS
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP 
Toronto, Ontario

LEAD BANK
Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce 
Toronto, Ontario

PRINCIPAL LEGAL COUNSEL
Osler, Hoskin & Harcourt LLP 
Toronto, Ontario

PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE
The GTAA offers publications on a variety of topics.  
Please visit www.torontopearson.com/en/gtaa/publications 
to view the complete list or email your request to 
Publication@GTAA.com.
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WE WELCOME YOUR FEEDBACK. 
If you have any questions or comments regarding this report, or 
suggestions for topics you’d like to see covered in future reports, please 
write to us at the address below (“Attention: Strategy Development and 
Stakeholder Relations”) or send an email to Publication@GTAA.com.

Thanks for your interest.

Concept and design 
The Works Design Communications Ltd. 

Thematic section writing
Doug Dolan

Printing
RR Donnelley 

Contributing photographers 
Laura Arsie
Michael Mahovlich  
Chris Thomaidis  
Lorella Zanetti

The Greater Toronto Airports Authority (GTAA) was incorporated 
in 1993 and manages Toronto Pearson International Airport 
under terms set out in our December 1996 lease with the 
Canadian federal government.
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